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Special Guest MC

Doc Reno

PARTICIPATING RESTAURANTS:
Bar-B-Q Jack’s, Bru’s Room, JC Wahoo’s,
Moby Rick’s Rock n Roll Bar-B-Q,
Moe’s Southwest and Riverside Market

GA $30 in advance/$40 at the gate
VIP $70 in advance/$80 at the gate

TICKETS ON SALE NOW!
Visit www.NewTimesBeerfest.com

FOR MORE INFO ON SPONSORSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES, CALL: 954-233-1587

VIP Includes liquor, premium stage views,
food samples from Bravo Restaurant,
Charm City Burgers, New River Pizza and more
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Cheers to five years of Dine Out Lauderdale – the foodie
fest of the season. Indulge in three-course menus for
$35. Visit sunny.org/dineout and bring your appetite.

OctOber 13-OctOber 19, 2011

3030 Ocean • III Forks • 15th Street Fisheries • Aizia
Blue Moon Fish Co. • Bongo Cuban Cafe • By Word of Mouth
Cafe Maxx • Cafe Vico • The Capital Grille • Chart House • China Grill
Coco Asian Bistro • Dapur • East City Grill • Grateful Palate
Grille 66 • Hi-Life Cafe • ilios • Indigo • Ireland’s Steakhouse
Johnny V • Le Bistro • Lola’s on Harrison • Mai-Kai • Market 17
The Melting Pot • Morton’s The Steakhouse • North Ocean Grille
Primavera • SAIA • Shula’s on the Beach • SoLita Las Olas • Spazio
Steak 954 • Sublime • Sunfish Grill • Tatu • Trina • Truluck’s • Via Luna
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Fork Lauderdale. For the love of food.
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The Naked Truth:
Meet a 9-Year-Old Nudist

BY DEVIN DESJARLAIS, DECEMBER 21, 2010

Sometimes, stories we’ve written years ago
will get steady traffic continually. Such is
the case about the blog and video posted to
the Pulp blog about a 9-year-old living at the
Sunsport Gardens Family Naturist Resort.
Below, a sample of the 70-plus comments. To
join the discussion, go to bit.ly/riuVMK.
Although I take no issue with nudist society, I
take great issue with this being newsworthy.
May I point out to the world that most pedophiles often abuse for decades with SPOTLESS
criminal records before they are caught? I was
abused for over 13 years before my abuser was
caught, and that was only because I turned
him in when I was 16. He ruined my life, was a
well-respected member of society, and had no
criminal history. But he abused me almost every
single day of my life as a child. To take this photo
of a young girl naked and then back it up with
video greatly offends me as a woman who has
seen the worst side of life. I should also point out
that today, my abuser is 69 years old, and aside
from the ONE ARREST where he was later
convicted of the abuse he done to my sister and
myself, HE WAS NEVER ARRESTED AGAIN.
To emphasize that background checks are
run on every single person who enters the
gate as a means to make the readers of this
article feel that getting close to this girl will be
impossible due to this high security, it’s a load
of crap. Because what pedophile is going to
enter through the gate if he can go over or under the fence in another area of the property?
hetampatammy
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As a nudist myself, I see nothing wrong with
nudity or the human body for that matter,
regardless of age, race, etc. I don’t have kids
myself, but if I did, I would teach them that
the human body is a beautiful gift every one
of us is born with and that there is no shame
with it, unlike how most other people feel.
Is it any wonder why in places that suppress nudity, there are more sex crimes,
unwanted teenage pregnancies, failed marriages, sexual dysfunction, etc., than in other
places where nudity is natural and normal?
David Colantuono
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I have not been to Sunsport Gardens, but I have
been to resorts like Sunsport — family-style,
nudity-enforced resorts. A place like this, by
its very nature, tends to keep undesirables out.
You can’t hide here. You will not find swingers
— now called “lifestyle people” — or those who
act in a predatory manner. Resorts like this are
few and far between; many are now driven by
profit and cater to anyone with money. If you
are a nudist and want to avoid the undesirables, go to a place where nudity is required;
you won’t find a lot of plush surroundings, but
you will find the best people on the planet.
Lifetime AANR member

The girl does not have to be naked for the perverts out there to imagine what she is like under clothes. I see nothing wrong with nudity
except for the weather. A naked youth is not
necessarily pornographic, nor is a naked nonagenarian. One’s body is a wondrous thing of
beauty in some eyes but wondrous nevertheless. Greater civilizations than ours accepted
nudity, but I guarantee that the perverts were
around then as well. If their comments could
be traced to them and named and shamed,
it would be a good day for humankind.
exminorminer

Atheist “National Registry” Proposed by Florida Pastor Discovered by the Internet a Year Later
BY MATTHEW HENDLEY, AUGUST 30

Also in the still-blowing-up category is the
article we posted on the Pulp blog about a
proposed website to keep track of the godless.
More than 200 (mostly atheists) have weighed
in, and you can join them at bit.ly/oVulUN.
There are already registries for atheists,
convicted felons, NAMBLA, supporters
of Nancy Pelosi, neo-Nazi groups — all
the pastor is saying is to consolidate
them. Oh wait, that’s already been done;
it’s called the Democrat voter rolls.
Amen Baby

Perhaps the Ancient Romans had the right
idea — feeding Christians to the lions! Seriously, though, everyone seems scared of
fundamental Muslims. But fundamental,
right-wing Christians are every bit as bad
— perhaps even worse. The really scary
part is that so many Americans seem to
take these right-wing nut jobs seriously.
Mr.Goose

I propose that we form another registry. We
can call it the NRCCC: the National Registry
of Christian Cretin Crackpots, and we will
definitely put this bigoted idiot at the top.
And we certainly want to know if he’s in
business so we can boycott it and give him
a free copy of Darwin’s Origin of Species.
Spadix7

Surely this idiot realizes that his behavior,
and other religious people’s behavior that is
hateful like his, will only make religion look
a lot more unattractive to the nonreligious
and therefore will make it way, way less likely
for atheists/agnostics/the nonreligious to
become religious or for them to join his religion. Every time I hear about stories like this,
it just proves to me and reminds me more
and more of just how disgusting, hateful,
wicked, and poisonous religion really is. Just
goes to show that a lot (not all) but a lot of
religious people really aren’t that bright at all.
Originalrosspk

Feedback@BrowardPalmBeach.com

EVEN THE GOVERNOR WANTS
TO LIFT THE BAN ON THROWING
LITTLE PEOPLE.
BY MATTHEW HENDLEY
Since 1989, Florida dwarfs looking for work as human shot puts for
bar patrons have been out of a job due
to a ban by the state Legislature.
Rep. Ritch Workman, a Melbourne
Republican, wants to repeal that freedom- and job-killing law. House Bill 4063
was submitted October 3 by Workman
and would repeal Florida Statute 561.665,
which essentially bans bar games that use
people with dwarfism as sporting goods.
Since October 1, 1989, it has been illegal for any business in Florida that sells
alcohol “from undertaking or permitting
any contest or promotion or other form
of recreational activity involving exploitation endangering the health, safety,
and welfare of any person with dwarf-

HOLLYWOOD

GOODBYE,

GENERATORGATE
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just as his more recent troubles were
beginning. “There were plenty of people
out there that thought it would never
be done and shouldn’t be done.”
But it was, and to Benson’s credit, it’s a
beautiful park. Tranquil, even. So after he
got a phone call from the Sun-Sentinel’s
A POLITICIAN GAVE CITY-OWNED Megan O’Matz asking about anonymous
allegations that he had instructed a police
PROPERTY TO DAD, BUT STATE
officer to bring a city-owned generator
COPS DON’T WANT THE CASE.
to his dad’s house in Lauderhill, Benson
realized he needed to do some damage
BY STEFAN KAMPH
control. He called the city’s public-information officer, Raelin Storey, and arWhen the former Hollywood city manager
ranged to meet with her at ArtsPark.
found out he was under investigation for
“According to Storey, this
possible shady dealings
was an unusual request,” says a
involving the delivery of a
city-owned generator to his
“BENSON TOLD recent FDLE report that cleared
dad after Hurricane Wilma,
HER THAT HE Benson of the accusations.
Benson told Storey that
he went to discuss it in one
DID NOT REALLY O’Matz had been to his parof the brighter symbols of
REMEMBER ents’ home to ask about the
his tenure: the multimillion-dollar ArtsPark at the
SPECIFICS generator. He told Storey
his father had needed
center of Young Circle.
REGARDING that
one after Hurricane Wilma
Cameron Benson had
THE INCIDENT.” and that he had recalled that
championed the park
some recently purchased
from the beginning, algenerators were in storage
though he acknowledged
on city property. He told her generators
that it was sometimes unpopular. “It’s
were subsequently taken to his father’s
been tough professionally and personhome. “Storey explained that Benson
ally,” he told the Miami Herald in May,
did not ‘seem’ to remember how the
generators were obtained... Storey explained that Benson told her that he did
To be tossed or
not really remember specifics regardnot to be tossed.
ing the incident,” reads the report.
Investigators later obtained a copy of a
check made out to the police officer who
delivered the generator, in the amount
of $1,415, signed by Benson’s mother and
dated October 26, 2005. This was to reimburse the city for the generator.
The report concludes that there is
“no evidence to support that Mr. Benson committed any crime in reference
to the generators... Therefore... the
FDLE will take no further action.”
Not discussed in this investigation are other
allegations that appeared farther up in the
anonymous letters sent to city commissioners, that Benson accepted bribes for giving a
lucrative waste-hauling contract to WastePro.
The report fails to mention them aside from
noting that “there were other allegations that
alleged that several Public Works employees
accepted bribes... The Florida Department
of Law Enforcement opened a case related
to the allegations solely on the generators.”
No word yet on why the other,
seemingly more serious charges were
not investigated. Benson left his post
in June after taking the brunt of blame
for the city’s budget crisis.
iStockphoto.com
>> p8
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THE RETURN OF
DWARF TOSSING

ism.” Bars that violate the law can lose
their licenses and face $1,000 fines.
That “recreational activity” it’s referring to is the game of dwarf tossing, which you can see in video form
on the Pulp blog at bit.ly/qJIXIX.
Think it’s a nonissue? Think again.
In 2001, a three-foot-two radio host
known as “Dave the Dwarf” filed a federal lawsuit seeking to overturn Florida’s
ban on the “activity,” saying he wanted
the same opportunity for employment as everyone else. Dave likened
dwarf tossing to basketball, in which
height is an asset in the profession.
Last month, Gov. Rick Scott announced that he wanted to repeal more
than 1,000 state rules created by various agencies in the state. Sure enough,
he wants to repeal two of the rules from
the Division of Alcoholic Beverages and
Tobacco related to dwarf tossing.
There are also multiple scientific studies
on dwarf tossing, including a 2009 study by
the National Institutes of Health that examines the bioethics of hurling little people.
Workman told the Current that the
only thing the ban on dwarf tossing did
was take away employment opportunities for people with dwarfism. His bill
has yet to be assigned to committee.
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FLORIDA

BRINGING BACK
BLACK HISTORY
LAWSUIT CLAIMS FLORIDA
TEXTBOOKS ARE WAY TOO WHITE.
BY MATTHEW HENDLEY
In 1994, then-Gov. Lawton Chiles signed
into law a statute that requires Florida high
school kids be taught about the Holocaust
and the history of black Americans.
Now, the Southern Christian Leadership
Council (SCLC) of Tallahassee has filed a grievance with the Justice Department, claiming that
Florida high schools are not properly teaching
the history of African-Americans in the United
States, in part saying that when teachers teach
about black Americans only during Black History Month, it may be like “segregating” the
coursework in American history classes.
State Rep. Geraldine Thompson has hopped
on the cause, saying that it’s nice to celebrate
Martin Luther King Jr. Day but that doing so
doesn’t count as teaching African-American
history. “School districts confuse events with
instruction,” the Democrat from Orlando says
in a statement. “While observing the Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Holiday is a commendable
event, it is not providing instruction on the
broad spectrum of African American contributions to American society. While I am concerned to see the development of an adversarial
situation regarding this issue, I adamantly
believe that the law needs to be followed.”
Thompson’s statement is less adversarial
than that of the SCLC, which dropped the
word segregated to describe how American history is taught in Florida’s public high schools.
“What is now debated is whether such lessons should be confined, some say, ‘segregated,’
to one month or instead, incorporated into
American History class work all year long during the school year. We believe earmarking a
single month to recognize black achievement is
not enough,” the council wrote in a statement.
The substance of the complaint, though, has
a compelling point. Accomplishments from
black Americans span the life of the country,
and if that’s not being worked into the history
lessons of Florida high school kids, Thompson and the SCLC have a valid argument.
Thompson and the council are both asking the federal government to block federal
funds to the state until all 67 Florida counties
properly implement the law of teaching black
history. The SCLC created a three-point
plan on how it should go down that includes
seminars for teachers on African-American
history, new textbooks that are “inclusive
of all ethnic groups,” and the establishment of a committee to evaluate how well
schools do in implementing the changes.
This isn’t the first time Florida history textbooks were under fire. Last year, the Citizens
for National Security claimed to have found Islamic propaganda in textbooks. The grievance
about African-American history, however, is
sure to be seen as having more credibility.
Feedback@BrowardPalmBeach.com
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BY FRANCISCO ALVARADO

may have fretted about what his mother might do:
She’s gonna kill me.

F

rom the moment he was born on August 5, 1978, in
Medellín until his mother was arrested on February
17, 1985, Michael Corleone Blanco, AKA “Nariz,”
was always by her side. During that time, Griselda
Blanco, known as “The Godmother of Cocaine,” would
solidify her reputation as the most ruthless narcotics
queenpin in the early days of America’s drug war.
La Madrina, as she was known by fellow traffickers
and law enforcement, lorded over a billion-dollar criminal enterprise that moved about 3,400 pounds of cocaine
a month in the United States. The DEA estimated she had
600 people on her payroll and had developed her own
line of underwear with secret pockets that could hold
one to two kilos of cocaine to sneak through customs,
according to the nonfiction book Kings of Cocaine.
La Madrina broke the glass ceiling in the male-dominated underworld of the Colombian cartels by ruthlessly
killing anyone who crossed her. She was accused of
ordering at least 40 homicides from Miami to New York.
Legend has it that Griselda is haunted by a body count
that surpasses 250. From a very young age, Michael was
witnessing his mom’s criminality.
>> p10
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diamond-encrusted pendant that spelled out the letters
T and S, the initials K.A.R., and the phrase Kill All Rats.
One of the vice squad detectives outfitted Rata with
a hidden recording device and dropped him off at the
coffee shop. Thirty-seven miles away in Sunrise, at a Shell
gas station at 10300 W. Commercial Blvd., Nariz’s buddy
Abel Fernandez had a date with Rata’s alleged partner,
a beefy Hispanic undercover officer named Peña, who
was also wired for sound.
After Fernandez received a text message from Nariz
that Rata was at Dunkin’ Donuts, he followed Peña to a
warehouse at 4500 Hiatus Road. Inside the warehouse,
Fernandez unzipped a canvas bag containing $19,500 in
cash, the motorcycle title, and the gaudy chain.
Peña, who brought his own bag with the five kilos,
opened it and showed Fernandez a brick. Satisfied, Fernandez grabbed the coke and walked outside. Peña gave his
squad mates the takedown signal. Fernandez was arrested
before he could put the drugs inside the trunk of his Civic.
A few minutes later in Miami Beach, the DEA agents
inside Dunkin’ Donuts cuffed Nariz. As he listened
to one of the cops read him his Miranda rights, Nariz
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N

ariz sat at a table inside the Dunkin’ Donuts on
Alton Road at 16th Street in Miami Beach. It was
late afternoon this past May 12 as the fidgety,
33-year-old Colombian waited for his new associate, a man we’ll call “Rata,” to show up. Nariz rubbed
his bearded cleft chin and then his bird-beak nose that
earned him his nickname. He wore shorts and a T-shirt
exposing the tattoo on his right forearm that spelled
Xtorxion, the name of his defunct record label.
His heavy brown eyes scanned the glass door. Unbeknown to Nariz, a couple of investigators from the Drug
Enforcement Administration were inside the coffee shop
watching him. They were assisting the Sunrise Police
Department’s vice squad, which had been keeping tabs
on Nariz for two months. Rata had told the cops that
Nariz was looking to score ten to 20 kilos on behalf of
some rappers he knew.
During a recorded phone conversation earlier that
day, Nariz had allegedly agreed to buy five bricks at
$21,000 a kilo from Rata to kick off their relationship.
Nariz informed Rata that he did not have the full
amount to pay for the coke, so he offered the seller
two pieces of collateral: the title to a 2009 Suzuki
Hayabusa motorcycle, worth an estimated $10,000,
and a shimmering white-gold necklace with a gigantic
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Griselda “The Godmother” Blanco’s lone heir ends up
stumbling into his own cocaine arrest.
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In the Black Widow’s Shadow from p9
Jorge “Rivi” Ayala, a former hit man who
turned witness against Griselda, once told
state prosecutors that in 1981, he accepted
a $50,000 payment for killing a man for the
Godmother while a then-3-year-old Michael
was in the room. “He was there with his
mommy and his daddy,” Ayala testified.
Obsessed with the epic gangster film The
Godfather and its sequel, Griselda named
Michael after the movies’ main character.
La Madrina fantasized that her fourth and
youngest son would follow a path similar to
that of Vito Corleone’s Mikey. Much like the
movie’s Genco Pura Olive Oil Co., Griselda’s
illicit corporation was a family affair. Her
three oldest sons moved roughly 2,200
pounds of yayo in Miami, Los Angeles, and
San Francisco. Michael was the heir apparent.
But it didn’t turn out the way La Madrina had planned. Michael’s father and
older siblings were all killed before he
reached adulthood. His mom was in prison
for most of his childhood and teenaged
years, and he was raised by his maternal grandmother and legal guardians.
Griselda Blanco was released from prison
in 2004 and deported to Colombia, where
recent video footage of her exclusively shown
to New Times reveals that the Godmother,
now a senior citizen, piddling around an
empty house. Meanwhile, Michael had been
leading a relatively anonymous suburban life
until the Miami-made documentary Cocaine
Cowboys and its sequel turned Griselda into
a cult antihero during the past decade.
Michael had avoided his mother’s perilous path until now. Under the advice
of his criminal defense lawyer, Michael
declined to comment for this article.
New Times pieced together Michael’s
life through court documents and depositions from his mother’s criminal cases, news
articles and books about the Blanco family,
Cocaine Cowboys footage, interviews Michael gave in 2008 to other media outlets,
the criminal complaint against him, and
extensive conversations with his childhood
best friend and business manager, Cristian
Rios. The result is a compelling tale about a
young man struggling to debunk his mother’s
homicidal reputation while at the same time
embracing her criminal legacy to capitalize on its entertainment value. “Michael is
well aware of who he is in the public eye,”
says Rios, who is convinced that Michael,
who had inked a multimillion-dollar Hollywood deal six days before the bust, was
set up. “He would not put his life in peril
for something that would jeopardize his
family, his movie deal, and his freedom.”

“HE WOULD NOT PUT HIS LIFE IN PERIL FOR
SOMETHING THAT WOULD JEOPARDIZE HIS
FAMILY, HIS MOVIE DEAL, AND HIS FREEDOM.”

Courtesy of Broward Sheriff’s Office

Michael Corleone Blanco (above) allegedly
tried to buy five kilos of cocaine from a
snitch. Undercover cops say Michael used
this diamond-encrusted pendant (bottom)
as collateral. Griselda Blanco and Charles
Cosby (left) were the stars of Cocaine Cowboys 2: Hustlin’ With the Godmother.

O

ne day in 1983, a 5-year-old Michael
was in Medellín with his father,
Dario Sepulveda, when their car
was intercepted by men dressed as
police officers. Griselda — also known as
“The Black Widow” for having allegedly
killed her first two husbands, one of whom
had fathered her three eldest sons — had
learned that her third hubby was messing
around with a topless dancer from Fort Lauderdale. She confronted Sepulveda about
his infidelity inside the Davie home of Max
Mermelstein, a smuggler who acted as a point
man for the cartel’s distribution network.

Courtesy Office of State Attorney

The couple argued over Michael’s custody. Sepulveda preferred to send his son to
school, but Griselda wanted Michael to be
with her all the time, according to Mermelstein’s account for a 1989 Sun-Sentinel article.
(Mermelstein died in 2008 after being in the
witness protection program.) So Sepulveda
took Michael to Colombia, where he thought
his friends in the cartel, including kingpin
Pablo Escobar and the Ochoa brothers,
would protect him from his estranged wife.
The fake cops who intercepted Michael
and his father opened fire on Sepulveda,
killing him. After the shooting, Mermelstein said, “Little Michael was screaming
and ran over to embrace his father. But by
the time he got there, Dario was dead.”
Following his dad’s murder, Michael
was reunited with his mom in Miami. But
Sepulveda’s friends and family members,
including a brother who had been a hit
man for Griselda, wanted revenge. Griselda
never stayed in one place for too long. She
was constantly uprooting Michael from
one hideout to another to stay one step
ahead of her enemies and drug agents.
She had safe houses in South Florida, New
York, Los Angeles, and the Bay Area.
When the Godmother and her sons fled
to Irvine, California, the DEA ratcheted up
its hunt. According to federal court >> p12
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documents, agents got a big break in 1984
when an old family friend named Gerry
Gomez, who was doing a ten-year prison
stint, volunteered to bring Griselda and her
boys down. Gomez had owned a garage
in Medellín where he had serviced cars
and motorcycles owned by the Blancos.
Agents tracked down Griselda’s house
in Irvine. On the second day of surveillance,
they spotted a 6-year-old Michael at the
door. His mom was standing behind him.
About 20 minutes later, six DEA detectives
stormed the house. Michael watched as his
mom was hauled off to jail. His brothers were
subsequently arrested on trafficking charges.
The Blancos’ run had come to an end.
During the first five years that his mother
was incarcerated, Michael lived with his
maternal grandmother. According to his
friend Rios, the boy had access to money
and homes in Colombia that the U.S. government wasn’t able to seize from his mother.
When Griselda was sent to prison, Michael
traveled back and forth between Medellín
and the Bay Area, near the correctional facility where his mom was held. Sometimes
he lived on his own. He would also seek
out people to give him room and board.
In 1998, Griselda was transferred from
California federal prison to a Florida state
correctional facility after pleading no contest
to three counts of second-degree murder in
Miami. Griselda would have faced the electric
chair if the Miami-Dade State Attorney’s Office hadn’t bungled the case. Two of the prosecutor’s secretaries were caught having phone
sex with star witness and former Griselda
button man Jorge Ayala. Upon her release
in 2004, she was deported to Colombia.
In 2008, Michael told AllHipHop.com
that from the time he was 12 until he reached
adulthood, he was raised by various legal
guardians whom he did not identify. “I
would meet someone that my mother would
know, and I would say, ‘I’m going to live in
your house, and I’m going to pay you rent,
and you’re going to be my legal guardian,’ ”
Michael told the website. “At one point, the
legal guardian happened to be a minister,
and he taught me a lot about the Lord.”
As the gatekeeper who guards entry into Michael’s world, Rios, a rakish
chap with a scraggly beard and straight,
shoulder-length black hair, confirms that
account. “Michael was always searching
for a familial atmosphere that he lacked,”
Rios says. “He came away a better person
because of those experiences. Michael
would give a friend the shirt off his back.
That’s the man of substance he is.”
During his late teen years, Michael
experienced a bout of depression, Rios
adds. “His entire family was in prison.
He didn’t know what he was going to do
with his life. He certainly wasn’t accustomed to getting a 9-to-5 job. I told him to
start writing down his memoir because
someone would one day buy his story.”
Rios believes his friend is unfairly maligned because of Griselda’s vicious criminal history.
“It’s quite the Catch-22,” Rios says.
“He loves his mother, and he is very proud
of her being his mom. But don’t judge
the kid based on his mother’s past.”

M

ichael was dressed in a black
two-piece suit with a black shirt
and shiny black loafers. A pair of
black sunglasses topped off the
mafioso attire he donned for the January
23, 2008, premiere of Cocaine Cowboys 2:
Hustlin’ With the Godmother at the Colony
Theatre on Lincoln Road in Miami Beach.
Rios, similarly dressed, was by Michael’s
side. Griselda’s scion joined the film’s director, Billy Corben, and the star, Charles
Cosby, on the red carpet to pose for photos.
Following the first Cocaine Cowboys, fans
of the movie wanted to know more about
Griselda. Corben and filmmaking partner
Alfred Spellman decided to make a sequel
that told the story of the bizarre businessminded sexual relationship Cosby cemented
with La Madrina when she was serving
time in a federal prison 20 miles outside of
his hometown of Oakland, California. The
now-43-year-old had penned a charismatic
fan letter to Griselda in 1991, when he was
an ambitious crack-cocaine dealer in his
early 20s looking to become a true kingpin. Cocaine Cowboys 2 shows how Cosby
won the Godmother’s heart and eventually
earned her wrath. He claims he netted millions of dollars a month selling cocaine he
obtained through Griselda, who was still
brokering coke deals from behind bars.
Both flicks were produced without
cooperation from Griselda or her family
members. “We made several attempts to interview Griselda through her lawyer Nathan
Diamond,” Spellman says. “He declined.”
Cosby met the Godmother’s son around
the time Michael claims he went to live
with his first legal guardian. The youngest
Blanco heir was residing in Morgan Hill near
San Jose. Griselda’s pen pal was struck by
how much the boy resembled his mom. Indeed, Michael has Griselda’s oval face, large
nose, cleft chin, and coffee-colored eyes.
Michael would sleep over at Cosby’s
house in Oakland. “The Godmother definitely appreciated me spending so much
quality time with Michael Corleone,” Cosby
recollects in Cocaine Cowboys 2. “It really
scored a lot of points for me in her eyes.”
Cosby described his bond with Michael
in greater detail in a September 8, 1997,
deposition in connection with her homicide charges. The pair would talk about
his father and his uncle Paco, a hit man
for his mother. Cosby also claimed that
a 15-year-old Michael gave him a MAC10 machine gun as a present in 1993.
The street hustler made another startling
revelation that he didn’t share for the documentary. Under oath, Cosby recalled that
before his first meeting with the Godmother,
Michael knew Griselda wanted to give him
kilos. “On the drive [to the prison], Michael
mentioned that Griselda wanted to give
us some coke so we could sell it together,”
Cosby testified. “I asked Michael, ‘What do
you think about it?’ He said, ‘I’m ready.’ ”
Michael’s buddy and manager, Rios,
questioned Cosby’s statements. “There
is no denying the old lady’s life was as
serious as a heart attack,” he asserts.
“However, a lot of Cocaine Cowboys was
made up for entertainment purposes.”
Rios also denies allegations that Griselda
was a teenaged prostitute after running
away from her abusive mother, and he dis-

C. Stiles
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In his 2008 interview with AllHipHop.
com, Michael described his mom as a Colombian June Cleaver. She would cook
him breakfast, lunch, and dinner alongside
the maids and tuck him in at night. She
spoiled him with expensive gifts such as a
Porsche golf cart on his sixth birthday.
He also acknowledged that he knew
his family was involved in illicit activities. “It was very easy to understand
what was going around,” Michael said.
“I have witnessed certain events that

I can’t really talk about.” When the
interviewer asked Michael if he was
ever tempted to deal cocaine, his response was a terse “no comment.”
The task of informing Griselda that her
youngest son had been arrested on cocaine
trafficking and conspiracy charges fell to
Rios. “I thought she was going to hand me
my fucking balls when I told her,” Rios
remembers. “I felt like I let her down.
Telling her what happened was like telling her Michael had been buried alive.”
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Former smuggler Mickey Munday (top) says Michael should have used more caution.
Jorge “Rivi” Ayala (bottom) was a former hit man who turned witness against Griselda.
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few months after the premiere of
Cocaine Cowboys 2, Michael sat in a
chair on the set of Cristina Saralegui’s
Spanish-language talk show. Dressed
in a khaki sports jacket, black slacks, and a
black dress shirt, Michael was there to talk
about his mom. In a soft baritone and thick
Colombian accent, he spoke about a Griselda
Blanco the world doesn’t know. “My little
old lady is someone who loves people,”
Michael said. “She has dedicated herself to
God. She is a Christian. She lived through
hell for the 24 years she was incarcerated.”
He told Saralegui he was in show business, producing Latin hip-hop acts through
his record label, Xtorxion, the name tattooed
on his forearm. Michael also revealed he
closed a deal with a Hollywood production
company that plans to make a documentary
and a feature-length movie about him and
his mother with their full cooperation.
“Aren’t you ashamed?” Saralegui asked
him, prompting Michael to proclaim he
had nothing to hang his head about.
“I will always support my mother,” he
said. “I don’t care if she burned Rome to
the ground. I will always defend her.”
For much of the past three years, the supposedly publicity-averse Michael has been
out and about embracing his legacy. In a
two-minute video clip posted on his MySpace
page, he emphatically introduces himself
with the authority of a Sicilian Mob boss as
the “proudest son of the queen of cocaine.”
As he rides in the back seat of a car cruising
Ocean Drive, Michael brags that Miami kids
“were taught to get money. It’s like a generational thing. It was built on cocaine. It was
built on a culture of ruthlessness by people
who loved money and a lavish lifestyle.”

ixteen minutes past 6 o’clock the
evening of this past March 29, a gray
two-door Honda pulled into a parking space outside the Ross Dress for
Less at 12680 W. Sunrise Blvd. in Sunrise.
Michael emerged from the driver’s side to
greet Rata, who had already notified Sunrise
police vice detectives about Blanco’s alleged
interest in purchasing large quantities of
cocaine. The wire-wearing snitch listened
intently as Michael explained he was “brokering this cocaine deal on behalf of some
rap artists.” The rappers had “the money to
purchase ten kilos of cocaine, but they were
interested in purchasing up to 20 kilos.”
Added Michael: “My people don’t want
to meet anybody. They just want me to conduct the transaction.” After Rata negotiated
a price of $21,000 per kilo, Michael said he
would “talk to [his] people and get back in
touch soon.” The following day, at the Shell
gas station on Commercial Boulevard, Michael told Rata that his “people were ready
to conduct the transaction but are hesitant
to bring the money out on the street.”
Michael insisted that the deal would
go down but that it would take some time.
As Sunrise narcotics cops and DEA agents
monitored the conversation, Michael promised to remain in phone contact with Rata.
The investigation hit a wall until Michael called Rata two months later to buy
the five kilos and arranged the Dunkin’
Donuts meetup. When the bust finally went
down, Michael invoked his Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination, but
his associate Abel Fernandez provided a
taped, sworn statement to the cops. Fernandez told Detective Peña that Michael had
promised to pay him $500 if he delivered
the bag with the $19,000, the motorcycle
title, and the medallion, a unique piece of
jewelry that is worn exclusively by producers and rap artists from the independent
record label Kill All Rats, a group loosely
affiliated with Terror Squad, a clique of hiphoppers led by Puerto Rican rapper Fat Joe
and Miami radio personality DJ Khaled.
“Pistol” Pete Torres, Kill All Rats’ chief
executive, insists he has no idea how
Michael got the chain or who he is.
“I wouldn’t even know Michael Corleone
Blanco if someone pointed him out,” Torres
says. The Bronx-born record label owner
claims a couple of pendants were stolen
years ago in New York. “I only know Colombian women,” Torres quips. “I certainly
don’t know any guys doing funny shit. That’s
not where I am at. The name Kill All Rats
is just meant to grab people’s attention.”
Michael’s criminal defense attorney,
Nathan Diamond, who also represented
Griselda in the ’90s, declined to comment
about the Kill All Rats bauble or answer
questions about his client and his mother.
The circumstances under which Michael
was busted surprised another star from
the first Cocaine Cowboys doc. “If he is
getting into his mom’s line of work, that
would be a bad idea,” says Mickey Munday.
“He had people around him that supposedly kept him in the right direction.”
A tall and stocky 66-year-old with alabaster skin and a bouncy blond mane that
cascades down his back, Munday used to be
the stealthiest pilot to smuggle bales of Colombian marching powder into the >> p14
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putes Cosby’s most outlandish claim — that
in 1995, Griselda plotted to kidnap John
F. Kennedy Jr. as a way to avoid murder
charges in Miami. An FBI investigative
report released after Kennedy’s death
in 1999 shows that agents were unable
to corroborate the abduction threat.
Even though they had not seen each
other in more than a decade, Cosby invited
Michael to the sequel’s world premiere.
“People think there was bad blood between
us,” Cosby says. “But there is no ill will.”
Even though he was never 100 percent
onboard with the Cocaine Cowboys franchise, Michael accepted the invitation.
“Michael was the white elephant
in the theater,” Rios recalls. “Needless to say, he hated the movie. He didn’t
like that one brother’s dead body was
pictured onscreen or that his oldest
brother is depicted torturing a guy. It
was a little bit too much for Michael.”
The psychological trauma of growing
up with such violence can be devastating
to a young child, says Maximillian Wachtel, a criminal forensic psychologist and
professor at the University of Denver. “It’s
likely that he has developed depression
or anxiety,” Wachtel says. “His emotional
trauma is very similar to what Iraq War
veterans experience. He could even suffer from posttraumatic stress syndrome.”
Wachtel also reasons that Michael’s
moral compass is probably stunted. “Now,
can you imagine growing up knowing
people call your mom the Black Widow?”
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United States in the late ’70s and early ’80s.
Munday says he never killed anyone,
but in the film, one of his former associates described him as “MacGyver” for his
innovative techniques for transporting
cocaine without being detected by law enforcement. These days, Munday is trying
his hand at spoken word, dropping verses
about flying over the Bahamas with a few
tons of coke and other smuggler odes.
Munday remembers meeting Michael for
the first time at Steve’s Pizza in North Miami
in 2006 or 2007. “I never had anything to do
with his mom,” he says. “I never understood
why everyone put up with her craziness.”
Michael and Mickey later participated in a
photo shoot for a Nordic hip-hop magazine.
New Times asked Munday to give
his opinion about Michael’s arrest.
Reading the affidavit, Munday shakes
his head in disbelief. “I’m totally surprised
he would do something so stupid. It boggles
my mind.” The ex-smuggler claims he
was always cautious of people wearing
wires. “I’d meet you in a place with loud
background music, and I’d talk real low
so the bug couldn’t pick up my voice,” he
says. “I would show up before the meet to
see who was lurking around. Or I would
move the meet to another location at the
last minute so the cops don’t have time
to set up the surveillance equipment.”
When Munday reads the part about the
Kill All Rats medallion, he bursts out laughing. “That’s pretty ironic,” he says. “Where
did he get that from? And why didn’t the
cops wait to see who he was going to take
the kilos to? That makes me believe Michael
is the guy they wanted, given his last name,
especially since the DEA was involved.”

R
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NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS. WHEN GAMBLING IS NO LONGER A GAME...CALL 1-888-ADMIT-IT.

ios puffs on a Marlboro Lights cigarette while searching for a specific
video on his laptop computer. “I’m
as close as you’ll get to Michael,”
he says. Every media request goes through
him, yet Rios is very cryptic about how he
came to know the Blancos. “I’m a childhood friend of the family,” he says. “I’m
also godfather to Michael’s second son.”
Rios finds the clip, which he claims was
recorded in 2009. “These are the most recent
images of Griselda,” he says. The footage
shows him chatting with the Godmother,
who sits on a stone bench in the backyard
of one of her houses, overlooking a valley in
Medellín. She is surrounded by members
of a production crew that includes Eddy
Moretti, the filmmaker behind documentaries Heavy Metal in Baghdad and Vice
Guide to Travel. Moretti is conducting the
first and only interview with Griselda since
she was released from prison in 2004.
Rios is also responsible for getting Michael on episodes of the telenovela Cartel
de los Sapos and cable television show
The Deadliest Warrior, whose premise
is to pit one bad guy versus another bad
guy to figure out who is the baddest.
The program’s producers invited Michael to represent the Colombian cartel in a
battle against Somali pirates to see who was
tougher. In the episode, which aired last year,
Michael blew up a car bomb that took out
three dummies and the entire façade of a faux

house in the middle of the Las Vegas desert.
The producers, Rios says, paid for Michael
and his wife to fly to Sin City as well as their
hotel accommodations. “Think of it as a second honeymoon,” Rios had told his friend.
Michael didn’t like that the pirates beat the
cartel, Rios says. “That was a blow to Michael.
You can’t compare Somali pirates to the cartel.”
In Rios’ video, the Godmother looks
radiant for a woman in her late 60s. She
sports a strawberry-blond up-do and soft
pink lipstick to complement her subdued
white pantsuit. She doesn’t look the part
of a notorious homicidal drug trafficker
who was locked up for two decades.
The video cuts to a room inside Griselda’s
home that features a large painting of her and
her four kids. She sits on an ivory-hued sofa.
The camera zooms in on her somber face as
she watches a DVD Michael made for her.
Michael shows off his wife, whom he married in 2005, and his two toddler sons. He is
seen walking through the rooms of his house
while giving Griselda a guided tour. “I love
you, Mama,” Michael says before signing off.
Moretti asks Griselda how she feels
watching her only surviving son all grown
up. “It makes me very sad,” she says softly
in Spanish. “I wish I could see him so I
could hug him and kiss him. The most
important part of my life are my sons.”
Then Griselda walks around the exterior of
her mountain villa, pointing out a barren spot
where she plans to create a lush garden. Yet
she has no one to share it with. Her three oldest boys were assassinated before she got out
of prison. And she won’t risk Michael’s safety
by having him visit her in their home country,
where old enemies could be lying in wait.
She will likely never get the chance
to chase her grandsons through a
green patch like Vito Corleone did in
his final scene of The Godfather.
Griselda looks directly at the camera. In a soft voice, she delivers Michael
a message: “I love you. I can’t wait to
see you so I can bite your cheeks.”

I

t’s a sweltering afternoon on August 23, and
Michael cautiously answers the front door
of the two-story condo he and his wife rent
in Southwest Miami-Dade. He is dressed in
a white T-shirt and cream-colored jeans, which
cover the electronic anklet that ensures he remains on house arrest. He invites a New Times
reporter into his home for a brief conversation.
“You had me spooked for a minute,” he says.
His living room features finished wood
floors and plain, off-white walls. The shades
are drawn to keep snooping eyes at bay.
Aside from a large flat-screen TV set, there
is nothing extravagant about the furnishings. According to Miami-Dade public
records, he has never taken out a mortgage
or owned any property. He has never been
sued either. Aside from getting ticketed seven
times for traffic violations between 2003
and 2007, Michael had never been in real
trouble with the law until this past May 12.
He has done a pretty good job of living
a ghost-like existence. Michael skeptically
glances at the reporter’s business card. He
says he would love to talk but cites his lawyer’s
instructions. Then he adds, “I definitely have
a lot of things I would like to get off my chest.”
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Bloody good art at Respectable
Street.
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driving instructor Erin Ford and her female
students through humorous overlapping conversations exploring themes of life, love, mistakes, and even death. The setting of the driving
school is merely the, uh, vehicle to telling the
women’s stories. The play runs nightly Thursday through Sunday at 8 p.m. until November
6. Tickets cost $15 to $25. Call 866-811-4111, or
visit womenstheatreproject.com. TERRA SULLIVAN

[FILM, LGBT]

Gay Drama and Celluloid

GET AN
EYEFUL

FRI|10.14

Fright Nights,
Thursday

[HALLOWEEN, NIGHTLIFE]

It’s Like a Carnival for Zombies

SCAN

[HALLOWEEN, HAUNTED HOUSE]

The New Therapy Is Scare-apy

Thursday through Saturday. On Thursday, the
hours are 6 to 11 p.m.; Friday and Saturday, it’s
6 to midnight. Fright Nights also runs October
20 to 22 and 27 to 29. Tickets cost $10 to $25.
Call 561-790-5225, or visit frightnights.net.
TRAVIS NEWBILL

[THEATER]

A Woman Needs Another Joke
About Her Bad Driving

Maybe it was Danica Patrick’s latest plan to
take on NASCAR full-time in 2012. Or perhaps
it was the droves of women in Saudi Arabia

taking to the wheel in an attempt to reverse
the ban on female drivers. But it does seem
like it’s an exciting time to be a double-Xchromosome-carrying member of the driving
community, doesn’t it? Surely, we’re over this
weathered adage of women being crappy
drivers by now, right? Right? No? Sometimes
the best way to etch away at a stereotype is
to look at it and laugh, flip it on its head, and
reclaim it. Enter: Women Drivers at the
Women’s Theatre Project (Sixth Star Studio,
505 NW First Ave., Fort Lauderdale). The
play, written by Pulitzer Prize-nominated
playwright Terry Lawrence, tells the story of
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This Halloween, you may benefit greatly from
one of the many therapeutic disciplines available. This Halloween, you can acknowledge
— and “make friends with” — all the demons
sneaking around your subconscious.
Which of these hypothetical settings
seems most frightening to you: (a) the dark
and swampy lands of old-time Baton Rouge,
teeming with sadistic rituals, witches, and
priests; (b) the house you grew up in; (c) a
quarantined insane asylum where the mutinous residents have taken over and are eating
everyone, including one another; (d) Your
own imagination; (e) all of the above.
If you answered E, you actually prefer to be
scared shitless, but still head to Fright Nights
at the South Florida Fairgrounds (9067
Southern Blvd., West Palm Beach) to confront
those demons. There, you’ll encounter more
than 16,000 square feet of haunted houses —
including three themed haunts that will bring
to life all the above scenarios — as well as rides,
games, food, and prizes. A visit to Fright Nights
may be just the treatment you need. It’s open

Been zombie-drunk before? That feeling
where you’re nowhere and everywhere at
once? It’s not the spinning effect — that means
you’re going to throw up . It’s like your brain is
dead — in a good way. With shoulders hunched
over, you might be drooling. All that’s cool
— when you’re zombie-drunk. Now, you get
your chance to do sober what lushes have been
doing since the creation of moonshine! But no
one’s asking you to be
sober; this is a zombie
walk, after all, housed
in the drinking depot
called downtown
Fort Lauderdale.
The Fort Lauderdale
Zombie Walk starts
out at 8 p.m. Friday
THIS CODE at the Green Room
TO DOWNLOAD OUR
nightclub (109 SW
FREE IPHONE APP Second Ave., Fort
FOR MORE EVENTS
OR VISIT
Lauderdale). Downbrowardpalmbeach.com
town Fort Lauderdale is no stranger to
the zombie. Now, that sad, lone girl who normally stumbles that acute square along Second
Street will be embraced with hundreds of zombies, all dressed in full zombie attire, including
makeup. The colossal, costumed walk will have
you raiding through Riverfront and “Himshire
Village.” Severed limbs will be hidden along the
trail — find those limbs and claim prizes later
that night at the Green Room. You’ll be judged
during the shuffle: best zombie, best walk, best
groans, and best all around zombie will also be
awarded prizes from the bar and Tate’s Comics.
There will be a shooting range. On a wall near
the entrance, you’ll shoot zombie targets with
paintball guns — yeah, you’re a zombie killing
other zombies; that’s heavy.
Friday nights at the Green Room are a dark
dance night called Black Fridays. Here, there
will be drink specials as resident DJs LinderSMASH! and Kaos spin some ghostly tunes.

New Times Broward-Palm Beach
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Do you like German lesbian vampires? Of
course you do, and you’ll find a few of them
in We Are the Night, a year-old Dennis Ganzel
flick playing Saturday at the Manor (2345
Wilton Drive, Wilton Manors). It’s one of
the relatively few standard-bearers of campy
awesomeness at the Fort Lauderdale Gay and
Lesbian Film Festival, which is stuffed primarily with hi-fi drama. Remember the handsome
geek who used to say “Can you hear me now?”
in all those Verizon commercials? He’s written
a serious, smart-looking film called The Green,
about a gay teacher in a Connecticut town
who’s accused of liaisoning inappropriately
with a student. There’s a French movie called
Tomboy, about a 10-year-old girl who relocates
to a new suburb at the beginning of summer vacay and makes friends with the neighborhood
kids while posing as a boy. Just the preview’s
enough to make you cry. Watch it! The Fort
Lauderdale Gay & Lesbian Film Festival runs
from Thursday to Sunday, with showings at
both the Manor and Cinema Paradiso. (503 SE
Sixth St., Fort Lauderdale). Tickets run $7 to
$12, and you can get ’em, along with a screening
schedule, at flglff.com. BRANDON K. THORP
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WHY PAY $200 FOR
LUXURIOUS LASHES WHEN
YOU CAN PAY $99?
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16

$99

AFTER

with ad
50%
OFF
regular price

VISIT WWW.SKINBYSAMANTHA.COM
FOR A FREE DEMO

954-687-6094
831 N. FEDERAL HWY. SUITE C
FT. LAUDERDALE, FL 33304

The walk and dance night are free. A makeup
artist — Body Art by Keegan — will be creating
killer zombie looks from 10 to 11 p.m. at the
Green Room — and that cost depends on what
you want. “Like” Green Room on Facebook
for more info. MICKIE CENTRONE
[INTERACTIVE PLAY, NIGHTLIFE]

“It Seems Unhealthy Here.”
“It’s Just a Party, Janet.”

Get out of those dirty polyester seats and kiss
that stale movie-theater air goodbye, because
the interactive Rocky Horror Picture Show
will now be performed. Inside. A. Bar. Enter
the dancing-and-drinking ($3 “Frank-NFurter” shots) world — the smoky-aired castle
Respectable Street. Really, Rocky
Horror Picture Show was meant
to be performed inside Respectables: The venue is dark, musty
— lust is not sparse in there. And
what is Rocky Horrorr if not love,
lust, and jealous rage that causes
murderous intentions? That
place, Respectables, is so sexually
healthy (via kids grinding) that
the only way to up the ante is to
add guys dressed as transvestites
and virgin initiations.
Characters are kinky, and
you’re asked to dress as your favorite: There is Dr. Frank-N-Furter,
a scientist who looks killer in a
corset; and Janet, a scared girl
who proves herself later when
she’s found in Rocky’s birth tank
— with Rocky. Respects refers
to her as the “slut” and to Brad,
her husband, as the “asshole.”
You got servant/handyman
Riff Raff, a groupie, a sisterlover, the beautiful creation
known as Rocky Horror (cheers
to the muscular and shirtless),
and Meat Loaf. You got Meat
Loaf starring as Eddie, the exdelivery boy.
There is a do-and-don’t list on
what to bring for your survival
kit: Bring a piece of newspaper
(one page is fine), a lighter, a small
squirt gun (they ask for no Super
Soakers; this ain’t spring break
’94), noisemakers and party
blowers (though those are not
that loud — so air horn, maybe?),
a bell (car keys can work), and five
to six playing cards. You will not
be allowed to bring toilet paper.
While there, you and your friend
must not plan a coup against the
bathroom attendants, taking
over all their supplies. Do not run
inside the bathrooms and steal
the rolls, OK? No hot dogs. Silly
string, also a no-no. Leave the

“The Art of
Whimsy” at
1310 Gallery.

John Pack

friggin’ food at home: No rice or toast. Sorry,
ladies, this could get bad: no tampons. Eh, why
would you want to bring a tampon anyways
if Super Soakers aren’t allowed? (They’re not
that fierce of a weapon dry.) For the unprepared, this time Respectable Street will be selling its own survival kit for $3. No cover.
It’s also Transmission Fridays, so classic ’80s
pop, goth, new wave, and punk tunes will be
played after the show until 4 a.m. at Respectable
Street (518 Clematis St., West Palm Beach). Call
561-832-9999, or visit respectablestreet.com.
MICKIE CENTRONE

[THEATER]

Lost in Translation

Lend Me a Tenor is a To
Tony-winning, screw’80s that incorporates
ball comedy from the ’80
tranquilizer and blackface. Let me explain. Legendar
Legendary tenor Tito Morelli
is slated to play Othello in Cleveland.
show, his wife mistakes an
Before the show
autograph-seeking
autograph-seek fan in the makeup
room’s closet for Morelli’s lover and
leaves him with a letter announcing
down and accidivorce. Morelli breaks
b
tranquilizers.
dentally takes too many
m
general manager is deThe show’s gene
termined to see the show go on, so he
smatters blackface on his assistant and
throws him onstag
onstage. (The blackface is
necessary becau
because Othello is Moorish,
has been controverbut its use here h
sial among some reviewers.) When
up, he joins the play too.
Morelli wakes up
vortex of slapstick enWhat ensues is a vo
trances and exits, plot twists, doublemistaken identities.
entendres, and m
Tenor opens at 8 p.m. FriLend Me a Teno
Broward Stage Door Theatre
day at the Browar
Road, Coral Springs).
(8036 W. Sample R
The show runs
Tickets cost $38. T
November 13. Call 954-344through Novemb
stagedoortheatre.com.
7765, or visit stage
PENN BULLOCK
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[ART]

Downtown Fort
Fo Lauderdale
Becomes One Giant Art Gallery

Art lovers, get read
ready to prance around
downtown Fort L
Lauderdale via free
trolley buses. Art Fallout’s back, and
for its second year — “Art Fallout: Unframed” — it’s gott
gotten bigger.
FAT Village, located at
Park for free at FA
NW First Avenue between NE Fifth
and Sixth streets,
streets or across from Girls’
Second Avenue. You won’t
Club at NE Secon
need that hot rod from 5 to 9 p.m.
Here’s a list of what’s being offered:
hostess is Girl’s Club (117
• Your art hostes
NE Second St.; girlsclubcollection.
gi
org), which will be decked out with a
paper exhibition.
exhibition
• 1310 Gallery at Sailboat Bend Artists Lofts ((1310 SW Second
Court;
Cou sailboatbendarttists.com): “Humoratorium: The Art
of Whimsy” is an
o
exhibit with playful
ex
art — paintings, installations, animations — meant
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NOW THROUGH OCTOBER 16!

BROWARD CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS
For Tickets Online: BrowardCenter.org • By Phone: 954.462.0222
Groups 10+ 954.626.7814 or 954.462.0222
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Art
|

www.raintribute.com

Tri-Rail is the way to go to save money.
MIAMI SEAQUARIUM

Spend a Day of Leisure

Catch a Ride to the Airport
Tri-Rail provides direct service to South
Florida’s three major airports. You can get
onboard the train at any of the 17 conveniently located train stations and exit at the
designated train station for the airport to
which you are traveling. Shuttle buses are
available to get you directly to the airport.
By riding Tri-Rail, you can avoid costly
airport parking fees. Plus, Tri-Rail offers free

Scan to
connect to
Tri-Rail’s
train
schedule.

FORT LAUDERDALE BEACH

CITYPLACE

OctOber 13-OctOber 19, 2011

MIAMI, FORT LAUDERDALE & PALM BEACH
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS

If you are looking to visit the zoo, spend
a day at the beach or enjoy shopping, TriRail can get you there. With weekend fares
at $5 roundtrip, you can get onboard the
train and enjoy a ride to great destinations
such as Miami Seaquarium, Zoo Miami,
CityPlace, Las Olas Boulevard and more.
If you don’t know how to get there, TriRail’s customer service representatives are
available to help plan your trip by calling
1-800-TRI-RAIL.

New Times Broward-Palm Beach

You can save even more on your
commute with Tri-Rail’s Employer
Discount Program. For just $75 per month,
commuters can enjoy unlimited service
onboard Tri-Rail with complimentary
shuttle connections. The program is free
and easy to JOIN, and commuters save 25
percent off Tri-Rail’s already low fares.

|

Ride More. Save More.

mUsiC

or planning a fun day for the family,

parking at the train stations and luggage
racks onboard the train.

|

Tri-Rail is the best way to avoid traffic,
save money and enjoy a relaxed commute
throughout the region. The commuter rail
system offers 17 train stations, throughout
Broward, Miami-Dade and Palm Beach
counties, with fares as low as $1.25 oneway. Tri-Rail also offers Monthly Passes,
which provide unlimited train service for
just $100 per month. Discounted fares are
also available for students, seniors and
disabled riders.

Dish

Whether you are going to work

Tri-Rail is the Way to Go

|

T

ri-Rail is the best way to get to work,
school or any of the exciting
destinations throughout South
Florida. The premier commuter rail system
offers dedicated shuttle buses and
connections to Broward County Transit,
Miami-Dade Transit and Palm Tran, making
it easier to get you where you want to go.

FiLm

Tri-Rail connects you to more places.
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WEST PALM BEACH
PALM BEACH KENNEL CLUB

C

CIRCUS S TARS

THUR. & FRI.
4:30 & 7:30

30

SAT. & SUN.
1:30, 4:30 & 7:30

SAVE $5

ON ADULT
ADMISSION
PURCHASED
IN ADVANCE

BUY TICKETS
IN ADVANCE AT
•TICKETS.COM
•1.888.332-5200
BUY DAY OF EVENT TICKETS
AT CIRCUS BOX OFFICE

FREEGOTOTHECIRCUS.COM
TICKETS FOR KIDS AT

GOTOTHECIRCUS.COM

DAY OF EVENT PRICES

ADULT $19 CHILD $14
RESERVED SEAT $3 EXTRA
VIP SEAT $6 EXTRA

1-800-796-5672 M-F 9-5

RESEARCH STUDY

NEW TIMES BROWARD-PALM BEACH

Dr. Matthew S. Lief, M.D. is currently enrolling men 26 years and
up who experience symptoms of problems with ejaculation. You may
qualify for a study if you are unable to ejaculate at all, takes you a long
time to ejaculate,
if you experience a decrease force of (cum) ejaculation and /or decrease
volume (amount) of ejaculate.

MONTH XX–MONTH XX, 2008

FOR MEN WITH PROBLEMS WITH EJACULATION
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Pink ladies.

UNDER THE BIG TOP AT

|
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THE WORLD’S LARGEST CIRCUS UNDER THE BIG TOP

The study involves a series of seven visits, blood tests, and questioaries.
Only men with ejaculatory dysfunction and confirmed low testosterone
are being enrolled in the study.

18 18

Men with premature ejaculation DO NOT qualify for this study.
If you experience any of the above symtoms and believe you have
low testosterone ( you feel, tired, low energy, problems with erection)
please contact our office to see if you qualify for this study and have
your testosterone checked.

Contact Dr. Matthew S. Lief’s office for more information.
Phone: 954.755.3801
9750 NW 33rd St. Coral Springs, FL 33065

to amuse. It has a five-foot-tall hamburger.
• Museum of Art | Fort Lauderdale (1 Las Olas
Blvd.; moafl.org): “All in the Family: Paintings
and Works on Paper” is an exhibit that showcases not only American painter William Glackens but art from his extended family as well.
Kinship will be in the air.
• FAT Village (NW First Avenue between
NW Fifth and Sixth streets; fatvillagearts.
com): We’ve all gotten pretty comfortable
with FAT Village, right? It’s been offering
multivenue art walks in its little city of art for
some time now. If not, here’s your chance to
check out 18 Rabbit, Puppet Network Studio,
Rolling Stock Gallery, and World & Eye Arts
Center, among quite a few others.
• Full Circle Gallery (201 SW Fifth St.; stevensylvester.net); “The Ladies’ Dress Series”
is an exhibit by artist Steven Sylvester that
features dresses in all shapes and sizes: Think
life-sized dresses down to brooches.
• Legacy Art Studio (207 SW Fifth St.; sculptureworkshopclasses.com): Sculptures!
Instructor and artist Nilda Comas will have
her bronze, terra cotta, and marble pieces on
display. MICKIE CENTRONE
[NIGHTLIFE]

Pink — It’s Not Even a Question

There are some who object to the pinkification of breast cancer awareness. The argument
goes that the color infantalizes breast cancer
patients and detracts from the seriousness of
the issue. Those in the antipink camp should
try telling that to this year’s Glam-a-Thon 2011
Glam Doll Strut: Kiss Breast Cancer Goodbye. Taking place along SW Second Street in
downtown Fort Lauderdale on Saturday from
11 .am. to 3 p.m., the Glam Doll Strut represents
the ultimate pinkification of the breast cancer
awareness movement. Participants, referred
to lovingly as divas, literally strut through
downtown Fort Lauderdale decked out to the
nines in fashions the ladies of Sex in the City
would envy. Pink is, of course, the color of the
day, and the divas not only make the walk in
stilettos but they strut their stuff for a panel of
judges. The four largest teams will be crowned
Queens of Glam-a-Thon 2011. Entry is a $40
donation and will also get you an event T-shirt,
a diva swag bag full of fashion goodies, and
entry to the Tiki Chic-y party at the Hyatt Pier
66 (2301 SE 17th St., Fort Lauderdale) from 7

to 10 p.m. the night before the Strut (guests not
participating in the Strut can still get into the
Tiki Chic-y party with a $10 donation.) To register or for more info, visit glam-a-thon.com, or
their Facebook event page. REBECCA DITTMAR
[THEATER]

Abortion Is in the Title

If you’ve never seen an anencephalic newborn,
do yourself a favor: Do not look for one on
Google. You don’t want to see. Anencephaly is
a disorder whereby a developing fetus fails to
grow most of its skull and all of its forebrain,
meaning (A) that it looks like a toad and (B) it
will never gain consciousness. Stare into the
eyes of the rare anencephalic who survives
outside the womb and nothing stares back;
there is no “there” there. Still, military insurance will not usually cover the abortion of anencephalic fetuses, which is the conundrum at
the heart of Elizabeth Heffron’s Mitzi’s Abortion. It is, according to our sister paper Seattle
Weekly, a play that is “not without humor” and
“neither pro-choice nor pro-life... [that gives]
voice to the frustrating ambiguity of even the
most hopeless of situations.”
Mitzi’s Abortion opens at 8 p.m. Saturday at
Infinite Abyss at Empire Stage (1140 N. Flagler Drive, Fort Lauderdale.) Tickets cost $30.
Visit infinite-abyss.com. BRANDON K. THORP
[COMEDY]

Dynamic Duo

HBO’s Curb Your Enthusiasm centers on the
unfortunate foibles of Larry David. Poor Larry.
But this show would not be complete without
his cast of hilarious family and friends. Richard
Lewis and Susie Essman definitely help out
on that front. Lewis is a vet of the standup circuit and plays one of David’s closet friends on
the show. In actuality, the two met at summer
camp at age 13. Essman, who stars as the acidtongued Susie Greene (wife of David’s manager,
Jeff Greene), is also a fixture on the standup circuit. The stars will celebrate the eighth season
of the critically acclaimed series with a night of
comedy at 8 p.m. Saturday at the Coral Springs
Center for the Arts (2855 Coral Springs Drive,
Coral Springs). This quick-witted duo should
have patrons rolling in the aisles. Tickets cost
$47.70. Visit coralspringscenterforthearts.com.
CHELSEA GREENWOOD
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mail upcoming events to Calendar Editor Mickie Centrone at Calendar@BrowardPalmBeach.com. Include
the location, date, time, price, and a contact phone number. It’s best to submit items three weeks before the event.
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900 NW 13 Stret, Suite # 302
Boca Raton, FL 33486
Phone (561) 362-2972 | Fax (561) 362-2970
www.ADCAestheticWellnessofBoca.com
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A.D. Carlson, MD
Medical Director/CEO
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Botox | Juvaderm | Restylane | ED
Hormonal RTx | Low Testosterone
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$200 VALUE
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mardi Gras CasiNO fOOd trUCK rally
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COMPLIMENTARY
CONSULTATION

There may not be real-life fairies, busty vampires, or ripped, hunky werewolves out there,
but it sure does feel good to pretend. That’s
where True Blood, Wednesday night’s ode to
the hit television series, takes its inspiration.
The latest art nouveau event going down at
8 p.m. aims to turn Respectable Street (518
Clematis St., West Palm Beach) into the HBO
show’s Shreveport, Louisiana’s vampire club,
Fangtasia. Helping ensure the transformation
will be more than 35 artists displaying and
selling their vampire-themed artwork. Some
of those artists draw their dark visions from
the supernatural world of Sookie Stackhouse
— others might just be aspiring fangbangers
looking for a creative outlet. But True Blood
won’t just be about artwork. Expect live body
painting by Devious Body Art’s Georgette
Pressler, music by Danxiety, and burlesque
dancers taking the stage for a little bit of teasing. While all that goes down, full episodes
of True Blood will be playing on a massive
projection screen. Plus, Respectable Street will
throw down on some ghoulish drink specials
for all comers — just don’t expect a bottle of O
Negative warming behind the bar for you.
Come dressed to impress, and please, no
cameras (the undead hate that). No cover.
Visit artnouveauevents.com. JOHN LINN
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There’s political fervor in the air these days.
Political commentators and talking heads
drone on about how the parties have never
been so polarized, so divided right and left.
Well, the Caldwell Theater’s latest play
will remind a new generation that political strife is not new. It also will warn them
about the repercussions of being swept
up and carried away by polemic rhetoric.
After the Revolution tells the story of
the Joseph family
and their proud
patriarch, a Marxist who refused
to “name names”
during the era of
McCarthyism. It
previews at 2 p.m.
Sunday and runs
THIS CODE until November 20
TO DOWNLOAD OUR
at Caldwell Theater
FREE IPHONE APP (7901 N. Federal
FOR MORE EVENTS
OR VISIT
Highway, Boca Rabrowardpalmbeach.com
ton). Showtimes are
8 p.m. Wednesday
through Saturday and 2 p.m. Wednesday,
Saturday, and Sunday, with some 8 p.m.
performances on select Tuesdays. Tickets
cost $27 to $50, $10 if you’re a student. Visit
caldwelltheatre.com, or call the box office
at 561-241-7432. REBECCA DITTMAR
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Culturebeat
“Modify, as Needed”
Through November 13 at the Museum of Contemporary Art, 770 NE 125th St., North Miami. Call 305893-6211, or visit mocanomi.org.

rganized by MOCA’s associate curator, Ruba Katrib,
“Modify, as Needed” showcases the work of 11 artO
ists who use readily accessible materials and employ
playful tactics in making their art. Participants include
Brazilian artist Amilcar Packer, whose project deals
with the notion of how fences segregate people from
one another, the concept of private versus public property, and how contemporary society has become more
isolating and restrictive. His impromptu wall brings
to mind Brazil’s favelas and boasts a pair of books by
French philosophers Jacques Rancière and Michel
Foucault. Denmark’s Nina Beier selected used clothes
from local sources to represent her interpretation of
characteristics and qualities of fashion found around
town. In her project, she uses everyday objects such
as radiators, chairs, and clothing racks and affixes
billboard paper posters onto them with glue. Katrib
says: “The inspiration for the exhibition really came
from looking at these artists and some of their works...
I realized that there were relationships between them
that should be articulated.” CARLOS SUAREZ DE JESUS
“Vanishing Points: Paint and Paintings From
the Debra and Dennis Scholl Collection”
Through October 30 at the Bass Museum of Art,
2100 Collins Ave., Miami Beach. Call 305-673-7530,
or visit bassmuseum.org.

Points” was guest-curated by Gean
Moreno, one of South Florida’s crack slingers
Vanishing
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“The World According to Federico Uribe”
Through December 4 at the Boca Raton Museum of
Art, 501 Plaza Real, Mizner Park, Boca Raton. Call
561-392-2500.

walk into the Boca Museum’s Federico Uribe inis to walk into a tropical forest filled with
Tideasostallation
as well as plants and animals. Uribe may not be
the first “green” artist, but he is certainly one of the
most original. His jungle is populated with plants and
animals that have been fabricated from found objects,
materials that have been wrenched from their normal
contexts and repurposed by the Colombian-born,

Learn FiLMMaking

“Write, shoot, direct & edit your
own films in 8 or 16 weeks!”

• Shoot on HD cameras • Edit on Final Cut Pro
• Learn by Doing
• PT Day/Eve Classes
FALL CLASSES
• Filmmaking Class Starts Sept 19
Reality TV Class Starts 10/15
1 COL X 2" = 2" (SAU)•• Documentary
Filmmaking Class Starts 10/15
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October 20 • 8 pm
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20
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of contemporary art
jive. He is an artist,
founder of [Name]
Publications, and a
writer who regularly
contributes to numerous art magazines.
The exhibit corrals 43
works by 27 contemporary international
artists and is intended
to explore how they
interpret and how
the viewer perceives
painting today. For
instance, Sylvie
Fleury’s Skin Crime
3 (Givenchy 318) is a
flattened Fiat painted
a deep bubblegum
Part of Federico
pink. The artist
Uribe’s “World.”
found the jalopy in a
junkyard and had it
crushed in a compactor before having it lacquered in nail enamel. At the
museum, it is propped up on its front end against a
wall, not unlike an ancient ruin or a weird monolith.
It is one of several striking pieces Moreno chose
from the Scholl Collection for the part of the exhibit
that includes no paintings at all. But rather than
interrupting the show’s flow, Moreno’s introduction of these color-saturated works into the exhibit
makes one consider the characteristics of painting.
Contrasted against the canvases on display, he
forces us to reevaluate the limits of the painterly,
and that’s no mean task. CARLOS SUAREZ DE JESUS

Call or Click Free Catalog

954.989.2737

Miami-based artist, most notably athletic shoes and
shoestrings. It’s an immersible environment in which
we are asked not just to view the art passively but to
experience it, to interact with it, to engage with it on
its terms. There’s the sense that Uribe believes we are
at a crucial juncture, a point at which we first have to
recognize and accept what we have done to nature in
order to take steps to save it. It’s an exhibition that encourages us to think and feel and come to respect nature in the same way as Uribe’s art does. MICHAEL MILLS
Feedback@BrowardPalmBeach.com
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A Time to Dance
BY KARINA LONGWORTH

I

Brewer’s Footloose is an
attempt to get at the heart of
contemporary culture via slavish
re-creation of an earlier time.

at work here. While hewing closely to Footloose’s original story and themes, Brewer’s
film throws the standard high school movie
notion of a teenaged caste system out the
window. Class, race, academic stratification,
subcultural affiliation — all of the differences
that usually keep kids in their own cliques or
pit them against one another in teen films are

The Way

Timprimatur, but writer/director Emilio Estevez’s

he Way might lack the Chicken Soup for the Soul

travelogue tale of fathers and sons (starring his own
dad, Martin Sheen) trades in a kindred brand of warm,
soothing uplift that viewers might read as insight
into the Sheen family saga; we did not. When his
free-spirit son Daniel (Estevez) dies while making the
pilgrimage on foot from France to Spain’s Santiago de
Compostela, grumpy ophthalmologist Tom (Sheen)

treated here as meaningless. (Only the one
pure villain can be categorized by movie type
— he’s vintage Redneck Dick.) This flat playing field might have an element of postracial,
multi-demo-courting fantasy to it, but it also
feels accurate. The sheer diversity of music in

sets out to better understand himself and his deceased
child by taking the journey himself, along the way
begrudgingly collecting companions: an overweight
Dutchman (Yorick van Wageningen), an Irish author
(James Nesbitt), and a chain-smoking Canadian
(Deborah Kara Unger). Cue heartfelt healing through
bickering, drunken misadventures, and run-ins with
colorful locals (including a kook carrying on both sides
of a male-female conversation), all of it dully scored to
plucky guitar and Adult FM songs by (among others)
Alanis Morissette and Nick Drake. The script is blunt,
stuffing functional exposition regarding character,
history, and tourist sights (as well as cultural stereo-

Feedback@BrowardPalmBeach.com

types) into its protagonists’ mouths. As a director,
Estevez exhibits a bland visual sense, but he manages
to convey some of his scenic locations’ multifaceted
textures. Mostly, though, his dramatically inert,
spiritually generic The Way seems like it was far more
interesting to shoot than it is to endure. NICK SCHAGER
Not screened in time for review:
• The Thing
• The Big Year
• Saviors in the Night — Opens Friday at Living
Room Theaters, 777 Glades Road, Boca Raton. Call
561-549-2600, or visit livingroomtheaters.com.
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Footloose and fancy free.

offspring will be receptive to the movie’s lessons about dating studious, drug-free gymnasts over stoned, sleazy older dudes. (By any
real-world parent’s measure, “bad boy” Ren
would actually be the best catch in town.)
Unfortunately, that wholesome messaging doesn’t leave much room for what
Brewer does best — namely, music-backed
scenes that, through lurid lighting, slick
camera whips and glides, and the sounds
of breathing and grunting mixed just above
the music, put the viewer inside a body in
total abandon to a song. Nothing in Footloose comes close, in this respect, to the best
moments of Brewer’s previous, vibrantif-uneven films Hustle & Flow and Black
Snake Moan. But this heartfelt retread of a
notably thin popcorn property does come
alive during an illicit dance-off at a drive-in
or when a line dance devolves into sweaty
gyrations — basically, when the teenagers
are fulfilling the grownups’ worst fears.

New Times Broward-Palm Beach
NEW TIMES BROWARD-PALM BEACH

n hindsight, the 1984 hit Footloose —
starring Kevin Bacon and directed by
Herbert Ross — along with its contemporary Flashdance can be seen as
the link between the old Hollywood model
of a let’s-put-on-a-show musical, based on
original songs brought to life in elaborate
choreographed numbers, and the later Hollywood model of youth films, perfected in the
’80s by John Hughes and terminally calcified over the decades to follow, in which a
contemporary pop-music soundtrack serves
as both a structural backbone to the film
itself and an ancillary product that can outgross and outlive the film that spawned it.
The 2011 Footloose — starring dancer
Kenny Wormald in the Bacon role and directed by Craig Brewer of Hustle & Flow
fame — is an extraordinarily faithful remake,
recycling four songs from the first Footloose, plus plot, characters, and iconography. (The main dude rocks skinny ties and
drives Bacon’s yellow Beetle, the former
because it’s in again and the latter as a nod
to Brewer’s wider project of rehabilitating
old junk.) Like Ross’ own old-meets-new
appropriation, the 1981 metamusical Pennies From Heaven, in which Steve Martin,
Bernadette Peters, and Christopher Walken
danced and lip-synched to Depression-era
standards, Brewer’s Footloose is an attempt
to get at the heart of contemporary culture
via slavish re-creation of an earlier time.
You know the story: A smart-aleck city
teen named Ren (Wormald) moves to a tiny
rural town where dancing has been banned,
falls for the defiant daughter (Julianne
Hough) of a local preacher/city council member (Dennis Quaid), and with the support
of hayseed sidekick Willard (Miles Teller)
ultimately pushes the town’s moral needle by
using Bible verses to recast his bumping and
grinding as a holy act. Most jaw-droppingly,
Brewer nearly shot-for-shot re-creates the
centerpiece of Ross’ film, the tour-de-force
explosion of teen rage set in an empty warehouse in which Ren fights back against his
daily humiliations via gymnastic solo dance.
(Key differences: Brewer sets the scene to the
White Stripes, and Wormald, unlike Bacon,
seems to have no need for a dance double.)
For all of his self-conscious copying of
Ross’ movie, Brewer does subtly adjust for
the full generation gap between films. Some
of these tweaks — a stray “the terrorists have
won” joke, repeated references to “this recession” — might not stand the test of time. But
others reveal a larger, smarter philosophy
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Footloose
Starring Kenny Wormald, Julianne Hough,
Dennis Quaid, and Miles Teller. Directed by
Craig Brewer. Written by Dean Pitchford and
Craig Brewer. 113 minutes. Rated PG-13.
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Footloose 2011 has the moves to bridge generations — and capture two demographics.
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the movie — Quiet Riot, Three 6 Mafia, Blake
Shelton, Smashing Pumpkins — shows how
Brewer gets that kids don’t need to define/
confine themselves to a specific “type” in
a postdownloading, open-information era.
Brewer seems to understand that youth culture, both as performed and as consumed, is
no longer hierarchical in quite the same way
that Hollywood has been portraying it since
the ’50s — that high school, like so much else
on the planet, no longer operates according
to the traditional power pyramid. For the first
time in history, when someone says “I like all
kinds of music,” he might actually mean it.
Brewer’s reverence toward his source
material and simultaneous awareness of the
moment is also a great strategy for capturing two demographics at once: Young girls
who never saw the original and their mothers, who will probably find it tough to resist
Brewer’s deliberate retracing of Ross’ steps
(including a faithful redo of the “Let’s Hear It
for the Boy” montage, in which Kevin Bacon
taught Chris Penn how to dance). What Footloose seems to most want to be is a motherdaughter girls’ night out, with Gen X moms
crossing fingers in the hope that their tween

21
21
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Abduction — A sociology project on the Internet presence of kidnapped kids (?) affords the recently grounded
Nathan (Taylor Lautner) some quality time with longtime
girl-across-the-street crush Karen (Lily Collins) in Abduction, a blockhead espionage thriller from director-for-hire
John Singleton (Boyz N the Hood). Mom (Maria Bello) has
closed the door behind her, so Nathan and Karen are alone
with the motocross posters and conspicuously proppedup snowboards. The Web soon yields a missing-person
rendering of Lautner’s face—uncannily age-adjusted
from a photo of Nathan as a young child—giving the
self-described “stranger in my own life” something to really think about: Who are his real parents? And did “Dad”
(Jason Isaacs) mean him actual harm when they beat
the crap out of each other in the backyard? Nathan immediately avails himself of the site’s live-chat feature (we
glimpse the man behind the
interface, a human tattoo in
Brighton Beach) and soon
finds himself on the run
with Karen after his house
explodes, caught in the
middle of a skirmish involving rival black-ops agents,
the CIA (represented by
Alfred Molina), and a guardian therapist (Sigourney
THIS CODE Weaver). Most of this
takes place in and around
TO DOWNLOAD OUR
FREE IPHONE APP Pittsburgh, and none of it
has anything to do with
FOR MORE FILMS
OR VISIT
abduction. Between chases
browardpalmbeach.com and Bourne-like bursts of
violence, Lautner gets emotional, restating the obvious:
“I just saw my parents get murdered in front of my eyes,”
he says at one point, looking very much like a stranger in
his own performance. (B.N.)
Dolphin Tale — Of this year’s corny family heartwarmers
based on true aquatic stories of coping with the loss of
appendages, director Charles Martin Smith’s boy-and-hisdolphin melodrama at least earns your empathy—unlike
the disingenuous Christploitation of Soul Surfer. Off the
Florida coast, skittish grade-schooler Nelson (Nathan
Gamble) strikes an immediate bond with a bottlenose
named Winter (playing herself), freeing her from a crab
trap that has irrevocably crippled her tail. Son of a cool
single mom (Ashley Judd), Nelson is a dispassionate
loner whose only father figure is his older cousin, a former
swimming champion who returns home from overseas
military deployment wheelchair-bound and traumatized in
a surprisingly weighty and grown-up subplot. But the kid
finds new purpose in helping out with Winter’s rehabilitation at the local marine hospital, led by Harry Connick Jr.’s
good-hearted doc and his spunky, freckled daughter (Cozi
Zuehlsdorff). A mildly eccentric prosthetics doctor (MVP
Morgan Freeman) is eventually called upon to craft a new
flipper for Flipper, and a third-act “Save the Dolphins from
Condo Developers” carnival dribbles out the rest of the
formula. But the message is too pure to nitpick: By the
end of the movie, Winter has become a mascot for human
disability, especially for children, and Dolphin Tale has
enough depth and sensitivity to tap into emotion without
feeling manipulative. (A.H.)
Drive — As stripped down and propulsive as its robotic
title, Drive is the most “American” movie yet by Danish
genre director Nicolas Winding Refn. The film is a sleek,
tense piece of work that, as a vehicle for Ryan Gosling,
has a kind of daredevil control, swerving the actor dangerously close to and abruptly away from self-parody. The
plot could nearly be inscribed on the head of a pin: A chivalrous loner—Gosling’s Hollywood stunt driver/wheelman—participates in an armed robbery to help out the
woman he loves; the deal turns out to be a setup, and the
body count explodes. Drive is nominally set in the present
day, but the 40-year-old director elects to emphasize the
retro—synthesizing Miami Vice’s languid dissolves and
neon-limned dive bars, Blade Runner’s nocturnal skylines
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Film Capsules

and Top Gun’s MTV-friendly lyrical montage interludes.
Refn’s most obvious break with the airbrushed ‘80s and
clearest link to his own early films is the ultraviolent,
even gruesome, splatter that comes once Gosling’s nearcatatonic driver agrees to the heist. It’s one of Drive’s
jokes that, over the course of the movie, Gosling’s spiffy
silver jacket will be increasingly bloodstained. The Gosling
character is not only a master of high-speed bumper cars
but, when riled, also a near-lunatic killer who, as up close
and personal as the protagonist of Refn’s Bronson, uses a
hammer, some steel-tipped footwear and his bare hands
to take care of business. (J.H.)
I Don’t Know How She Does It — What I don’t know:
why these movies keep getting made. I Don’t Know How
She Does It is based on Allison Pearson’s 2002 comic bestseller and directed by Douglas McGrath. But its real auteur
is screenwriter Aline Brosh McKenna, scripter of wan
workplace romantic comedies such as The Devil Wears
Prada and Morning Glory. Kate Reddy (Sarah Jessica
Parker), the protagonist of I Don’t Know How She Does It,
must balance even more than the heroines of those two
earlier films: a career in hedge fund managing, a spouse,
and two young kids. In both her home and work life, Kate
constantly anticipates needs and strives never to disappoint, impossible expectations that she tries to meet with
ever detailed logistics—planning that becomes even more
complicated when her job demands that she travel to
New York frequently to work on a project with a colleague
there, Jack (Pierce Brosnan). How does Kate do it? She is
strong, she is invincible, she apologizes a lot, though every
time she’s quickly forgiven, notably by spouse Richard
(Greg Kinnear). In a significant departure from Pearson’s
book, Kate doesn’t have to make any real compromises
to fulfill her husband’s and children’s needs and her own
commitment to a job she loves. It’s not the place of I Don’t
Know, a mass-market diversion, to proffer real solutions
to intractable problems. But wouldn’t the film serve its intended audience—moms who do it all—better with more
messiness and less fantasy? (M.A.)
Killer Elite — Wholly unrelated to the 1975 Sam Peckinpah
film of the same name, Killer Elite is distinguished by one
no-mercy, eye-gouging, testicle-punching brawl, and one
whoppingly indifferent screenplay. After a collateral-damage close call awakens his conscience—the first of many
perfunctorily recycled bits to come—hitman Danny Bryce
(Jason Statham) retires only to be drawn back into business when his ex-partner (Robert De Niro) is kidnapped by
a sheikh. To ransom his friend, Danny has to kill members
of the British SAS Special Forces who offed the sheikh’s
sons during the Dhofar Rebellion. As Danny tallies his kills,
he’s tailed by SAS vet Spike (Clive Owen); both are dutybound warriors, well-matched to pummel each another in
crisp and brutal dustups that make good use of Statham’s
human-bowling-ball physicality. Rather than these men—
code-following samurai—the villains of Killer Elite are the
corrupt boardroom shot-callers who pit them against one
another, suits who say things like “We don’t want blood
on our pinstripes.” Or is the real villain screenwriter Matt
Sherring, also responsible for “Killing is easy—living with
it’s the hard part,” and “Shit happens when you play in the
deep end of the pool”? (N.P.)
I Don’t Know How She Does It — What I don’t know:
why these movies keep getting made. I Don’t Know How
She Does It is based on Allison Pearson’s 2002 comic
bestseller and directed by Douglas McGrath. But its real
auteur is screenwriter Aline Brosh McKenna, scripter
of wan workplace romantic comedies such as The Devil
Wears Prada and Morning Glory. Kate Reddy (Sarah
Jessica Parker), the protagonist of I Don’t Know How She
Does It, must balance even more than the heroines of
those two earlier films: a career in hedge fund managing,
a spouse, and two young kids. In both her home and work
life, Kate constantly anticipates needs and strives never to
disappoint, impossible expectations that she tries to meet
with ever detailed logistics — planning that becomes
even more complicated when her job demands that she
travel to New York frequently to work on a project with a
colleague there, Jack (Pierce Brosnan). How does Kate
do it? She is strong, she is invincible, she apologizes a
lot, though every time she’s quickly forgiven, notably by
spouse Richard (Greg Kinnear). In a significant departure
from Pearson’s book, Kate doesn’t have to make any real
compromises to fulfill her husband’s and children’s needs
and her own commitment to a job she loves. It’s not the
place of I Don’t Know, a mass-market diversion, to proffer
real solutions to intractable problems. But wouldn’t the
film serve its intended audience — moms who do it all —
better with more messiness and less fantasy? (M.A.)
Love Crime — “Want it…and watch out,” ruthless corporate veep Christine (Kristin Scott Thomas) instructs younger
associate Isabelle (Ludivine Sagnier) in this silly tale of
boardroom humiliation. The final film from Alain Corneau,
who died last year and is best known for 1991’s All the

ryan gosling is terrific. george clooney is exceptional.”
– Peter Travers
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Passione — In his fourth film as director (and his first
documentary, one billed as a “musical adventure”) John
Turturro plays an amateur ethnomusicologist/corny
travel guide, popping up throughout this scattershot
sampler of the sounds of Naples to inform us that song
is a “form of emotional transportation for many people.”
That predilection for the trite often extends to the musical
numbers Turturro stages, especially the one he appears
in, “Caravan Petrol,” a desert-set ‘60s cover performed by
the one-named Italian entertainer Fiorello that features
the director’s hip-wiggling. Passione works best when
Turturro tamps down his impulse to enhance the performances with florid narratives, focusing on just the singer
and the song. Tunisian immigrant M’Barka Ben Taleb’s
spin on “O Sole Mio” showcases rich pan-Mediterranean
influences; her ululation punctuates a rendition of “Tammurriata Nera” sung with Peppe Barra. Sometimes a few
more facts or history lessons would be nice: Three companionable elderly gentlemen identified as the Esposito
brothers compare Neapolitan legends Fernando De Lucia
and Enrico Caruso — a engaging disquisition cut short for
another of Turturro’s musical fantasias. (M.A.)
Real Steel — Charlie Kenton (Hugh Jackman) is a two-bit
trainer working the state fair circuit in a not-too-distant
future. His line is robot fighting, a sport that has absorbed
the audience for boxing, MMA, and, apparently, demolition derby. Feckless Charlie gets a taste of responsibility
tending his estranged 11-year-old son, Max (Dakota Goyo).
Touchy though things are between them, Max is a quick
study and helps to refurbish a salvaged old sparring robot
into a legitimate contender. In a story predicated on the
surpassing of man by machine, Real Steel doesn’t engage
in the same—it’s what a publicist might describe as an
“effects movie with heart.” Real Steel concerns downand-outers getting their one last title shot—but fit, spry
Jackman is hard to buy as a hard-luck case, while elfin
child actor Dakota Goyo could only be a cloying child actor
named “Dakota.” On the multiplex stage, the subservience
of action to character development has become a rare
enough arrangement of priorities to cause a stir whenever
it occurs, but the development of simplistic characters
along overfamiliar lines isn’t intrinsically preferable to pure
sensation or the free run of imagination—and there is
little of either here. (N.P.)
Restless — Too morbid to be a crowd-pleaser à la Good
Will Hunting but nowhere near as confrontationally inscrutable as Gerry, Gus Van Sant’s latest—a middle-class
hetero teen romance, no less—walks the line between
mainstream sentimentality and dark art-house humor so
effectively that it seems noncommittal. The movie takes
place in Portland, Oregon, over three months as Enoch
(Henry Hopper, Dennis’s boy), an orphaned high school
dropout who attends strangers’ funerals for kicks, meets
and falls in love with pretty, perky Annabel (Mia Wasikowska), who’s dying of cancer. The ghost of a kamikaze
pilot (Ryo Kase) plays guardian angel to the pair, generally
getting the best lines (of handshaking versus bowing he
says, “White people—you have to grab everything”) and
adding a magical-realism component that’s as iffy as it is
charming. Equivocation is the whole game here, though:
Slight and frequently cloying, Restless is also achingly
tender and unflinching on the subject of death. (Dying, on
the other hand, gets a whitewash.) But its chief feature
is listlessness, and the way Van Sant lapses into hokey
montages of the happy couple’s hijinks and fey, whispery
pop tunes in lieu of real dramatic tension finally smacks of
mockery. (M.H.)
Straw Dogs — It is knee-jerk to decry the remake, but to
the credit of writer-director Rod Lurie, who has adapted
Sam Peckinpah’s U.K.-set 1971 film into this U.S.-set 2011
version, Straw Dogs brings to multiplexes a slow-burn
setup and formal rigor that recall a bygone era, rather than
“updating” the concept into contemporary overkill. Successful screenwriter David (James Marsden, toothsome
and dressed for Santa Barbara) takes his wife, Amy (Kate
Bosworth), back to her small Louisiana hometown, where
he plans to work in peace on his Stalingrad script in the
ancestral home, which will eventually survive a siege.
(Lurie goes over the film’s protect-your-turf themes with
a highlighter.) David also hires Amy’s old flame Charlie
(Alexander Skarsgard) and his peckerwood pals to re-roof
the barn. From this lofty perch, already towering exquarterback Charlie begins a campaign of dick-measuring
intimidation, goading “Hollywood” David and coming on
to Amy. Lurie sets up the animus between David and Charlie through visual and aural conflicts, from an opening that
puts pickup and Jaguar on a collision course to the ongoing workday feud between Classical and Classic Rock,
while macho motifs of buck hunting and Friday-night football are incorporated in wild cross-cutting pieces. There’s
no matching the sinister village faces in Peckinpah’s cast
or the psychological acuity of his scene-making, but Lurie
shows himself man enough for the material. (N.P.)
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Mornings of the World, Love Crime begins unpromisingly
with some lez titillation between the two co-workers: A
shoulder rub and a neck kiss by Christine, accustomed to
claiming her assiduous junior colleague’s ideas as her own,
leaves besotted Isabelle momentarily distracted from her
spreadsheets. When Isabelle overshadows her mentor by
pleasing the American bosses of their agri-industry firm,
Christine punishes the striver by disgracing her at an office
party—how much you buy Isabelle’s elaborate payback
scheme depends on whether you believe, as screenwriters
Corneau and Nathalie Carter must have, that France has
the most incompetent police force in the world. As was
the case when she played opposite Charlotte Rampling in
Swimming Pool (2003), Sagnier’s limited abilities become
even more glaring when she’s paired with a gifted performer like Scott Thomas. But even KST is left floundering
as the misconceived, underwritten totem of today’s amoral,
power-mad executive, wearing flowing trousers and medallion necklaces not seen since Faye Dunaway demanded
a meeting in Network. (M.A.)
Machine Gun Preacher — Based on the true story of
Sam Childers—an ex-con, druggie, gun nut, and self-described “hillbilly from Pennsylvania” who got right with the
Lord and built an orphanage for Sudanese refugees—Machine Gun Preacher is the umpteenth onscreen iteration of
a white savior aiding the most desperate in Africa. The kids
Childers (Gerard Butler) helps, who have been both forced
to commit and witness the most unimaginable atrocities
during the country’s civil war, are presented here primarily
as scenery—tiny, trembling bodies indistinguishable from
one another—or as small sages who offer wise words
to the locked-and-loaded pastor when his spirits droop.
Marc Forster, who also directed The Kite Runner (2007),
another film that packaged children’s wartime suffering,
and first-time screenwriter Jason Keller stage Childers’s
transformation swiftly: Bellowing at his now-born-again
wife (Michelle Monaghan) for quitting her stripping job
and shooting up to Lynryd Skynyrd in the opening scenes,
he is soaked with baptismal water and laying bricks in East
Africa in the next. Butler fulfills the showboating required
of him: raging at the disparity between the privileged West
and the rest of the world, puffing up when announcing,
“Helping you kids is about the only good thing I’ve done in
this life.” But he’s a shrinking violet compared with the real
Childers, seen in the closing credits gleefully strapping on
guns and daring us, because the film never does, to question his mercenary methods. (M.A.)
Moneyball — Michael Lewis’s book Moneyball was
published in 2003, in the immediate wake of The Season
That Shook Baseball. The story didn’t look like much on
the surface: Billy Beane, a former ballplayer-turned-scoutturned-GM, and Paul DePodesta, an Ivy League wonk, took
the Oakland Athletics’ measly $39 million salary budget,
crunched the numbers, and turned overlooked, undervalued
statistics into overachieving, undervalued ballplayers. The
book would serve as a Bible for every baseball executive and
stats-obsessed fan, and it turns out that adapting it for the
cineplex was fairly straightforward after all: Like every other
sports movie ever, it’s the story of The Little Team That Could.
Lewis’s account is simply inspiration; director Bennett Miller
(Capote) and writers Aaron Sorkin and Steve Zaillian barely
touch upon sabermetrics and the influential work of statistician Bill James. The filmmakers wisely boil down Beane and
DePodesta’s complex formulas to a single, simple thesis:
Sign ballplayers who get on base more than anyone else.
Then they hand over the movie to Brad Pitt as Beane, a
former first-round draft pick by the New York Mets exorcising his dashed-dream demons one trade, thrown chair, and
turned-over watercooler at a time. Play ball. (R.W.)
My Afternoons with Margueritte — Celebrity airplane
wizzer Gérard Depardieu, playing massive dimwit Germain
in this syrupy tale of intergenerational friendship, looks
aghast when a bar buddy, in a state of pickled despair,
takes a leak on his own front steps. No p.r. materials I’ve
received for My Afternoons With Margueritte, based
on a novel by Marie-Sabine Roger, have highlighted this
unintentionally timely scene, though it proves to be the only
selling point in a film otherwise clogged with life-affirming
hooey. Lumbering around town in overalls and flannel
shirts, Germain, a vegetable vendor and handyman, meets
95-year-old bibliophile Margueritte (Gisèle Casadesus) on
a park bench. The saintly old woman’s belief in her new
acquaintance’s innate intelligence gives him the esteem
boost he needs: Germain, his IQ at least a few points higher
than Forrest Gump’s, still hurts from the insults Mom hurled
at him while growing up, shown in frequent flashback. That
so many of the colossal yokel’s mental states are literalized, as when the screen fills with thousands of rats while
Margueritte reads Camus’s The Plague aloud to her new
pal, typifies the movie’s antipathy to nuance. Fortunately,
we are not shown what “I love being inside you,” Germain’s
post-coital admission to his much younger, prettier, and
tinier girlfriend, would look like. (M.A.)
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CandaceWest.com

1620 N. Federal Highway, Fort Lauderdale. Call
954-306-2663, or visit dapurkitchen.com.

BY MELISSA MCCART

I

Dapur opened on North Federal in Fort
Lauderdale this past July, a creation of Edi
Mulyanto, a general manager of Galanga,
a Wilton Manors mainstay celebrated
for its scene over cuisine. At Galanga,
carved wooden screens and a giant saltwater fish tank anchor the eye in a restaurant that’s attentive to design details.
Such is the case at Dapur, where even
the entrance offers visual stimuli. Retrochrome bar tables frame one side of the
door, a fountain and greenery on the other,
and papery chandeliers light the mood — all
this before a customer even walks inside. At
the bar off to the left, speakers that would
dwarf a child pump beats so loud that you
feel it in your chest. To the right in the dining room, a giant golden Buddha meditates
against the wall, while another lounges
in a painting framed in purple. Gossamer
room dividers flutter in a fan-induced
breeze. Orchids pose in bursts of magenta.
“We’re really sorry we don’t have a sushi
bar,” says a host who’s dressed like a geisha. “You’ll have to sit at the table alone.”
Sushi is not available at the bar, only hot

dishes and savories, despite that there’s no
differentiation in the menu between rooms.
The host sat me next to his stand, “so we can
keep you company,” he said, and he did.
He delivered the $12 royal tuna roll, the
most popular sushi item. Striped in layers of pink tuna and white wahoo, it would
make a girly-girl squeal. A white jalepeño
aioli painted the plate in dots and dashes.
As pretty as it was, Dapur apparently has
not gotten the memo: Tuna’s overfished.
The result means so-so fish that’s been
gassed to keep up appearances. Despite the
pretty presentation, the roll is forgettable.
Tables showcasing purple napkins and
plenty of elbow room are spaced far enough
apart that conversation between them is
nonexistent, yet the echo from the bare
space has an underwater effect. At one table,
a family of three gets comfortable: a blond
mother in a French bateau shirt, her husband
in black Costello specks, and an 8-year-old
boy in green Crocs playing drums with his
chopsticks. Nearby, it’s date night: A manicured woman in towering heels and a navy
chiffon sparkly dress pulls her chair closer to

Melissa.McCart@BrowardPalmBeach.com
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n the dining room of Dapur on a square
white plate, a seafood tower leans like
Pisa. A crispy homemade rice cake
serves as the base, with separate layers of neon avocado, sweet lump crab, and
spicy tuna. It’s topped with a tendril of green
melon skin that cascades down the sides.
Flavors are less distinct than the levels: undersalted and muted, except for the bite in
an angry pink layer that’s macerated into
form. The $14 plate called “hot tower” is
served room temperature yet illuminates
the dining room’s emphasis on pretty.
It isn’t just the food on the plate that’s
sculpted. It’s the calves of the women servers who click through the dining room
on heels during service. For a shoe fetishist, the female staff is a bounty of stilettos,
pumps, wedges, and kitten heels. “Would
you like another glass of Prosecco?” a
dark- haired pixie server asks me. Her
dress, a Shantung green sheath matching
the wall’s color, looks like cocktail attire.

The $12 miso cod, usually a crowd pleaser, arrived shriveled and dry.
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Dapur

The bar would seem the place to chat with
fellow diners and drinkers, yet the acoustics
prevent it, steering the night’s adventure from
the company to the savory offerings. And it’s
here where appearances unravel. A $6 oxtail
soup is served in a shallow trough, three
bones with bright-red meat still adherent, in a
lemongrass broth that’s hardly skimmed. The
soup is inedible. I should have sent it back.
A dish that’s usually a crowd pleaser, the
$12 miso cod arrives as three medallions
alone on a plate. Laden with bones, the fish
is shriveled and dry. The $9 hamachi kama
is similarly disconcerting. Masquerading as
a triangle-shaped pastry framed by a jawbone and a stray fin, it’s overcooked. Fish
flakes like old paper, devoid of succulence.
The $10 pecel is a disaster. “We’ve never
served this,” said the bartender upon order.
And for good reason. A bowl of waffled vegetables is dolloped with peanut sauce, walled
with boxy tofu, layered with stale tongues of
shrimp crackers, and garnished with a trio of
hard-boiled quail eggs. It’s a shame of a plate.
Still hungry as I snacked on stale shrimp
chips, I realize Dapur is the kind of restaurant for people in search of escape: a hotter partner, a bigger bank account, a more
interesting job, a more happening city. The
experience is delivered as a spa for the
senses and a pampering staff. It’s when
the food is served that the illusion breaks,
where pretty plates dubbed “Asian fusion”
fail to deliver something of substance.
As the music pumps, the breeze tends
to gossamer like models on a shoot. I pick
around a plate, looking up to a man in the
corner in a European-cut suit. He mouths
something across the room. I can’t hear.
Instead, he shrugs and winks: a sentiment
best embraced by customers at Dapur
hoping for an experience that’s as pleasing to the palate as it is to the eye.
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It’s when the food is served
that the illusion breaks,
where pretty plates dubbed
“Asian fusion” fail to deliver
something of substance.
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Sushi and safe eats can’t rescue this menu.
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her hunky, dressed-down date. Closer to the
entrance, three guys with long wavy hair and
in buttoned-downs and pegged pants peruse
a cocktail menu that offers dozens of options.
This cocktail menu is among the more
ambitious of any offered in South Florida
right now, with one page of $10 classics
such as a negroni and an old-fashioned
and another a list of newfangled drinks
such as the Dartmoor, with cucumber and
lemon, Plymouth gin, and St. Germain. I
ordered a negroni from the bartender after
10, in between dinner and clubbing hour.
“What’s in it again?” asked the bartender,
who is more used to making sweet sips than
bitter apéritifs. It arrives looking like no negroni should, rather like a sherbet Push-Up
ice cream treat: the top layer white, the lower
half orange. This wasn’t the only cocktail
bartenders were botching. A drinks 101 lesson
for the staff may be in order for such a list.
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THIRSTY THIRD THURSDAY

Small Plates

Grilled West Coast oyster skewers with
apples and bacon vinaigrette.

|Clean Plate Charlie Night|

Many offered suggestions on how to
improve the dishes, including “Mac and
cheese — flavor is amazing. Dislike the
noodle. Texture issue. Wish for actual
macaroni. Sweet potato wedges tasted
burnt at times.” A couple of commenters
wanted a house salad, one thought it was
too hot in the restaurant, and another
hoped for a more detailed dessert menu.

PL8 Scores High
With Our Readers
BY ERIC BARTON

L

ast week, we asked you, our readers, to become food critics during
the first Clean Plate Charlie
Night. Held at PL8 Kitchen
X
X
(formerly Himmarshee Bar &
Get a daily serving of dining news at:
Grille) in Fort Lauderdale, dozens
CLEANPLATECHARLIE.COM
of you voted on the dishes of the
Small Plates is a compilation of items from our
new small-plates-style menu.
food blog, CleanPlateCharlie.com,
The results in a nutshell: You
and our emailed dining newsletter, Café Bites.
liked almost everything. Of the
33 dishes ranked by diners to
One vegetarian offered high praise:
PL8 last night, 30 of them scored a four
“As a vegetarian I appreciate that
or higher out of five. That’s high praise
there are items I can eat while enjoyconsidering our five ranking was deing the company of meat eaters.”
fined as “best thing I’ve ever eaten.”
Nicholas said the feedback comes in
Three dishes did relatively poorly. The
handy. “We’re always changing, and this
Florida shrimp plate scored a three (defined
helps me finalize the menu, what’s going
as “OK but needs some work”). Two skewto be on there and what won’t,” he says.
ers — the oyster and rock shrimp — scored
“Even before the results came in, we were
twos (“not up to fine-dining standards”).
talking about taking off the rock shrimp,
PL8 owner Dave Nicholas says he’ll
and this helps us come to that decision.”
use the results as “sort of a focus group”
to make changes to the menu. One of the
dishes that scored poorly, the roasted
|Corporate Cooking|
Pacific oyster skewers, wasn’t on last
night’s menu, so Nicholas figures perhaps
those voters had been before. Nicholas
took them off the menu last weekend after negative feedback about the dish.
PL8 diners turned in 37 ballots, some filled
out by multiple people who voted together on A Facebook page created recently titled Save
the rankings. Other tables filled out a ballot
Fudgie the Whale makes it sound like Carvel might
per person. The votes show a few patterns
be thinking of dropping the ice cream cake. The
— many people gave dishes identical ranks.
company has sold the thing for four decades, so
And many people ordered the same
it’s natural that there might be some Fudgie supdishes. The mac and cheese was ordered
porters out there willing to rally in its defense.
the most, at 19 times, followed by the nutOne of the first posts was written by Scott
crusted goat cheese croquettes, at 14 times.
Thaler: “Who remembers and loves Fudgie the
Comments at the bottom of the ballots
Whale at Carvel???!!! I do. There is a campaign
generally raved about the new menu, with
to help save Fudgie the Whale. We need 200
lines like, “Love the menu. It’s a girlie thing.
people to like his page by tomorrow. Can you
Don’t change anything.” And: “Butternut
help? Please click here and like Fudgie!”
squash purses were yummy! Awesome!”
Forgive the skepticism, but that sounds a >> p28

“Save Fudgie the
Whale” Campaign
Seems a Bit Fishy
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Spot Coffee

|Side Dish|

44 E. Atlantic Ave., Delray Beach. Call 561-4554041, or visit spotcoffee.com.

S

pot Coffee feels like an indie alternative to
Starbucks. Inside the airy shop on the corner
of East Atlantic and SE First Avenue, two
guys and a girl wear a comic book’s worth of
ink. Another pair of women sip frothy coffee
drinks from behind oversized hipster specs. Yet
Spot Coffee isn’t as alternative as its clientele.
The latest shop in Delray is the seventh branch
of a chain that originated in upstate New York.
Though coffee snobbery is on the rise, Spot
Coffee stays egalitarian. Customers don’t need
tasting notes and a lesson in fair trade before
taking their first sip of a Yirgacheffe single-origin
brew. Instead, the shop focuses on small-batch
roasting of Arabica coffee beans that results in
a mild, well-balanced, delicious cup of java. For
a coffee joint, Spot Coffee offers an extensive
menu with seven types of made-to-order, $10 to
$12 sandwiches; a handful of brick-oven pizzas
in the $10 to $14 range; salads; and sweets. Latenight diners can quell their cravings until 11 on
weekdays, midnight on weekends. MELISSA MCCART

Small Plates from p26
bit suspicious, like maybe a corporate-driven campaign
to draw attention to Carvel products on Facebook.
Besides, Fudgie? Really? A friend of mine brought a
Fudgie the Whale to a birthday party in August. Slices
were handed around, and I got about halfway through
the artificial-chocolate-tasting Fudgie slice before I set
it down on the counter. An hour later, the Fudgie still
sat there, a gelatinous mess that had barely melted.
So now it became a game. We left the Fudgie slice
sitting there for three hours. Spots where Fudgie had
streaked the plate had melted and pooled. But the
main chunk of ice cream that remained held its bulbous shape like some abomination risen from the sea.
Truth is, ice creams these days often are loaded
with enough chemical stabilizers and emulsifiers to
keep them from melting during an apocalypse. There’s
also an artificially produced enzyme found in an eellike arctic fish that has made its way into ice creams,
including Breyers. Cold Stone Creamery even claims
it has an ice cream that
doesn’t melt. You are
what you eat, they say,
and it’s easy to imagine
those refusing-to-melt
blobs of rocky road
making a permanent
home somewhere you
don’t want them.
THIS CODE
So, back to the
TO DOWNLOAD OUR
Facebook campaign.
FREE IPHONE APP Skepticism led me
FOR MORE RESTAURANTS
OR VISIT
first to Ashley Swann,
browardpalmbeach.com
public relations manager
for Carvel’s corporate
office in Atlanta. “We don’t have any knowledge
of it,” Swann said when asked about the page.
“We’re a pretty small corporate office, but nobody
in my department knows about this.” (As for why
Fudgie didn’t melt, Swann said Carvel’s ice cream
does have air injected and includes stabilizers.)
Now I went back to the initial commenter
on the Fudgie page, Scott Thaler. Turns out he’s
an employee for Zimmerman Partners Advertising firm in Fort Lauderdale. Thaler, executive
vice president and chief interaction officer, says

SCAN

the Save Fudgie page was all part of a project,
not something that Carvel was behind.
A couple of Zimmerman employees were scheduled to give a speech at a conference in Philadelphia
and wanted to talk about how social networking can
create a buzz for a product. So they created the page
and hoped to get 200 “likes” in two days. They had
hit 270-plus when they gave the speech Wednesday.
“Everyone in our office really likes ice cream,”
Thaler said. “We all have a fascination with Fudgie
the Whale and thought this would be a fun project.”
So there you have it. Save Fudgie the Whale
wasn’t an inside job. At least not directly. Representatives from Carvel were scheduled to speak at
the Philadelphia conference. And if they liked Zimmerman’s work, well, perhaps there would be more
underground Fudgie support coming their way.
Feel free, then, to click “like” on Fudgie’s page
— you’ll be helping show how social marketing can
sell products, even an ice cream cake with supernatural powers to remain in solid form. ERIC BARTON
|Famous Foodies — Really?|

The Situation Launches
His Own Lollipop

First there was the Situation GTL bag, which
holds your laundry (you can buy one for
$11.99); then Sitch got a sweetheart deal (and
partial ownership) at Boca Tanning Club.
Wait — it doesn’t stop there.
Mike “The Situation” Sorrentino is also the spokesguido for Devotion vodka, the first casein-infused vodka.
While we were expecting more endorsement deals (maybe steroid-infused tequila), we
weren’t prepared for the Jersey Shore star’s
latest endeavor — the Situation lollipop.
Yes, friends... the Situation is in Vegas to
unveil his new lollipop on October 15.
These pops are made by Las Vegas-based
candy maker Sugar Factory. The pop, which retails for about $25, is actually a crystal-studded
handle that can be reused. The actual lollipop
refills are available at about three for $12.
The Situation’s pop is decorated in (what else?)
red, white, and green crystals (for the Italian flag).
The Sitch isn’t the only other “celebrity” to get his
own pop — you can also order a Kim Kardashian,
Pussycat Dolls, Melanie B., or Britney Spears pop.
We’re looking out for the new line of Jenna
Jameson blow pops (pun intended). LAINE DOSS
|Beer Beer Beer|

Pumpkin Beers: A New
Times Taste Test

It’s Decorative Gourd Season, inspiration for
our second round of seasonal beer tastings.
For those who’d prefer drinking pumpkin pie
to eating it, these are the beers for you.
At the Great American Beer Festival in Boulder,
Colorado, this year, there were 37 entries for the
pumpkin beer category, with Upslope Pumpkin
Ale from Boulder snagging the win. Speaking of
wins, Boca’s Brewzzi won the silver in the Viennastyle lager category for its City Fest Brew.
Though we here at New Times may not have the
training of judges at the weekend’s festival, we’ve
taken a stab at rating pumpkin beers available locally.
Most Disappointing: Pumple Drumkin by Cisco
Brewers Nantucket sports a cutesy sketched label
with a Halloween tale that starts with a reference to
“a pumple named Drumkin.” But cute doesn’t make
up for a clash of IPA hops and pumpkin flavors that
combine to resemble a novice brewer’s first go-round.

browardpalmbeach.com
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This just in: Roy Villacrusis, the man behind the innovative small-plates menu at the new Palm Beach
Gardens hot spot Dirty Martini and the owner of
North Palm Beach’s Kubo, has been named executive chef for Kapow! Noodle Bar in Boca Raton.
Villacrusis’ brand of “Asiatic Cuisine” forms the basis
for the inspirational new menu to be featured at Kapow!,
and New Times took a few moments to find out what
makes this up-and-coming South Florida chef tick.
Here’s what he had to say:
New Times: You’ve been in South Florida
for nearly 20 years serving up some of the best
Asian-inspired cuisine around. You’ve also worked
under famed South Florida restaurateur Mark
Militello. And you’ve even opened your own restaurant. How did you get involved with Kapow!?
Roy Villacrusis: I met [Kapow co-owner] Scott
Frielich at an event earlier this year through [Delray
Beach] Dada’s chef, Bruce. He asked me about chefs
for Kapow! At the time, I wasn’t sure about what to
do with Kubo’s location, so not much was discussed.
Will you still be working operating Kubo?
No, I’ve decided to give Kapow! my full attention.
What do you like most about the concept owners
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Frielich, Rodney Mayo, and Vaughan Lazar [owner
and cofounder of Pizza Fusion] are creating?
The concept of Kapow! is very close to Kubo,
and that excites me. Having the talents of Rodney
Mayo, Scott, and Vaughan is a big plus. I’d like to
believe my interest in Kapow! represents that same
creativity I try to show in everything I do. The spirit
of Kubo will shine on Kapow!’s menu, and it will
definitely showcase Asiatic cuisine at its finest.
Noodle bars have been well-received in
cities like Manhattan and Miami. Why do
you think this concept will work in Boca?
I’ve always believed in the people of this area.
I think we need to start opening amazing places
with thoughtful menus and concepts for the
people of this area to appreciate. We can do as
good a job — if not better — as any big foodie
city. I think more people are ready and willing.
What experience have you had with noodle bars?
I love the Vietnamese places in Vegas where we
went for big bowls of pho. I had ippudo in Japan and
a wide variety of it while visiting Singapore. I also
saw a movie called Udon a while ago and have been
fascinated by it ever since. I plan to introduce Filipino
noodle varieties as the Kapow! menu progresses.
How do you plan to make Kapow! different?
With sincerity and being real. I plan to train
my staff with the information and knowledge on
what we do and why we do it. I don’t want us to be
just another place. I want us to be the place. And,
of course, we will work hard on making sure the
flavors are to be remembered and hopefully loved.
If Kubo is “Asiatic cuisine” then Kapow! will be...
Asiatic cuisine is me. So essentially, Kapow! will be
a lot of Asiatic cuisine influence too. I’m bringing that
mentality and flavor with me as much as possible.
There was a sort of Iron Chef cook-off between
chefs being considered for the position. Can you
share with me what you chose to prepare?
We were asked to make three dishes. There
was a bao bun and ramen dish, and one could be
our own creation. I’m not really into competing,
so I just thought of it as cooking with friends.
Have any idea what you would
like to feature on the menu yet?
I want a lot of unique, distinct flavors to be highlighted on the menu. Although we will cross-utilize
ingredients, each dish will have an identity of its own.
How about the noodles?
There will be plenty of different types of
noodles, especially those not so common in
the area. We will try to source out the best
noodles for our dishes, from soba, udon, ramen,
and ban pho. I’m superexcited. NICOLE DANNA
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The Shocker: Pumking by Southern Tier Brewing
wears a thuggish, crowned pumpkin mascot on a pint
bottle on which the brewer tells us the beer is “an ode
to Puca, a creature of Celtic folklore, who is both feared
and respected by those who believe in it.” Fear is a fine
term for how I’d feel if I were forced to drink the whole
bottle of this pumpkin wallop. The first sip is disturbing,
though some drinkers said it kind of grows on you.
Least Offensive: Sam Adams Harvest Pumpkin
Ale is refreshing in that spice and pumpkin are a riff
rather than an overdose of seasonal flavors. “Pleasant”
and “drinkable” are among the tasters’ descriptions.
The Sweetest: “Pumpkin pie in a bottle: You can
almost taste the whipped cream,” said one taster who
wasn’t smitten with Buffalo Bill’s Pumpkin Ale. Heavy
on baking spices and malt, its flavor is as straightforward as the pumpkin-pie drawing on the label.
The Crowd Pleaser: “There’s a reason why
everyone has one pumpkin beer on tap and that it
happens to be this one,” said a taster of Shipyard’s
Pumpkinhead, one of the most popular craft brews
in the genre. Shipyard reported 20,000 barrels
having sold in the 2010 season, with expectations to surpass that this year. MELISSA MCCART
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Northern Lights

Canadian indie supergroup Stars aligns for another heartfelt record.

“I hope that I never lose that
tiny bit of fear when I’m
jumping into a new album.
And it’s facing that fear that
your best work comes up from.”

Stars ’n’ stripes.

With Plains and Astari Nite. 7:30 p.m. Sunday, October 16, at Culture Room, 3045 N.
Federal Highway, Fort Lauderdale. Tickets cost $18. Visit ticketmaster.com.

BY REED FISCHER

C

Set Yourself on Fire: “Captured a taxi despite
all the rain/We drove in silence across Pont
Champlain/And all of the time you thought I
was sad/I was trying to remember your name.”
“I really like to bring in the stories
of others,” Millan says. “When we tour,
my imagination is sparked when I’m out
there meeting all sorts of different people.
You come into contact with so many different kinds of people rather than being
isolated in your own home, and that’s
always what I’ve been drawn to, and to
write about, is really other people. I’m
not a self-reflective diary writer.”
Millan has also created two solo albums — most recently Masters of the
Burial two years ago — that employ a rootsier, pedal-steel-heavier template than
Stars’ polished, orchestral arrangements.
But don’t expect another one anytime
soon — she says she’s waiting for more
people to listen to the first two first.
“I like the Sade approach where she
puts out a record once every nine years,”
Millan asserts. “My whole life is Stars. It’s
what I concentrate on. It’s my everyday life.
I mean, I just had a baby, so it was taking a
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lutching a Stars song close to your
chest is appropriate and downright
comforting. For more than a decade,
the Canadian baroque pop outfit has
dealt out emotional wares featuring fragile,
thoughtful souls — exemplified by a song
like “Personal” from 2007’s In Our Bedroom
After the War. In it, vocalists Torquil Campbell and Amy Millan sing the parts of two
despondent singles playing out a blind-date
scenario. Spoiler alert: Humanity is cruel
and superficial. A career of similarly intricate songs dripping with the French horn
and strings in addition to the typical tools
of the rock trade has brought the band a
large, soft revolution of earnest followers.
“I think that earnest is a good word,” says
quick-witted Millan while preparing coffee for herself at home in Montreal. “I think
that our fans generally have their hearts on

their sleeves and they’re a tender bunch.”
Fans also have Heart, the title of Stars’
breakout 2003 album, on their shelves and
iTunes playlists. Right around that time,
things were blowing up for another Canadian
supergroup, Broken Social Scene, that has
a serious amount of personnel overlap with
Stars. Notably, Stars multi-instrumentalist
Evan Cranley was a founding member of
BSS, and Millan contributed vocally to the
band’s self-titled release in 2005 and to
last year’s Forgiveness Rock Record. The
friendship among members of both acts,
who used to be labelmates on the Canadian
super-indie Arts & Crafts, has nurtured a
small novel’s worth of creative output.
The son of two Shakespearean actors,
Campbell’s superb acting skills have an
indelible mark on his leadership of Stars,
but it’s arguably his chemistry with Millan
that has cemented the band among indie
rock’s elite. Although they are not a couple,
the pair can build up a suffocating level of
sexual tension in their frequent duets that
never shy from the love, lust, and lingering heartbreak of their contemporaries.
From “Your Ex-Lover Is Dead” off 2004’s
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Norman Wong

Stars

“It’s the murky waters,” she says
of the band’s seven-days-a-week sessions. “It’s always an exciting place,
because you’re always a little bit afraid,
and I hope that I never lose that tiny bit
of fear when I’m jumping into a new
album. And it’s facing that fear that
your best work comes up from.”
Fears came from the supernatural on
Stars’ last proper LP, The Five Ghosts — look
no further than “I Died So I Could Haunt
You” to get the gist. But there has also always been a serious political undercurrent
to the band’s work, and hyperdramatic
Campbell minces little on one of Stars’ fiercest songs to date, “He Lied About Death”
from Set Yourself on Fire, which could be
about any corrupt leader until the “I hope
your drunken daughters are gay” line.
“I think that you’re going to attract a
kind of cynicism [in fans],” Millan says in
reference to the latter song. “It’s interesting when it comes to politics and music,
because a lot of times, you’re preaching
to the choir. It’s still important to have
a voice about it, but I think a lot of the
times, the fans that are following us generally have the same set of values.”
So what can this cynical, earnest choir
of Stars fans expect to emerge from the
murk of the band’s latest studio work?
They’ll just have to wait. “It’s a secret at this
point,” she says with a smile in her voice.
“We can’t just give away our secrets.”
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little preparation to get back into the world
of Stars after taking some time off. And then
my first day back at work, there was 10,000
people there cheering me on, so I thought
that was a pretty good way to get back .”
Millan’s got a unique parental situation
because her bandmate Cranley is the father
of her child. Delphine Rita Jane Cranley
was born in March, and it seems that the
unconventional life on the road is working
out for them thus far. “She’s supermellow,
and she loves action, so she doesn’t mind all
the moving around and adventure,” Millan
says. “We’re in the band together, and that
makes everything easier, and I was always
pretty positive that [Evan and I] would win
The Amazing Race. So it was just taking on
that mentality of having your shit tight.”
Before its current U.S. tour, Stars was in
the midst of creating a new album in a studio
set up in Montreal. A listen to this year’s The
Bedroom Demos, a collection of rawer versions of In Our Bedroom After the War songs
and unreleased material, the process is a
joyous one. This version of the fuzz-filled
anthem of longing “Bitches in Tokyo” adds
a “Fuck U I Love You” parenthetical to the
title, and audible snickers abound. The act of
the five of them coming together to write and
record is what Millan calls “the trenches.”
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County Grind

Fleck and the ‘Tones:
“It really sounded great
pretty much immediately.”

Béla Fleck and the Flecktones
8 p.m. Wednesday, October 19, at Culture Room,
3045 N. Federal Highway, Fort Lauderdale.
Tickets cost $40. Visit ticketmaster.com.

Rocket
Fuel
Béla Fleck and the Flecktones
having a blast with an old
friend’s return.
BY M.T. RICHARDS

B

éla Fleck and the Flecktones are back.
The prog-jazz maestros never really
left — 2008’s Christmas-themed Jingle
All the Way won a Grammy for Best
Pop Instrumental Album — but they haven’t
seemed quite this loose or vibrant in years.
The group’s spring album, Rocket Science, is a
seductive hybrid of bluegrass, funk, and jazz.
Ripe with rubbery melodicism, the new tracks
unfold like an extended jam session, building
to a slow, psychedelic burn. Much of Rocket
Science’s success can be attributed to multiinstrumentalist Howard Levy, who returned to
co-songwriting duties in 2009 after a 16-year
hiatus. Checking in from his home in Nashville,
Béla Fleck spoke to New Times about Levy’s
return and the Flecktones’ aesthetic evolution.
New Times: Rocket Science was released to pretty sterling reviews in May.
Would it be fair to call it a comeback?
Sort of. The band never split up, though,
and our last two albums with Jeff Coffin
won Grammies and sold well, so we weren’t
actually tanking. But having Howard back is
bringing out a lot of old friends that are very
happy to see the original lineup. Turnouts
have been up, and the vibe is very strong.
Much has been made of Howard Levy’s
return to the Flecktones; he departed in
1993. Was there an element of discord or
discomfort with him, at least initially? Did
it take time to reignite that old chemistry?
No, we never really had any serious discord. That being said, it took a little while to

New Found Glory
With Set Your Goals, Wonder Years, Man
Overboard, and This Time Next Year. 5 p.m.
Sunday, October 16, at Revolution, 200
W. Broward Blvd., Fort Lauderdale. Tickets cost $18.99. Visit ticketmaster.com.

Local
Anesthetic
New Found Glory’s latest,
Radiosurgery, keeps poppunk alive.
BY JOSE FLORES

W

hile Blink-182 fell off the map, Green Day
became an over-the-top caricature, and
Alkaline Trio went into the realm of vampires,
Coral Springs pop-punk veterans New Found Glory
kept writing and perfecting the pop-punk song. As one
of the few South Florida rock bands to hit the national
stage, NFG is among an elite few who create sugarcoated pop while maintaining hardcore-punk pit cred.
The band’s seventh studio album of originals, Radiosurgery, is a sharply filed-down version of the earnest
and goofy anthems that made them MTV darlings.

Jeremy Cowart

relax into being back together. But it really
sounded great pretty much immediately.
Levy originally left the group in part because of the rigor of your touring schedule.
Have you had to make any adjustments to
ensure that he doesn’t get burnt out again?
We are taking it a lot easier. We have
busy periods buffered by off months.
We will play for about seven months
over the course of a year. That should
keep everyone’s lives more intact!
Jeff Coffin left the Flecktones for the
Dave Matthews Band in 2010. Would you
describe his departure as amicable?
Yes, it was even gradual. We were working less and less and just touring in December every year, around our holiday album.
That was when Dave Matthews needed

Like a bag of Halloween candy, it’s easy to get sick
of pop-punk’s bite-sized gobs of sugary goodness,
but in New Found Glory’s 14 years together, they
haven’t gotten sick of one another. The same five
bros who got together in 1997 to play songs about
girls to rooms full of dudes are still chugga-chugging
along. They’re headlining the “Pop-Punk’s Not Dead
Tour,” which stops at Revolution on Sunday. New
Times cornered singer Jordan Pundik to reminisce
about old South Florida hardcore and the Ramones.
New Times: On Radiosurgery you guys tightened up your core sound and manage to sound
a little more grown up. Was that the plan?
Jordan Pundik: We’re not gonna go and try
to make a record that sounds like Radiohead’s
Kid A. We grew up in the hardcore/punk scene;
it’s always been what we’ve done. When people
say mature, they think maturing is like changing
your sound. Maturing is getting better at what
you do and being the best at what you do.
You guys used to play with all the hardcore bands
at Club Q in Davie, and then a few years ago, you
formed the International Superheroes of Hardcore
side project. How’d that end up happening?

him, and I thought he brought a lot of new
life into that group. I realized that a change
could do the same for us. And since he was
not available anymore, it was very easy.

“Having Howard back is
bringing out a lot of old
friends that are very happy
to see the original lineup.”
Your work often gets pigeonholed as “jazz
fusion,” but you’ve always thrived at bending a lot of different genres. I’d argue that you
defy genre distinctions. Is a term like “jazz
fusion” oversimplified or marginalizing?

It was a time that everything positive was happening for us, everything was kind of up. A few of
us got married. We lived in a house in Malibu — it
was this really mellow, peaceful kind of place. We
were getting stir crazy. During the down time at
night, I just started playing stupid three-chord hardcore riffs and Chad started screaming bull crap.
Was that how you wrote this new album?
Now we all live in different places. Chad’ll come
up with a guitar part and email it to everybody.
Then me and Steve Klein will video chat with
Chad and work on lyrics and melody with him.
The “Radiosurgery” music video has a big
Ramones vibe. What is the best Ramones song?
“Teenage Lobotomy.” I love that song.
What NFG song is the most similar to the Ramones?
There’s this one new song, it’s a fast one with
a party vibe called “Memories and Battle Scars.” It
has this Ramones-y sorta riff with NFG guitars.
I also caught the Screeching Weasel pin on your jacket in the video.
You know your band mascots.
So what do you think of Screeching Weasel
frontman Ben Weasel’s altercation [in which he

“Jazz fusion” does seem wrong. It leaves
out a lot. Jazz fusion was happening when
I started playing banjo,and didn’t have a lot
of the roots and ethnic elements that the
Flecktones have. But I do love a lot of the fusion musicians. I care more about whether it
is good music than what kind of music it is.
You’ve self-produced every album. Does
that allow you to get closer to the records?
That may be where I get the control I
need as the leader. It’s almost like a movie,
in that everyone works together to get the
best stuff on tape possible, and I do the director’s cut of what gets used, or at least where
we start. Then everyone kicks in opinions
again and makes the most out of my “cut.”
Feedback@BrowardPalmBeach.com

reportedly punched two female crowd members
at this year’s South by Southwest] in Austin?
It’s a shame. I thought Ben Weasel was
this super PC guy — listening to the songs he
writes and the things he writes about. When
it happened, it was kind of a bummer. It sucks.
Everybody make mistakes, and it doesn’t change
the fact that they wrote My Brain Hurts.
What are your favorite South
Florida pop-punk bands?
For me, it was a band called Donut Run...
and Bingo Mutt was awesome! Matt Fox from
Shai Halud played drums in Bingo Mutt.
Do you stay in touch with any
hardcore kids from here?
It’s funny — Alex Cencillo, who plays
in Where Fear and Weapons Meet, is
me and Chad’s financial adviser.
Any big plans for the 15th anniversary of New Found Glory next year?
Thanks for reminding me! We haven’t really thought about it; we’re just focusing on
the new record. We feel like we’re still a new
band, everything has happened so quick.
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twitter.com/livenationsfl
facebook.com/livenationflorida
Charge by phone: 800-745-3000. All dates, acts and ticket prices subject to change. Ticket prices subject to applicable fees.
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THURSDAY, OCT. 13 @ 8PM

8-9:30PM - DANCE EXHIBITION AND
SALSA LESSONS WITH ANGELIQUE
9:30-10PM - DANCE CONTEST
WITH PRIZES.
10-2AM - LATIN DANCING
WITH DJ DEDOS

34

34

DRINK SPECIALS ON CUBA LIBRES,
MOJITOS, MARGARITAS, TEQUILA AND
CORONA BUCKET SPECIALS.

FULL LATIN MENU. BRING A FRIEND,
RECEIVE A FREE COCKTAIL.

October 29th 7pM

11th Annual Halloween Spooktacular!
Shots Specials • Buffet • Costume Contest

1000 lbs. Of Thrust on stage 9pm

with FREDDY
THE KAROAKE GUY
MUSIC KARAOKE

LIVE
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Latin Nite

UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP

FRI AND SAT AT 9PM

Sunday @ 5pm • Mon. 9pm to Close

HAPPY HOUR 2-4-1

WELLS, WINES & DOMESTIC BEERS 11AM-7PM

THURSDAY IS LADIES NIGHT!

These guys are, like, totally Awesome!

3233 North Ocean Blvd.
954.565.9264 • thedivebarfl.com
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

Live Wire
A Bullet for Pretty Boy
With the Great Commission, the Air I Breathe,
Legacy, and others, 5 p.m. Thursday, October 13,
at the Speakeasy Lounge, 129 N. Federal Highway,
Lake Worth. Tickets cost $12 in advance, $14 at the
door; all ages. Call 561-791-6242, or visit speakeasylakeworth.com.

est Palm Beach-based promoting outfit On Fire
Booking specializes in all-ages extravaganzas
W
featuring the latest loud, fast, and heavy acts.
Originally, its shows featured mostly young, local
bands, but recent booking coups have included
well-known national headliners like Polar Bear
Club and Maylene and the Sons of Disaster. This
Thursday’s show at the Speakeasy Lounge in Lake
Worth features a more up-and-coming national act,
a Bullet for Pretty Boy. The Longview, Texas, quartet
specializes in a lightning-speed, unrelentingly crushing style that marries death-metal blast beats to
dual-attack, scream-sung vocals and, somewhere
under all of that, ostensibly Christian themes. For
its current “Revision: Revise Tour,” the band comes
accompanied by four other touring acts, including
the Great Commission, a similar “heavy worship”
act from Texas, and the Air I Breathe, a breakdownaddicted fivesome from New Jersey. ARIELLE CASTILLO
Awesome New Republic
Doors open 10 p.m. Thursday, October 13, at Green
Room, 109 SW Second Ave., Fort Lauderdale. Admission is free; age 21 and up. Call 954-727-0950, or
visit greenroomlive.com.

New Republic, more commonly
known these days as ANR, needs pretty much
Azerowesome
introduction to area music fans. It’s been
plying its brand of funky, spaced-out pop for
nearly a decade here, and it’s finally starting to
gain velocity outside of South Florida. After last
year scoring slavering compliments in the U.K.
from the likes of the Guardian, the band recently

finished another full-scale tour of the States,
which saw it cross the country, from Philadelphia
to San Diego. Adding to that increased attention
is a recent seven-inch of the silky, atmospheric
“It’s Around You” for Neon Gold Records, a blogdarling imprint that’s famously released early
singles by the likes of Passion Pit, Marina and the
Diamonds, and Ellie Goulding. ARIELLE CASTILLO
Toby Keith
With Eric Church and J.T. Hodges. 7 p.m. Saturday,
October 15, at Cruzan Amphitheatre, 601-7 Sansbury’s Way, West Palm Beach. Tickets cost $25 to
$110 via livenation.com.

Nashville-based country troubadour Toby Keith has risen to megastardom
Oin theklahoma-born,
heartland — and beyond! — by carefully
toeing all of country music’s party lines. Whereas
recent stars of the genre have often fashioned
themselves either as sensitive, adult-contemporary
balladeers or pretty-boy rock types, Keith remains
stoically cowboy-like and unabashedly political.
Of course, that means his politics aim right for
the middle. This is the guy who wrote “Courtesy
of the Red, White & Blue (The Angry American)”
and who feuded with the Dixie Chicks for daring to disapprove publicly of George W. Bush.
When he isn’t supporting the stars and stripes,
though, Keith is crafting the kind of sing-along hits
that sound best after a few beers, among them
jukebox staples like “As Good as I Once Was” and
the last-call anthem “I Love This Bar.” Keith too is
known for his much-anticipated, nearly annual
tours, which usually feature big-budget production and up-and-coming support acts. This time
around, that means J.T. Hodges, a Fort Worth native
enjoying a hit in debut single “Hunt You Down,”
and Eric Church, who, in his album Chief, enjoyed
number-ones earlier this year on both the Billboard
200 and Top Country charts. ARIELLE CASTILLO
Feedback@BrowardPalmBeach.com
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T H U R S D A Y, O C T . 1 3
Awesome New Republic: Green Room, 100 SW 3rd Ave,
Fort Lauderdale, 954-727-0950, greenroomlive.com.
A Bullet for Pretty Boy: With the Great Commission,
the Air I Breathe, Legacy, and others. The Speakeasy
Lounge, 129 N Federal Hwy, Lake Worth, 561-791-6242,
speakeasylakeworth.com.
The Heavy Pets: Roxy’s, 309 Clematis St, West Palm
Beach, 561-296-7699, roxyspub.com.
Paul Oakenfold: LIV, 4441 Collins Ave, Miami, 305-6744680, livnightclub.com.
Tim Reynolds & TR3: 7 p.m. Bamboo Room, 25 S J St,
Lake Worth, 561-585-2583, bambooroomblues.com.
Toy Bombs: Respectable Street, 518 Clematis St, West
Palm Beach, 561-832-9999, respectablestreet.com/rst/.

10.12

The BasTard suns
10.14
Fresh CaTCh
10.15
Moska ProjeCT
10.19
heriTage
10.21
BoBBy Lee rogers
10.22
MaTT Farr
10.28 e
riC LindeLL

F R I D A Y, O C T . 1 4
Adele: CANCELED American Airlines Arena, 601 Biscayne
Blvd, Miami, 305-960-8500, aaarena.com.
Debbie Deb: Platforms, 99 SE 1st St, Boca Raton.
A Faylene Sky: With Everyone Dies in Utah, Through
Arteries, Harbor the Son, Eyes Like Oceans, and Our Crustaceous Nemesis, 6 p.m. The Talent Farm Studios, 20911
Johnson St 110-111, Pembroke Pines, 954-438-3488,
thetalentfarm.com.
The Haze Corporation: The Monterey Club, 2608 S
Federal Hwy, Fort Lauderdale, 954-598-1887, themontereyclub.net.
S A T U R D A Y, O C T . 1 5

5 6 1 . 7 4 7. 8 8 7 8

OPEN FROM 4pm to 4am
Your Live Music Destination
for 26 Years!

SUNDAYS 10pm-2am

MONDAYS 9pm-2am

TUESDAYS 9pm-4am

EGE NIGHT
COLL
NE ACOUSTIC OPEN BEER
DSTO
GRIN
PONG • LIVE DJ • $2 SHOTS
WITH
GED
UNPLUG
HT LADIES Drink FREE 8-12am
MIC NIG
TIM TOLSON & ALDO MERCHANT DUO
by Gary Gore•••

NEW TIMES BROWARD-PALM BEACH

$4 Jäger • $10 PBR Buckets

THURSDAYS 9:30pm - 1:30am

AOKE
KAR
WITH AIMEE

LADIES Drink FREE 8-12am

Buckets 5-4-$12 Dom, 5-4-$15 Imp

•••Hosted

Buckets 5-4-$12 Dom, 5-4-$15 Imp

FRI. OCT. 15TH • 10pm-4am

GHOST OF
GLORIA

FREE BUFFET
ON FRIDAYS!!

During Happy Hour 4-8pm
$2.50 Wells & Doms
$3 Appetizers

WEDNESDAYS 9pm-3am

OPEN PRO JAM

• w/ ANDY MENDEZ & Friends •

Bands Welcome to schedule showcases in advance!

LADIES Drink FREE 8-12am

Buckets 5-4-$12 Dom, 5-4-$15 Imp

SAT. OCT. 16TH • 10pm-4am

STELLA’S
BASEMENT

Cypress Creek Rd. to Pinecrest Sq. Ctr. @ Dixie Hwy., Fort Lauderdale

941 E. Cypress Creek Rd. • 954.771.6337

www.CheersFoodAndSpirits.com • www.Facebook.com/CheersFoodAndSpirits
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Aquaphonics: With the Funky Nuggets. Funky Buddha
Lounge, 2621 N Federal Hwy, Boca Raton, 561-368-4643,
myspace.com/thefunkybuddhalounge.
Toby Keith: With Eric
Church and J.T. Hodges.
Cruzan Amphitheatre,
601-7 Sansbury’s Way 7,
West Palm Beach, 561795-8883.
Middle Finger Mob: With
Malt Liquor Riot and Hardware Youth. The Monterey
THIS CODE Club, 2608 S Federal Hwy,
TO DOWNLOAD OUR
Fort Lauderdale, 954-598FREE IPHONE APP 1887, themontereyclub.net.
FOR MORE CONCERTS
One to Blame: With
OR VISIT
browardpalmbeach.com Harbinger, Karras, Milestone,
and Ironside. The Talent Farm
Studios, 20911 Johnson St
110-111, Pembroke Pines, 954-438-3488, thetalentfarm.com.
Open Autopsy: With When Titans Fall, A Riot in Moscow,
Nature of a Hero, and Theater of the Obscene. Solid Sound
Studios, 4616 N Powerline Rd, Coconut Creek, 954-9741466, myspace.com/ssstudiosfl.
Space Between Words: With Rogue. Propaganda, 6 S J
St, Lake Worth, 561-547-7273, propagandalw.com.

SCAN

S U N D A Y, O C T . 1 6
New Found Glory: Revolution Live, 200 W Broward Blvd,
Fort Lauderdale, 954-449-1025, jointherevolution.net.
Stankfoot: Funky Buddha Lounge, 2621 N Federal Hwy,
Boca Raton, 561-368-4643, myspace.com/thefunkybuddhalounge.
Stars: Culture Room, 3045 N Federal Hwy, Fort Lauderdale,
954-564-1074, cultureroom.net.
M O N D A Y, O C T . 1 7
The Rapture: Grand Central, 697 N Miami Ave, Miami, 305377-2277, grandcentralmiami.com.
T U E S D A Y, O C T . 1 8
Dolly Parton: Hard Rock Live, 1 Seminole Way, Hollywood,
954-797-5531, hardrocklivehollywoodfl.com.
These Hearts: With In Other Words and Sleeping Sunset.
The Talent Farm Studios, 20911 Johnson St 110-111, Pembroke Pines, 954-438-3488, thetalentfarm.com.

W E D N E S D A Y, O C T . 1 9
Bela Fleck & the Flecktones: Culture Room, 3045 N Federal Hwy, Fort Lauderdale, 954-564-1074, cultureroom.net.

Early Warnings
OCTOBER
The Reverend Horton Heat: With the Supersuckers, Thu.,
Oct. 20. Culture Room, 3045 N Federal Hwy, Fort Lauderdale, 954-564-1074, cultureroom.net.
The Toasters: Fri., Oct. 21. Culture Room, 3045 N Federal
Hwy, Fort Lauderdale, 954-564-1074, cultureroom.net.
Little Dragon: Sat., Oct. 22. Grand Central, 697 N Miami
Ave, Miami, 305-377-2277, grandcentralmiami.com.
TV on the Radio: Tue., Oct. 25. The Fillmore Miami Beach,
1700 Washington Ave, Miami Beach, 305-673-7300,
fillmoremb.com.
John Oates Band: Wed., Oct. 26, 7 p.m. Bamboo Room, 25
S J St, Lake Worth, 561-585-2583, bambooroomblues.com.
Zoogma: Fri., Oct. 28. Culture Room, 3045 N Federal Hwy,
Fort Lauderdale, 954-564-1074, cultureroom.net.
Guns N’ Roses: Sat., Oct. 29. American Airlines Arena, 601
Biscayne Blvd, Miami, 305-960-8500, aaarena.com.
Hanson: Sat., Oct. 29. Culture Room, 3045 N Federal Hwy,
Fort Lauderdale, 954-564-1074, cultureroom.net.
Ted Leo & the Pharmacists: Sun., Oct. 30. Churchill’s
Pub, 5501 NE 2nd Ave, Miami, 305-757-1807, churchillspub.com.
Odd Future: Mon., Oct. 31. The Fillmore Miami Beach,
1700 Washington Ave, Miami Beach, 305-673-7300,
fillmoremb.com.
NOVEMBER
Fitz and the Tantrums: Tue., Nov. 1. Culture Room, 3045
N Federal Hwy, Fort Lauderdale, 954-564-1074, cultureroom.net.
Butch Walker and the Black Widows: Wed., Nov. 2.
Culture Room, 3045 N Federal Hwy, Fort Lauderdale, 954564-1074, cultureroom.net.
Huey Lewis & the News: Thu., Nov. 3, 8 p.m., $25 and up.
Kravis Center for the Performing Arts, 701 Okeechobee
Blvd, West Palm Beach, 561-832-7469, kravis.org.
Between the Buried and Me: Fri., Nov. 4, 7 p.m. Revolution Live, 200 W Broward Blvd, Fort Lauderdale, 954-4491025, jointherevolution.net.
Boyz II Men: Sat., Nov. 5, 8 p.m. James L. Knight International Center, 400 SE 2nd Ave, Miami, 305-372-4634, jlkc.
com.
Yngwie Malmsteen: Sat., Nov. 5, 7:30 p.m. Revolution
Live, 200 W Broward Blvd, Fort Lauderdale, 954-449-1025,
jointherevolution.net.
Fishbone: Sun., Nov. 6. Culture Room, 3045 N Federal Hwy,
Fort Lauderdale, 954-564-1074, cultureroom.net.
Bayside: With Saves the Day, Tue., Nov. 8, 6 p.m. Revolution
Live, 200 W Broward Blvd, Fort Lauderdale, 954-449-1025,
jointherevolution.net.
Peter Murphy: With She Wants Revenge, Thu., Nov. 10,
7:30 p.m. Revolution Live, 200 W Broward Blvd, Fort Lauderdale, 954-449-1025, jointherevolution.net.
Queensryche: Fri., Nov. 11, 8 p.m. Revolution Live, 200 W
Broward Blvd, Fort Lauderdale, 954-449-1025, jointherevolution.net.
Jay-Z and Kanye West: Mon., Nov. 14. BankAtlantic
Center, 1 Panther Pkwy, Sunrise, 954-835-8000, bankatlanticcenter.com.
Jason Bonham’s Led Zeppelin Experience: Thu., Nov.
17. Hard Rock Live, 1 Seminole Way, Hollywood, 954-7975531, hardrocklivehollywoodfl.com.
Rock Yourself to Sleep Tour: With Alesana, Askylit Drive,
Serianna, Sleeping With Sirens, and Atilla, Thu., Nov. 17,
6 p.m. Revolution Live, 200 W Broward Blvd, Fort Lauderdale, 954-449-1025, jointherevolution.net.
Dancegiving Music Festival: Sat., Nov. 26, dancegivingfestival.com. Revolution Live, 200 W Broward Blvd, Fort
Lauderdale, 954-449-1025, jointherevolution.net.
Blackberry Smoke: With Jacob Jeffries Band, Wed., Nov.
30. Revolution Live, 200 W Broward Blvd, Fort Lauderdale,
954-449-1025, jointherevolution.net.
DECEMBER
Easton Corbin: Fri., Dec. 9. Round Up Country Western
Nightclub and Restaurant, 9020 W State Road 84, Davie,
954-423-1990, roundupcountry.com.
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Facebook iD = Spice of Life Superstore

PULP

Sun-Thu 10am-9pm • Fri-Sat 10am-Midnight
Hallandale • 2940 SW 30tH ave :: (954) 458-5200 • WWW.SPiCEoFLiFE.com

the

open 7 Days

|

• Sexy and Funny Costumes For Him & Her
• Mardi Gras/Fantasy Fest Masks & Beads
• Head Dresses• Feather Boas • Liquid Latex
• Leather, Vinyl & Rubber Clothing
• Angel, Bat & Fairy Wings
• Party Wigs & Eyelashes
• Body Jewels & Jewelry
• Temporary Tattoos & Full Arm Tattoos
• Whips & Riding Crops

Letters

HEADQAURTERS

|

Guanabanas: 960 N. AIA A1A, Jupiter, 561-747-8878, guanabanas.com. Fresh Catch, Fri., Oct. 14. Moska Project,
Sat., Oct. 15. Heritage, Wed., Oct. 19.
Hollywood Beach Bandshell: Jackson St & S Broadwalk,
Hollywood, 954-921-3404, holllywoodfl.org. Roots Shakedown, Fri., Oct. 14.
Old Key Lime House: 302 E Ocean Ave, Lantana, 561-5821889, oldkeylimehouse.com. Roots Shakedown, Sun.,
Oct. 16.

HALLOWEEN

MONTH XX–MONTH XX, 2008

REGGAE

Your Sexy

Available During ALL Football Games Sat- Mon

NEW TIMES BROWARD-PALM BEACH

A1A Dive Bar: 3233 N Ocean Blvd, Fort Lauderdale, 954565-9264. Bobby Nathan Band, Sat., Oct. 15.
B.B. King’s Restaurant & Blues Club: 550 Rosemary
Ave., West Palm Beach, 561-420-8600, bbkingclubs.com.
Rockin’ Jake Band, Sun., Oct. 16.
The Back Room Blues Bar: 7200 N Dixie Hwy, Boca
Raton, 561-860-4679, thebackroombluesbar.com. Jr.
Drinkwater and the Westside Blues Band, Thu., Oct. 13.
Hadden Sayers, Fri., Oct. 14. JP Soars and the Red Hots,
Sat., Oct. 15.
The Big Easy: 1925 Hollywood Blvd, Hollywood, 954-9243006. Blaize N Altar Duo, Thu., Oct. 13. Funkabilly Playboys, Fri., Oct. 14. Iko-Iko, Sat., Oct. 15. Piano Bob’s 88’s,
Sun., Oct. 16. Dr. Bob’s Blues Jam, Wed., Oct. 19.
Bourbon on 2nd: 201 SW 2nd St, Fort Lauderdale, 954522-1253, bourbonon2nd.wordpress.com. Alligator Alley
Allstars, Sun., Oct. 16.
DaDa Restaurant & Lounge: 52 N Swinton Ave, Delray
Beach, 561-330-3232, dada.closermagazine.com/index.
html. Poppa E and the E Band, Wed., Oct. 19.
Downtowner Saloon and Maxwell Room: 408 S
Andrews Ave, Fort Lauderdale, 954-463-9800, downtownersaloon.com. Albert Castiglia, Sat., Oct. 15.
Fishtales Bar & Grill: 3355 NE 33rd St, Fort Lauderdale,
954-689-2344, fishtaleson33rd.com. Bobby Nathan blues
jam, Tue., Oct. 18.
Funky Buddha Lounge: 2621 N Federal Hwy, Boca Raton,
561-368-4643, myspace.com/thefunkybuddhalounge.
Stankfoot, Sun., Oct. 16.
Johnnie Brown’s: 301 E Atlantic Ave, Delray Beach, 561243-9911, johnniebrowns.com. Bobby Nathan Band, Fri.,
Oct. 14.
Lauderdale Grill: 1901 Cordova Rd, Fort Lauderdale, 954524-1118, lauderdalegrill.com. JC Crossfire, Sat., Oct. 15.
Lulu’s Bait Shack: 17 S Fort Lauderdale Beach Blvd 212,
Fort Lauderdale, 954-463-7425, lulusbaitshack.com. AZ
Kenny Tsak, Thu., Oct. 13.
Nectar Lounge at Seminole Casino Coconut Creek:
5550 NW 40th St, Pompano Beach, 954-977-6700, seminolecoconutcreekcasino.com. Bob Miller Band, Fri., Oct.
14. Bonefish Johnny’s Funky Roots Revue, Sat., Oct. 15.
The Orange Door: 798 10th St, West Palm Beach, 561-8427949, theorangedoor.com. Nucklebusters, Sat., Oct. 15.
Joe Craven and Jon Shain, Wed., Oct. 19.
Original Fat Cat’s: 320 Himmarshee St, Fort Lauderdale,
954-467-5867, originalfatcats.com. Albert Castiglia, Tue.,
Oct. 18.
Rosey Baby Crawfish & Cajun House: 4587 N University Dr, Lauderhill, 954-749-5627, roseybaby.com. Dave
Camp acoustic jam, Tue., Oct. 18.
South Shores Tavern and Patio Bar: 502 Lucerne Ave,
Lake Worth, 561-547-7656, southshorestavern.com. JP
Soars and the Red Hots, Thu., Oct. 13. Clay Goldstein, Fri.,
Oct. 14. Heidi and the El Cats, Tue., Oct. 18.
Tryst: 4 E Atlantic Ave, Delray Beach, 561-921-0201, trystdelray.com. Poppa E and the E Band, Sun., Oct. 16.
Turn 3 Sports Bar: 23032 Sandalfoot Plaza Dr, Boca Raton,
561-483-1964, turn3sportsbar.com. Stet Blancett’s Jam,
Mon., Oct. 17.

Bucket Specials:
5 for $10 Domestics
5 for $15 Imports

Contents

*call for full details
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SCAN

CALL NOW TO
RESERVE YOUR DOCK
SIDE SEAT FOR THE
BOAT PARADE PARTY
December 10th!
$25 per seat.
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Aruba Beach Cafe: 1 Commercial Blvd, 954-776-0001,
arubabeachcafe.com. The Music Shaker, Fri., Oct. 14, the
Music Shaker, Sun., Oct. 16.
Atlantic Brewery: 3308 E. Atlantic Blvd., Pompano Beach.
Resonance, Sat., Oct. 15.
Bamboo Room: 25 S J St, Lake Worth, 561-585-2583,
bambooroomblues.com. Tim Reynolds & TR3, Thu., Oct.
13, 7 p.m.
Beach Betty’s: 625 E Dania Beach Blvd, Dania Beach, 954921-9893. Signal 2, Sat., Oct. 15.
Buzz’s Bar: 8933 W Oakland Park Blvd, Sunrise, 954-7491337. Enzyme Band, Fri., Oct. 14.
Cheers Food and Spirits: 941 E Cypress Creek Rd, Fort
Lauderdale, 954-771-6338, cheersfoodandspirits.com.
Ghost of Gloria, Fri., Oct. 14. Stella’s Basement, Sat., Oct.
15.
Culture Room: 3045 N Federal Hwy, Fort Lauderdale, 954564-1074, cultureroom.net. Stars, Sun., Oct. 16.
The Dubliner: 435 Plaza
Real, Boca Raton, 561-6202540, dublinerboca.com.
Classic Rock Therapy, Fri.,
Oct. 14.
Funky Buddha Lounge:
2621 N Federal Hwy, Boca
Raton, 561-368-4643,
myspace.com/thefunkybuddhalounge. Aquaphonics, with the Funky
THIS CODE Nuggets, Sat., Oct. 15.
TO DOWNLOAD OUR
Grand Central: 697 N MiFREE IPHONE APP ami Ave, Miami, 305-377FOR MORE CLUBS
2277, grandcentralmiami.
OR VISIT
browardpalmbeach.com com. The Rapture, Mon.,
Oct. 17.
Green Room: 100 SW
3rd Ave, Fort Lauderdale, 954-727-0950, greenroomlive.
com. Awesome New Republic, Thu., Oct. 13. Sirens and
Sealions, Sat., Oct. 15.
Guanabanas: 960 N A1A, Jupiter, 561-747-8878, guanabanas.com. Acoustic Soul, Sat., Oct. 15.
JB’s on the Beach: 300 N Ocean Blvd, Deerfield Beach,
954-571-5220, jbsonthebeach.com. The Music Shaker,
Thu., Oct. 13.
Mickey Byrnes Irish Pub Restaurant: 1921 Hollywood
Blvd, Hollywood, 954-921-2317, mickeybyrnes.com.
Fourth Dimension, Sat., Oct. 15.
The Monterey Club: 2608 S Federal Hwy, Fort Lauderdale,
954-598-1887, themontereyclub.net. The Haze Corporation, Fri., Oct. 14. Middle Finger Mob, with Malt Liquor
Riot and Hardware Youth, Sat., Oct. 15.
Murphy’s Law Irish Pub: 5703 Seminole Way, Fort Lauderdale, 954-791-4782, themurphyslaw.com. Funkette,
Fri., Oct. 14. The Swinging Richards, Sat., Oct. 15; Wed.,
Oct. 19. The New Planets, Tue., Oct. 18.
O’Connors Pub: 210 NE 2nd St, Delray Beach, 561-3300022. The Water Brothers, Sat., Oct. 15.
Poor House: 110 SW 3rd Ave, Fort Lauderdale, 954-5225145, poorhousebar.com. The Loxahatchee Sinners Union,
Sat., Oct. 15; Los Bastardos Magnificos, Sat., Oct. 15.
Propaganda: 6 S J St, Lake Worth, 561-547-7273, propagandalw.com. Space Between Words, with Rogue, Sat.,
Oct. 15.
Respectable Street: 518 Clematis St, West Palm Beach,
561-832-9999, respectablestreet.com/rst/. Toy Bombs,
Thu., Oct. 13.
Revolution Live: 200 W Broward Blvd, Fort Lauderdale,
954-449-1025, jointherevolution.net. New Found Glory,
Sun., Oct. 16.
Roxy’s: 309 Clematis St, West Palm Beach, 561-296-7699,
roxyspub.com. The Heavy Pets, Thu., Oct. 13.
Solid Sound Studios: 4616 N Powerline Rd, Coconut
Creek, 954-974-1466, myspace.com/ssstudiosfl. We
Already Had Breakfast, Fri., Oct. 14; Visions of Disgust, Fri.,
Oct. 14. Open Autopsy, with When Titans Fall, A Riot in
Moscow, Nature of a Hero, and Theater of the Obscene,
Sat., Oct. 15.
The Speakeasy Lounge: 129 N Federal Hwy, Lake Worth,
561-791-6242, speakeasylakeworth.com. A Bullet for
Pretty Boy, with the Great Commission, the Air I Breathe,

browardpalmbeach.com

Bars & Clubs listings are free but subject
to space. Submit listings to Clubs Editor
Betsey Denberg at Betsey.Denberg@
BrowardPalmBeach.com. The deadline is noon
Thursday for the following week’s issue.

Legacy, and others, Thu., Oct. 13.
The Talent Farm Studios: 20911 Johnson St 110-111,
Pembroke Pines, 954-438-3488, thetalentfarm.com. A
Faylene Sky, with Everyone Dies in Utah, Through Arteries,
Harbor the Son, Eyes Like Oceans, and Our Crustaceous
Nemesis, Fri., Oct. 14, 6 p.m. One to Blame, with Harbinger, Karras, Milestone, and Ironside, Sat., Oct. 15. These
Hearts, with In Other Words and Sleeping Sunset, Tue.,
Oct. 18.
Tim Finnegan’s Irish Pub: 1725 S Federal Hwy, Delray
Beach, 561-330-3153, timfinnegansirishpub.com. Pete n
Friends, Fri., Oct. 14.
Whiskey Tango All American Bar and Grill: 1903 Hollywood Blvd, Hollywood, 954-925-2555, whiskeytangofl.
com. Pandia, Fri., Oct. 14. The Free Radicals, Sat., Oct. 15.
Wishing Well Irish Pub: 111 SE Mizner Blvd, Boca Raton,
561-750-5208. Enzyme Band, Sat., Oct. 15.

browardpalmbeach.com

Bars & Clubs
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Just Say It

Palm Beach
Music
and

Spin

Dear Dan: I’m a college freshman. I thought college
would be the place to come out, but the sad fact is
that college hasn’t changed anything. I’m still unable
to admit my sexuality to my friends, teammates,
classmates, and hallmates. I have thought about
joining the LGBT organizations, but those guys are
too “out” for me. Not that there’s any problem with
that. I just don’t think that being gay is anyone else’s
business unless I want them to know. The hardest
part is seeing other freshmen go out to parties, hook
up, and date when I don’t have the opportunity to
do so. I’ve resorted to going on Craigslist, but my
encounters have been weird. What should I do?
Closeted Undergrad
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FOR ALL
YOUR

CROSSDRESSING
NEEDS

We are South Florida’s ONLY
Company dedicated to
your TG/CD/TS Needs!

• Feminine Clothing
Made to Fit Men
• Shoes to Size 16
• All Natural Feminizing
Hormonal Supplements
• Rhinestone Jewelry
• Wigs, Hosiery, How-To DVDs,
Makeup and So Much More

Visit us on the web:

www.cross-dress.com
www.allheelsformen.com
Now in a
New dicreet
location!
Call for details

WE SPECIALIZE IN ADULT SIZE
SCHOOL GIRL SKIRTS & PLUS SIZES

SOR, Inc

10145 NW 46 Street • Sunrise

954-748-5855

You’re not required to disclose whom you’re going
out with, CU, or the gender of the folks you would like
to go out with. But keeping your sexual orientation a
secret indefinitely — not your sexual interests (which
you can keep to yourself) but your sexual orientation
— will ultimately warp your psyche and your life.
Think about it from the other side: What would
the straight guys on your team have to do to hide
their straightness from you? They could never mention their girlfriends, go out on dates, or hook up
with someone they met at a party. They would have
to hide their porn and be careful not to check out
girls in public. They could never get engaged, get
married, or have kids. They might be able to have furtive, secretive, and shame-driven sexual encounters
with other closeted heterosexuals they met online
or in places where closeted straight people gathered
to have anonymous sex, but finding love — true
and lasting love — would be extremely difficult.
It wouldn’t be impossible — some gay
people found lasting love back in the bad
old days — but it would be difficult. And the
sneaking around and hiding and lying would
ultimately warp their psyches and their lives.
If you don’t want to get warped, CU, you’ll have to
come out. And once you’re out, you don’t have to hang
out with gay people with whom you don’t click, and you
don’t have to be gay the way, say, the LGBT groupers on
your campus are gay. Remember: Gay men who are out
at your age (18?) tend to be a bit gayer than the average
gay dude. They’re out in part because they can’t be in.
And God bless ’em and more power to ’em, because
the gay rights/liberation movement would never have
gotten off the ground without ’em. But because you
can pass, CU, you’ve had the option of waiting.
You have, of course, the option of never coming
out. But as you’re discovering, CU, it’s hard to date in
the closet, and DL-enabling sites like CL and Grindr
won’t deliver the kind of connections you want. So
long as you’re limited to quickly arranged hookups
with guys you don’t know, can’t risk getting to know,
and can’t be seen with in public, all of your encounters will be weird. Not because all the guys on CL or
Grindr are weird — there are good guys on both sites
— but because you’re trying to have a life and keep it
secret, and that tends to attract weirdos without lives.
Look, CU, you’re only 18. You have time. But what
you’ll realize, in not too much more time, is that dating and finding love — or even just sex — inside
the closet is nearly impossible. You can remain in
the closet and keep your business secret, but you
won’t have much of a life in there. And when you
realize that, CU, you’ll come out. First to a friend or
two, then to your family, then to everyone. And once

you’re all the way out, you’ll find that the guys you’ve
been focusing on — the “too out” guys — aren’t
the only gay guys out there. Just some of the best.
I know it’s difficult. But you can do it. All it takes
is opening your mouth and saying the words.
Dear Dan: Last night, I was blowing a male friend.
When I glanced up, I saw that he was texting someone. I didn’t say anything and finished the job, but I
was offended. Another friend says I should’ve mentioned it because he might have been taking a picture.
At the very least, what he did was rude. Any insight?
When Blowing Blows
He was taking pictures or making a video and might
have been emailing pics/vids to his buddies in real
time — don’t be an idiot, WBB — and you should’ve
snatched that camera from his hand and stuffed it so
far up his ass you could’ve sent yourself a picture of
the roof of his mouth. Please cut out the following sentence and tape it to the mirror in your bathroom: Any
girl who’s uninhibited enough to blow a “friend” has
to be uninhibited enough to blow up at that friend if
she spots him taking sex pictures without her consent.
Dear Dan: I’m a straight male, age 26. I’ve been with
my girlfriend for seven years. We’re lucky in that we
have a group of friends who are into having sex with
us. My question is, what is the proper etiquette for
condom use between my girlfriend and me when
others are present? We don’t use condoms when
we’re alone, so we haven’t been using condoms
when we’re in front of others. They are using them,
and I use them if I have intercourse with another girl,
so the risk for the two of us intuitively seems minimal.
Is there anything we should be concerned about?
Group-Sex Rookie
If you and your girlfriend have been tested and you’re
“fluid bonded” (ugh, that term!) and you’re not having sex in front of strangers at, say, a swingers club
or party where someone might misinterpret your
condom-free sex as a license to initiate condomfree sex with randoms to whom they are not fluid
bonded — preventing these worst-case/biggestidiot scenarios is why many organized swingers
clubs require condoms for all during group/public
parties — I don’t see why you and your girlfriend
should have to use condoms with each other. So
long as you’re careful about always putting on a
condom when you need one, you’re both willing to
assume the higher risks of acquiring one of the STIs
that can be passed through skin-to-skin contact,
and seeing you two go condom-free doesn’t make
your friends so insanely jealous that they can’t get
it up/on in your presence, knock yourselves out.
Dear Dan: This is in response to Messed-Up Junk. His
junk sounds just like my junk! But my junk isn’t messed
up. I’m a transman — so a two-inch “micropenis”
actually sounds pretty damned good! Anyway, I want
to say this to MUJ: Don’t let your junk stop you from
hopping into bed with whomever you damned well
please. I know lots of guys with junk like yours who
get plenty of action from lots of fine ladies — and
gents. As long as your junk gives you sexual pleasure
and you are willing to pleasure your partner, there is
much fun to be had. Yes, having a body that’s different
can be terrifying. Be honest and up-front, but don’t
let your head and your fear get in the way of hot sex.
Pumped-Up Junk
Thanks for sharing, PUJ. DAN SAVAGE
Feedback@BrowardPalmBeach.com

Wednesdays
amateur Contest
Win $500 Cash
Lunch AvAiLAbLe

browardpalmbeach.com

Free ADmiSSion

6-11pm • except wednesday. with ad.

|
Contents

• FREE ADMISSION

Private Play Areas • Bottle Club (BYOB) • Live DJ

(For Couples & Singles)

(Check website for details)

I-95 to Sample Rd. East 1/2 mile cross over Dixie Hwy & in the plaza on south side after Hess Station.

5428 N. UNIVERSITY DR. • 954.572.8844
• 21+
10/6/11 1:11 AM HIGH
PageENERGY
1
1 BLOCK SOUTH OF COMMERCIAL BLVD. 15 MIN. FROM ANYWHERE IN BROWARD COUNTY

BTBro NTimes 10-13-11:Layout 1

• TOP 40

FiLm

1000 E. SAMPLE RD. • POMPANO BCH. • 954.783.4741

|

WWW.CLUBHEDONISM.COM

1st Time Couples Only. With ad.

art

$20
OFF
YEARLY MEMBERSHIP

• $3 LUNCH SPECIALS !!
DAY SHIFT
VOTED BEST BUSINESSMAN’S

SATURDAY

Sinfully SeXXXy Nite

|

HOT FRIDAY

Gangbang Nympho Nite!

night+Day

SHE’S
GOT TALENT CONTEST
$1500 CASH • 1ST THURSDAY OF EVERY MONTH

Ladies, Bi, Bi-Curious or Just on the Wild Side?? Come Party With Us!!
Watch, participate or just fantasize...

|

• 2-4-1 DRINKS & DANCES TILL 8PM

PULP

PRIVATE UPSCALE SWINGERS CLUB
COUPLES, ADD EXCITEMENT
TO YOUR RELATIONSHIP!

the

HEDONISM

A LAP DANCE A DAY
KEEPS THE DOCTOR AWAY

|

Club

Letters

954.382.4864

|

2101 South university Dr. (1 block South of i-595)

|
Dish
|

COMING
ATTRACTIONS

Music

CHEETAH

|

HALLANDALE BEACH

New Times Broward-Palm Beach

NOW OPEN DAILY AT
11:30AM

FREE GOURMET
LUNCH
11:30AM - 3PM

AND LOTS OF GIRLS!

$2 LUNCH MENU DAILY
11:30AM-3:00PM

(CHEETAH POMPANO & PALM BEACH ONLY)

VOTED
“BEST STRIP CLUB”
- NEW TIMES 2010

POMPANO BEACH
497 NW 31st Ave
11:30am-2-:00am
954-971-2600

PALM BEACH

3342 Shawnee Ave.
11:30am-5:00am
561-687-0600

WWW.CHEETAHSOFL.COM

text
“girls.nt”
to 94932

HALLANDALE BEACH
100 Ansin Blvd.
954-455-2131

NOW OPEN!

2840 Hammondville Road Pompano

954-973-6888 WWW.BOOBYTRAPOFFLA.COM

OctOber 13-OctOber 19, 2011

HAPPY HOUR DAILY TILL 6PM
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most local
singles

meet real women tonight
try for

free

954.660.6221
More Local Numbers: 1.800.210.1010 18+
www.livelinks.com

Ahora en Español

ftlauderdale.backpage.com

950
TV&TS

!Sweet Touch & More!

Stress is less with a tender
touch massage. sensual hands
will melt your stress away! 38
YO , 107 lbs, 34 D
Totally Independent. Private
Studio on South Ocean Drive &
Hallandale
954-709-0730

MONICA
Visiting For A Short time!!!
Sexy Dominant Top Girl
5'9 160 36B 9" Cut FF
Call me and explore
your wildest fantasies.
E. Ft.Lauderdale
386 256 0119

HOT SEXY BRUNETTE!
Massage by Gina
Clean private home
in Pompano
$60 - 1/2 Hr, Hours avail.
10a-8p 561-674-2543 - 7/days

PROSTATE TREATMENT

FOR GENTLEMEN.
THE BEST DEEP MASSAGE IN
FLORIDA WITH RUSSIAN LADY!

Yana 561-674-5090

955
Man to Man
ITALIAN GUY!!!!!
Ask for the Bodywork Special!
Sensual Therapeutic
Lake Worth (South of WPB)
Body Scrubs/Body Shaving
561.602.3441
* Strong Black Hands.com *
MALE ON MALE
Sensual Massage, Get Pampered
By A 6'5", 255Lbs Good-Looking
Black Stud. Sensual Body Rubs.
Body Trimming/Shaving,
Pedicures Also Available.
All 7 Days, 10am-midnight.
RICO 954-536-5138

960
Phone Entertainment

945
Domination

Wicked Fem Dommes

Give you What you Deserve!
Private sessions with
Mistress or slavegirl
by appt.
2 Domme special

(954) 782 1778

All Male Hot Gay Hookups!
Call 786-364-7726
or 800-777-8000
interactivemale.com
Where Local Girls Go Wild!
Call 786-364-7780
or 800 700-6666
redhotdateline.com

OASIS

GRAND OPENING!
— WE’VE MOVED! —

Listen to ads & Reply
FREE!
954-761-7070
CALL NOW!
Use FREE code 5864, 18+

"TIA" 38DD - 24 - 36
Incalls Only! North Broward
954.481.3650 In/Outcalls

ESCORTS WANTED Looking for
sexy mature escort women
over 35, must live in Broward
County and be over 35 years of
age. 954-826-6379. Blaire & Bianca Escorts. Ask for Blaire
EXCLUSIVE HIGH END AGENCY
Hiring Top Tier Escorts
for Busy Agency
with Regular Upscale clientele!
Make Top Dollar! No Exp. Req.
Start Today, Paid Today
954.654.6340
305.851.1785

AMANDA
ACCURATE PHOTO
GUARANTEED! INDEPENDENT
NEW IN TOWN...IN THE EAST FT.
LAUD. LOCATION!!!
5'8, 28YRS OLD, 130lbs,
34D-24-34.
NEVER IN A RUSH...
954-560-3678

Colombian Brunette
5'4" , 115lbs, 34C-22-32

930
Adult Services

Cory, 19 Year Old

5'6", 110lbs, Brown Hair & Eyes,
34DD-24-34. OpenMinded. Outcall Only $200. 305-371-0027

Jenni, 18 Yrs Old

5'4", 109lbs, Brown Hair, Green
Eyes, 34B-24-34. Sweet Rare
Find. Outcall Only 954-396-3122

22 Years Old • Available 24/7

954-620-0562

YOUR PLEASURE IS MY
PURPOSE! 5'6", 34D-24-34,
115Lbs, Independent & Very
Discreet. Fantasies & Fetishes
Also Welcome!
Sexy Cindy 954-638-6183

* JADEN *
COLLEGE HOTTIE, GORGEOUS
BODY! Total Package!
34C-24-34, 5'6", 125Lbs.
100% REAL PIC! No Block Calls!
In/Outcalls. 954.822.4536

ALICIA - 5'5", 125Lbs.
Multi-hour GFE specialist.
Upscale! Cypress Creek Incalls,
Out available late nights.
Serious callers only!
305.433.3514

AMY HILTON: Best, intimate,
classy model/escort!
22 yrs, 5'7", 120Lbs.
36D Platinum Blonde.
Playboy Magazine
Picture Perfect girl.
100% Independent.
N. Broward Incall
Call me at 954-302-1914
www.LovelyMsHilton.com

ANDREA

* ZANDRA * Sweet, Busty Brunette. I'm Looking For LOVE In All
The Right Places. COME WITH
ME! 561-395-4970,
954-977-4154, 954-560-0188

Colombian Brunette
5'4" , 115lbs, 34C-22-32
22 Years Old • Available 24/7

305-614-0488

Chocolate Princess.."Angel"
pretty smile, soft skin, big butt.
Bodyrub & More..
age 27...34DD-29-44
954-268-7940
www.erotic-ebony.webs.com

• TRISH • 5'7", 36D-25-35,
126lbs. Southern woman with
sparkling blue eyes! Escape to a
private location in E. Broward.
Enjoy Carolina hospitality! An
Independent, Mature Provider.
Incall Only, No Smokers.
954-609-3388

BODY SPA

New in town
ready for some fun

954-620-0562

EXOTIC TRINA
5'5", 140Lbs, 38DD.
100% Natural. Sexy, Beautiful
Curves! In/Outcalls,
Mind-Blowing Experience!
954-826-6253

MATURE EBONY BBW

www.yourebonybbw.
rare-escort.com
46EEE and a 54" booty.
954-635-5508.

NINA-

Holly 23 Year Old

Hey Guys, I'm Nina, Sweet Petite
Treat! 4'11", 100Lbs. In/Outcall.

5'3", 105lbs, Long Brown Hair,
Blue Eyes, 32B-24-34. Texas Girl
Outcall Only 305-557-2829

JENNA...
The Ultimate Cougar With The
Ultimate Experience In Love!
Petite Slender Blonde 36DD.
W Broward, Incall only
954-245-8811

954-298-7438

Serenity - Hot midwestern
brunette. I'm alot of fun &
available pretty much 24/7.
I won't be late nor will I lie to
you over the phone.
Professional, sexy lady
here for you. 954.333.8962
Cypress Creek Incall

Tender Touch spa...

$29.99 / 30 MIN.

“Our Name SpeakS fOr ItSelf”

OPEN 7 DAYS TIL 11PM

Open daily 10am-11pm

UNIVERSITY DRIVE / MCNAB RD

954.724.8600

Experience our Oil/lotion applications

RELAXATION,
BODY WRAPS/SCRUBS,
AROMATHERAPY, HOT TOWEL SESSIONS

954.942.2345 $30

901 E. SamplE Rd., #G SPECIAL

BOCA TOUCH

B o d y Wa x i n g

open 7 days till 11pm

(Specializing in Brazilian Wax)

$10 OFF any hOur sessiOn w/ ad

Boca area (glades road / turnpike)
•• discreet & private ••

561.826.8771

$30 WEEKEND
SPECIAL

PREMIER SPA

OPEN 7 DAYS | 10 AM-10 PM

1847 S. Dixie Hwy., 2nd Floor, Pompano 33060
1/4 Mile North of Cypress Creek Rd.

954.969.9989

$10 OFF
w/ THIS AD!

AMERICAN
EXPRESS

FREE TRIAL

954.660.5768
FIND YOUR LOCAL NUMBER: 800.811.1633
18+ WWW.VIBELINE.COM

TRY
FOR
FREE

FREE TRIAL

954.660.5756
More local numbers: 1.800.777.8000

18+ www.interactivemale.com

GuySpy FREE Mobile Chat
www.GuySpy.com

954.660.6212
6
00.700.666.com
mbers: 1.8ww
w.r edhotdateline
More Local Nu
18+

561.249.6429

sTriCTLY sEX!
561-689-2714
954-587-6050
772-293-9125

GAY/Bi-Curious?
954-484-6253
561-939 -1041
305-651-0051

18+ www.AcmeDating.com

OctOber 13-OctOber 19, 2011

get him
on the
line

ON
LAKE WORTH RD.
(BETWEEN JOG RD. & TURNPIKE)

New Times Broward-Palm Beach

GREAT
NEW STAFF!

930
Adult Services

Joanne

965
Adult Employment
ADULT AGENCY
Hi-Volume Office / Call
Center needs a Manager with
industry exp. Also personal asst
position for the owner.
Salary +bonus potential!
Ft. Lauderdale location east of
I-95 on Oakland Pk Blvd.
Please call for appointment
214.864.7365

930
Adult Services

| Classified | adult | HealtH Wellness | employment | services | real estate & rentals |

BEAUTIFUL BRUNETTE
IN DELRAY
Relaxing bodyrub
by georgous brunette.
Very clean and
discrete location. By appt only.
I cater to serious gentlemen.
LISA 561.667.9966

TS ALLYSON
8"FF. 21 YRS.
NEW IN TOWN.
FORT LAUDERDALE
US1 & COMERCIAL BLVD.
(323)-810-8182

930
Adult Services

APRIL

Gay, Lesbian, &
Bi Singles

AMAZING HANDS
(954) 260-9534

930
Adult Services

CALL NOW AND CONNECT WITH
BROWARDS SEXIEST LATINOS!!!
AXXESS the hottest Latin party
on the line!!
Call now, meet later!! Try it
FREE!!! 18+
954-949-0202
561-909-2121
305-356-2700
Horny Housewives!
Call 954-587-6050
or 561-689-2714
Meet Gay/Bi Guys!
954-484-6253 or
561-939-1041. 18+
www.acmedating.com

** DREW **
Full Hr By Simply One Of The
Best. Tall, Dark & Very Handsome. Exp. & Very Well-Trained
In Body Work. You Will Not Be
Disappointed. Male/
Female/Couples Welcome.
Now Serving Tri-County
954.530.9249
Healing Energy
Total Relaxation
Head to Toe
24 Hours. In/Outcall

960
Phone Entertainment

ftlauderdale.backpage.com

940
Body Rubs

41

ALL MODALITIES
Full body Swedish & Deep Tissue. 12 yrs of exp.MA25781
Miguel 305-331-1010
ultimatemassage@aol.com

Seoul Oriental

PAMPERED IN BOCA-Let your

Massage

senses go, relax and experience
the quest for optimum health.
Swedish to acupressure 1388

• Free Body Shampoo
• Deep Tissue
• Shiatsu & Swedish
• Hot Towel Massage
• Relaxation Massage

NW 2nd Ave, #2 Boca Raton.
Outcalls avail. MM#19997 Call
561.367.1207

Open 7 Days 9am-11pm

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE
Indulge & relax in a stress-free
environment. F/M therapists
available. Outcalls ok. 2674 N
University Dr, Sunrise. MM9034.
Call 954-578-8261

954.784.1500

2306 E. Atlantic Blvd. Pompano Beach

M oon

S pa

STEAM SAUNA • ORIENTAL HYDROTHERAPY BATH
SWEDISH • SHIATSU

561.471.7161
4730 Okeechobee Blvd, WPB, FL 33417

ORIENTAL MASSAGE
Highly educated experienced girls to
give you best professional massage

7 Days 10am-10:30pm
954.968.8598

$10

or Fre OFF
show e table
scrubeinr/body
massa 1 hr
ge

*AIN'T NO SUNSHINE
WHEN I'M GONE! *

Let me chase those clouds
away! BODY WORK. Treat
Yourself To A Full Body
Massage! In/outcalls.
MA#53293. Accept CC's.
Call Sunshine Now!

786-285-3506

RECESSION RELIEF!
$40/90 Minutes
Leave Your Stress Up To Me!
Couples Discount.
Seniors Welcome. Specialty in
Back & Lower Body, Swedish &
Deep Tissue. 16Yrs Exp!
New Location, Delray Beach.
MA #18563
DENNY - Outcalls More!!
561-502-2628
MASSAGE STEPHANIE
Heated stone
Full body massage
Relaxed Spa Setting
Deep tissue, Swedish
Moist heat treatment
By appt. MA#20780.
954-290-9267

4996 W Atlantic Blvd.
Margate FL 33063

954.566.2892

{

2394 N Federal Hwy
Grand
Ft Lauderdale FL 33305 Opening

305.957.8982

1991 NE 163 St.
neworientalmassageonline.com
Miami Beach FL 33162 mm#20677 mm#18841 mm#22745 m#27017

MM#18286

MEME’s Oriental
Massage

$49 /1Hr

Traditional Massage
954.534.7695

MemesOrientalMassage.com

4516 Hollywood Blvd, Hollywood 33021

4 SEASONS SPA

BEST ORIENTAL MASSAGE
Shiatsu, Swedish,
Body Shampoo & Body Scrub
Clean Room • Soothing Music
Open 7 Days 10am-10pm

42

1925 E. Atlantic Blvd Pompano Beach, 33060
MM #26563

OctOber 13-OctOber 19, 2011

954.532.9359

MM 25882

MM#25168

New Times Broward-Palm Beach

805
Licensed Massage

A1 THE BEST MASSAGE,
Professional Full Body Swedish
& Sport massage, w/exp. M4M
or M4F Secure and prvt atmosphere. Available 7 days a week.
SoBe Area in/out 20% Discount
w/add. masseur360@gmail.com
CALL 786-383-1968
LIC. MA63562
www.masseur360.com

MM25196

| Rentals & Real estate | seRvices | employment | HealtH Wellness | Adult | ClAssified |

ftlauderdale.backpage.com

805
Licensed Massage

7 HEAVEN

ORIENTAL SPA
954.428.7771
SAUNA • DEEP TISSUE • THAI MASSAGE
BODY WRAPS • SOUND THERAPY

Open 7 Days
2229 W. Hillsboro Blvd.
MM23653
10 am – 10 pm
Deerfield Beach

MA #12385

ftlauderdale.backpage.com

ALWAYS VIP TREATMENT

FREE
NON-ALCOHOLIC

DRINKS & CHEESE
FRIDAYS! after 6pm
INTRODUCTION TO MASSAGE

10-10 Daily

23269

561.883.1131

S. State Road 7 • Suite 108 • Boca Raton

| Classified | adult | HealtH Wellness | employment | services | real estate & rentals |

Relaxation Massage
Swedish • Shiatsu
Deep Tissue
Hot Towel Massage

FREE BODY
SHAMPOO
MM# 24475

9am - 11pm

3089 E Commercial Blvd
Ft Lauderdale 33308

MM# 22942

954.229.0997

Orientagle
Massa
MM #26215

•Shiatsu, Swedish
•Deep Tissue
•Body Shampoo
•Hot Towel Massage
•Relaxation Massage

954.777.3299

4620 W Commercial Blvd #11,
Tamarac FL 33319

Golden Spa

Oriental Massage

FREE STEAM ROOM
• Body Shampoo
• Shiatsu (Deep Tissue)
• Swedish Massage

Oriental Massage& Shiatsu

Steam Room & Table Shower
SPECIALIST FROM NY

2250 N. Dixie Hwy
Boca Raton, FL 33431

MM23393

561.392.7980

MASSAGE

BEAUTIFUL, YOUNG,
EXPERIENCED STAFF
DO THE BEST
PROFESSIONAL MASSAGE.
OUT-CALLS: OFFICE. HOME. HOTELS
OPEN 7 DAYS • 10AM - 1AM

Lic #MA 53765

Cozy Spa

OPEN 7 DAYS
(10AM - 11PM)

$10 OFF
BEST
ASIAN

New Times Broward-Palm Beach

• Hot Towel Massage

GRAND OPENING

954-966-3619
6700 TAFT STREET • HOLLYWOOD FL

289 E. Palmetto Park Rd. • Boca Raton, FL 33432

561.394.1101

$49.99

per hr.

MM#24685

1st time
visitor

954-835-5263
9:30 am to 11:30 pm
2400 E. Oakland Park Blvd
Fort Lauderdale, Fl 33306

OctOber 13-OctOber 19, 2011

MM # 22781
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ftlauderdale.backpage.com

800
Health & Wellness
810 Health & Wellness General
815 Mind Body Spirit

810
Health & Wellness General

RELATIONSHIP SPECIALIST +
SEX COACH, PhD.

INTRACOASTAL MEDICAL
GROUPS, INC: Certified Family
Practice. New Late Hours! MonFri 10am-8pm. Located 935
Intracoastal Dr, Ft Laud FL,
33304. 954-530-7515

HealtH & Wellness
New Times Broward-Palm Beach

OctOber 13-OctOber 19, 2011
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POMPANO BEACH
PAIN MANAGEMENT
954.979.9979. 954.979.9545
Habla Espanol
1341 S. Powerline Rd,
Pompano Beach FL 33069
www.PompanoBeachPainManagement.com

Improve Romance - Dating Kinky Desires. Private
Session. Advice/Instruction for
Men, Women, Couples.
Call 954-980-2780,
DrGrenci@bellsouth.net

The patient and any other person responsible for payment has a right to refuse to pay, cancel payments or be reimbursed for payment for any other service, examination or treatment
that is performed as a result of and within 72 hours of responding to the advertising for the
free, discounted or reduced fee service, examination or treatment. Chiropracter Owned.

Pain Management Clinic, LLC

STOP THE PAIN
•
•
•
•

Treatment of:

Chronic Pain
Anxiety
Depression
Insomnia

Visa/MC/Discover accepted

Valery Sulkin M.D.

Pain Management /Internal Medicine

9 5 4 . 776 . 3 9 4 0
9 5 4 . 776 . 3 9 4 1

1815 E. Commercial Blvd. Suite 102

ADDICTION

TREATMENT CENTER
•OPIATES
•TOBACCO

•ALCOHOL
•BENZOS

****SUBOXONE CERTIFIED DOCTORS****

MENTAL HEALTH

•DEPRESSION
•INSOMNIA

•ANXIETY
•ADD

954.776.7566
FT. LAUDERDALE 5333 N. Dixie

ftlauderdale.backpage.com

Manage Your Pain
Pain Management

• Private MD Supervision • Affordable Fees •

Caring & Confidential Treatment

InItIal VIsIt $50
Pompano & Boca Raton

Call Now 954-786-6051

All Florida Pain Management • Frederic Swartz MD

HAS THIS…

TURNED YOU

INTO THIS…

$100 OFF Initial Visit • $45 Pharmacy Coupon
Palm Beach Wellness Center • 561.429.3943
W W W.WE S T P A L M D E T O X . C O M

Pain Management

Lowest Prices
in town!

initiaL Visit $49
(w/ ad copy. must bring mri & id.)

Call: 954.979.9979
W

IHOP

Atlantic Blvd.

Gateway Dr.

W. McNab Rd.

Habla Español & portuguEsE

Powerline Rd.

I-95

Fax: 954.979.9545

1341 s. powErlinE rd. • pompano bEaCH, Fl 33069
www.pompanobeachpainmanagement.com
The patient and any other person responsible for payment has a right to refuse to pay, cancel payment, or be reimbursed for payment for any other
service, examination, or treatment that is performed as a result of and within 72 hours of responding to the advertisement for the free, discounted fee,
or reduced fee service, examination or treatment.

Pain

— A FloridA registered pAin clinic —

licensed by the FloridA Agency For heAlth cAre AdministrAtion

HAS YOUR DOCTOR

CLOSED?

- NEW PATIENTS YOUR SECOND VISIT
ABSOLUTELY FREE!
( must present coupon on First Visit )
•PAIN MANAGEMENT • HGH & TESTOSTERONE THERAPY
•ERECTILE DYSFUNCTION • HORMONE REPLACEMENT THERAPY
•CHELATION THERAPY • HCG MEDICAL WEIGHT LOSS

Call Today for appoinTmenT

954.491.8034

OctOber 13-OctOber 19, 2011

weight Loss (HcG), Botox
Permanent Make-Up
tattoo removal
erectile Dysfunction
testosterone & Hormonal replacement
Massage therapy
Laser Hair removal
B12 injections
orthopedic Procedures (trigger point/cortisone
injections)

Pain

New Times Broward-Palm Beach

Pompano
Beach

Wellness & Pain
Center
of BroWard

HealtH & Wellness

Suboxone & Opiate Detox

5459 n. federal Hwy • forT lauderdale, fl 33308

(4 bloCks norTH of CommerCial)
45
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Institute of South Florida
ADC Pain
A.D. Carlson, M.D., P.A.
FLORIDA DL OR ID REQUIRED

FALL SPECIAL

$50 OFF

INITIAL VISIT
(with this coupon)

12PM-6PM MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY

561.362.2969

www.ADCPainInstituteofSoFl.com

900 NW 13TH STREET, STE. #302 • BOCA RATON, FL 33486
(1 Block East of I-95 • Exit Glades Road and go east)

New Times Broward-Palm Beach

HEALTH & WELLNESS

We can improve the quality
of your life.
neW-Detox program

Fibromyalgia, Neck aNd back PaiN, arthritis, Nerve damage, NeuroPathy, migraiNes chroNic
aNd acute PaiN oF the lumbar, sciatica, herNiated disc, lumbar degeNerative disc disease,
rheumatoid arthritis, degeNerative joiNt disease aNd other PaiN related coNditioNs

pain care associates Dr.Leonard Pace, M.D.

comprehensive pain management
new Patients weLcoMe

954.316.2442

189 n. state Rd.7 • Plantation, FL 33317

all care

family health

OctOber 13-OctOber 19, 2011

Pain management & Rehabilitation
Now Offering Hcg weightloss

GraND OPeNiNG
UNDer NeW maNaGemeNt

$100 Off firSt ViSit
clean Professional Friendly Environment • Short wait times

don’t live in Pain, call to make an appointment today!
PHONE: 561-218-4951 Fax: 561-218-4961
22749 StatE rOad 7, StE E • bOca ratON, Fl 33428
(StatE rOad 7, SOutH OF PalmEttO Park rOad)

www.allcarEHEaltH.Org
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OPEN mONdaY - FrIdaY 9 am - 5 Pm | crEdIt cardS accEPtEd.
Fl rESIdENtS ONlY!

MRI

CHRONIC PAIN
MANAGEMENT

Highfield MRI Picks Up Even The Smallest Problems.

YOURHEALTH1.COM

305.690.9784

North Dade & South Broward Location

REPORTS READY IN 1-2 HRS

700 IVES DAIRY RD. • N. MIAMI, FL. 33179

954.978.8282 • Pompano Beach
2450 W. Sample. Rd., Suite 8

$

75.00

ftlauderdale.backpage.com

LIMITED TIME
OFFER
$200
(For Spine Procedures) With this Ad Only

FIRST VISIT

FOR CHRONIC PAIN TREATMENT

NO OUT OF STATE PATIENTS

LASER HAIR REMOVAL

25% OFF ANY PROCEDURE
MONDAY – SUNDAY
APPOINTMENTS ONLY
FREE CONSULTATION

AHCA CERTIFIED

For Chronic Pain Therapy you must be 25 yrs or older, have a valid State
ID or Driver License and MRI/CT Scan current within the last 2 years.

*New Patients Only

GRAnD OPEnInG
Dr. Friedberg Celebrating
3rd Anniversary

now Accepting new Patients Same Day Appointment

Ph: 954.987.6100 Fax: 954.987.2360
3107 W. Hallandale Beach Blvd., Suite 102
Pembroke Park, FL 33009

E x i t i - 9 5 W E s t o n H a l l a n d a l E B E a c H B lv d . n E x t t o t H E R a c E t R a c G a s s tat i o n

Walk-Ins Welcome

935 INTRACOASTAL DRIVE • FT. LAUDERDALE, FL 33304
(SOUTH EAST OF THE GALLERIA MALL)

I-95

NE 26TH
AVE

954.530.7515

E. SUNRISE BLVD.

OctOber 13-OctOber 19, 2011

NEW LATE HOURS OPEN MONDAY–FRIDAY • 10AM - 8PM

New Times Broward-Palm Beach

$100 OFF INITIAL VISIT

• Open TUE-FRI
• FL ID & Residents
Only!
• 28 Day Follow Up
• By Appointment Only
• Safe & Secure
Environment
• Chronic Pain/ Back
Problems
• Sleep Disorder/ Anxiety
Depression

HEALTH & WELLNESS

ACUPUNCTURE

•STRESS RELIEF •CHRONIC PAIN
•WEIGHT LOSS
•INSOMNIA
•QUIT SMOKING
•INFERTILITY

INTRACOASTAL DR.
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Miami Beach
Rental Specialist

From $1,200
Find your next apt with 1 call

Cristian Azzariti

786-344-6145

300
Rentals
305
307
310
315
320
330
340
350

Roommates
Rooms for Rent
Roommate Services
Apartment/Condo/Townhome
House/Duplexes for Rent
Short Term/Corporate Housing
Manufactured Home Rentals
Vacation

317
Apartments for Rent

355
360
363
365
370
380
390

Out of Town
Storage
Boat/Dockage
Comm Rentals
Rentals Wanted
Miscellaneous
Rental Services

307
Rooms for Rent
FORT LAUDERDALE EAST
$675
954-624-6155
Student wanted furnished room. Private entrance and bath. Micro,
fridge, 1 person. $675 incl all exc cable/int. 1mi beach 954-624-6155
DOWNTOWN MIAMI
$125WK
305-496-5553
CHEAP Room, 124 NE14th Street, Miami 33132. $125 a Week/$490mo
with no A/C or $155/$590 a month with A/C. Yearly, safe, and secure.
Centrally located. With 24hr Security. Mention Miami New Times.

New Times Broward-Palm Beach

REAL ESTATE & RENTALS

CORAL GABLES
$875 UTIL INC
305-595-1216
2800 SW 37th Ct.1BR/LOFT area + 2bath Kitchen, tile flr, Walk to
Metrorail (Douglas Station) close to UM. 2 people only.

OctOber 13-OctOber 19, 2011

SOUTH BEACH
305-439-9780
Studio apartments, a/c, w/d in building, parking, 1 block to Lincoln
Road. utilities included. Available Now. Call Julio or Ted 305-458-0811
SOUTH BEACH
$750
786-208-2258
• Hotel Room - $750 Recently renov. Walk to Lincoln Rd, Ocean, Restaurants, Shops & Clubs. 1455 Washington Ave

SUNNY ISLES

$1250

786-290-1013

2br/2ba all tiled renovated, Balcony, Best schools, gated community parking pool, No pets, Cal Alberto 786-290-1013

317
Apartments for Rent
BAY HARBOR ISLANDS
$1250
305-864-3475
Newly renovated unit. Now available. 2 Br. Free parking, on site
mgmt, walk to A+ schools, pool. 10231 East Bay Harbor Drive

48

NORTH MIAMI
$750-$975
305-674-4051
2/1 & 1/1 small building on 125 St 1 block from Biscayne Blvd, close
to transportation & shops. No Dogs Call Josephine @
305-343-0517/305-674-4051

FT. LAUDERDALE
$875
786-290-1013
2br/1ba all tiled, central A/C, blocks from Las Olas, and Broward
Community college, 1st & Sec. only, No pets .Call Alberto
HOLLYWOOD BEACH
$1395
786-246-5343
Large 1 Bedroom/2 Bath. Ocean Front Building. Gym, FREE Valet, All
Amenities, Totally upgraded. Won't Last Call NOW!!
HOLLYWOOD
FROM $600
(305) 401-2435
Studio,1/1 & 2/1 near Young Circle. Also in Miami. Util inc, completely
remod, Rapid approval. No application Fee, Avail now!

365
Comm Rentals
MIAMI
$660
305-651-8406
ALL INCLUSIVE office space-private office, telephone, internet, waiting area and office services. (Several to choose from) Call Rachel.
MIAMI
FROM $80
305-651-8406
Office Business & Conference Center, offices from $80, conference
rooms $44/hr, ideal location for tri-county business. goldbetter.com

MIAMI beAch

MIAMI
$650
305-992-0392
Near downtown $650 2/1 Gated Complex Sec Camera, parking,
Laundry, Near Bayside and Flagler, only 2 units left call for special
MIAMI BEACH
$1,100
786-554-9474
Huge 2BR & 2 Full Bath, Private Prkg, Completely renovated.
Ceramic Tile Flrs, Laundry, 695 84th St. Sec. 8 OK.
MIAMI BEACH
FROM $775
305-861-2942
BEST DEAL 1/2 MONTH FREE on 1, 2 & 3 BR's. Close to Beach,
Remodeled Units & Bay Views. 305-861-2942
MIAMI BEACH
FROM $1200
786-344-6145
Miami Beach Rental Specialist will find you the apt you are looking for
at the BEST PRICE. 1-3 BR's w/ Luxury Amenities. Free Rental Locator
Service. CRISTIAN AZZARITI - DOUGLAS ELLIMAN FLORIDA

BROFOOD
BROCLUB
BROINSIDER

BROMUSIC
BROFILM

SOUTH BEACH
$995

Art Deco Apts
Close to Everything!

HOTEL ROOM $750
1BR/1BA $995
1455 Washington Ave
Call 786-208-2258

MiaMi beach from $250/wk 305-861-7120
From $250 a week! Studios for $250 p/wk or $800 p/mo.
Hotel Style rooms Fully Furnished No kitchen. No Contract.
email info @normans.biz or call 305-861-7120

E M P L O Y M E N T

105
Career/Training/Schools

100
Employment

CAREER EDUCATION

Train in

PHARMACY TECHNOLOGY
and work in drug stores,
hospitals, grocery stores
& more!
We also offer:
• Cardiovascular Tech
• Dental Asst
• Diagnostic Medical
• Sonography
• Medical Billing & Coding
• Medical Assistant
• Vet Tech
Call Now for Brochure
1-888-704-0333
sbftlauderdale.com
SANFORD BROWN
INSTITUTE
1201 West Cypress Creek Rd
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309
FILM SCHOOL

LEARN FILMAKING!

105
Career/Training/Schools

Write, shoot, direct, & edit your
own films in 8 or 16 weeks!
CLASSES START IN MARCH

ONE MONTH.
ONE COURSE.

Call for Free Catalog
954-989-2737

No Reason to Wait.
Our convenient

MIAMI FILM SCHOOL

ONE COURSE A MONTH
schedule fits your life.

Call Now!
1.866.351.4006

ClickBrownMackie4.com

One Herald Plaza
Miami, FL 33132

Accredited Member, ACICS

SOFTWARE DEVELOPER III
(Miramar, FL) Responsible for
the design & development of
business systems/applications,systems interfaces, databases, reporting or business intelligence systems. Master's
Degree in Telecommunications
& Networking required. Must be
proficient in Microsoft Visual C#
.NET & Visual Basic .NET, Microsoft ASP.NET, HTML, JavaScript,
AJAX, Silverlight, Visual Studio
Tools, & SQL Server 2005/2008.
Must possess excellent verbal &
written skills. Mail resume to:
Maritime Telecommunications
Network, Attn: HR, 3044 N.
Commerce Parkway, Miramar,
FL 33025.

3900 Hollywood Blvd #203
Hollywood, FL 33021
www.MiamiFilmSchool.com

DRIVERS & BIKERS Local
Messenger Service needs Bikers
& Drivers with small car /
scooter / bike for Miami office.
Telephone 305-638-5547
INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR
Looking for people with exp. in
the messenger /courier field.
Required : Mini Van (4 -6 Cylinders) or small car. F/T or P/T independent contractor. Get pay
on a per/job basis by commission. Call 305-455-4920 or email
CExpressC@AOL.com

ALL POSITIONS

GENTLEMEN'S CLUB
CHEETAH HALLANDALE
NOW OPEN!
MAKE BIG $$$
NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS

ENTERTAINERS
BAR & WAIT STAFF
MANAGERS
SHOT GIRLS
MASSAGE GIRLS
DAY SHIFT
MID SHIFT
NIGHT SHIFT

APPLY IN PERSON
@ CHEETAH HALLANDALE
100 ANSIN BLVD
HALLANDALE BEACH,FL 33009
MON - SAT
10AM-2PM
Talking on the job again? Are
you friendly, flirty, and love to
talk? Then come work for a
long-standing national entertainment company that offers
the highest starting pay in the
industry! Hourly base pay rate
of $9 - $10 with opportunity for
bonuses. Dont be misled by deceptive ads and empty promises. Get paid by the hour, not by
the minute or call. No trolling,
no dispatch. There are day and
evening shifts available for P/T
& F/T positions.
www.blvdent.com
(800) 211-3152

BY MR. V

I am a God-gifted Life Coach & Spiritual Guide, Clairvoyant reader able to remove all negative
obstables, fears, troubles, worries, depression and anxiety.
I will give you valuable advice on Love, Career, Finance and more. Gauranteed Results.

CALL FOR A FREE READING 954.987.7500
You can also email me at PsychicOneV@bellsouth.net
Located at 5287 Johnson Street • Hollywood, FL 33021

PROJECT MANAGER
(Doral) Supervise design
aspects of project: oversee
contract activities on jobsite,
submittals, procurement,
budget & schedule; plan, direct
& coord. project activities; Must
have Masters in Architecture or
equiv. foreign degree; 2
yrs/exp. & exp. w/high-end
furniture, multi-million dollar
residential projects, designing
interior spaces & AutoCAD.
We prefer no phone calls.
Fax resume: Anima Domus Inc.
305-470-8088

155
Medical Research Studies
PLASMA DONORS WANTED
Earn up to $200 a month for
Eligible, qualified new donors.
Fees vary by weight. New donors must bring photo ID,
proof of address, and Social
Security card. CSL Plasma. 2825
N Andrews Ave., Wilton Manors,
FL 33311. 954-561-6337.
www.cslplasma.com

155
Medical Research Studies

RESEARCH STUDY
NEED!! Marijuana users who
plan to reduce or quit Com-

167
Restaurants/Hotels/Clubs
ARE YOU EMPLOYABLE?

FIND OUT FAST!

pensation is available.
At Home Instant

No treatment is
provided. Complete all

Drug Screening!

activities from your home.

• Discreet • Confidential

This is a research study

& Reliable

University of Vermont.

WE DO BACKGROUND CHECKS
AS WELL! SAME DAY SERVICE!

toll free 1-888-244-0287
uvm.edu/hbpl/dailycallin

160
Office/Clerical
ADULT AGENCY
Hi-Volume Office / Call
Center needs a Manager with
industry exp. Also personal asst
position for the owner.
Salary +bonus potential!
Ft. Lauderdale location east of
I-95 on Oakland Pk Blvd.
Please call for appointment
214.864.7365

N is

seeking
sales
execs

ACTIVE
ADAPTABLE
AGGRESSIVE
ALERT
AMBITIOUS ANALYTICAL ASSERTIVE ATTENTIVE
AWARE CHALLENGING COMPETENT CONSCIENTIOUS
CONSISTENT CONSTRUCTIVE CREATIVE DEPENDABLE
DETERMINED DIPLOMATIC DISCIPLINED DISCREET
DIVERSE DYNAMIC ECONOMICAL EFFICIENT
ENERGETIC
ENTERPRISING
ENTHUSIASTIC
EXCEPTIONAL EXPERIENCED EXPERT EXTENSIVE
EXTRAVERTED FAIR FORCEFUL HIGH-LEVEL HONEST
IMAGINATIVE
INDEPENDENT
INNOVATIVE
INSTRUMENTAL INSIGHTFUL LEADING LOGICAL
MENTAL INSIGHTFUL LEADING LOGICAL OBJECTIVE
OPTIMISTIC PERCEPTIVE PERSONABLE PIONEERING
PLEASANT POSITIVE PRACTICAL PRODUCTIVE
READY REALISTIC RELIABLE
RESOURCEFUL
RESPONSIBLE RESPONSIVE SELF-RELIANT SENSITIVE
SINCERE SOPHISTICATED STRONG SYSTEMATIC
TACTFUL TALENTED UNIQUE VERSATILE VIGOROUS

$40k+ FIRST YEAR POTENTIAL
BASE + COMMISSION + BONUS

Please Send Your Resume & Cover Letter to
salesjobs@browardpalmbeach.com
New Times Broward Palm Beach
16 NE 4th Street Suite 200 Ft. Lauderdale, FL. 33301

MEDIA SALES
Media Sales
People Wanted!
Earn $40k+

conducted by the
For more information call

172
Sales

Call 561-910-1032

First Year Base +
Commissions + Benefits

Assured Drug Testing

New Times

& Analysis, Inc

Broward Palm Beach

Assureddrugtesting.com

172
Sales

Send Resume to
salesjobs@

REALTORS WANTED!!!
Amazing number of serious
leads, rentals and sales. Earn
$150K & up, work from home,
786-217-5333

browardpalmbeach.
com

In My City...

IT’S

Good
TO BE

Nosy
Ready to get clued in on a great career?

Earn your associate’s degree in

PRIVATE
INVESTIGATION

Flexible Class Schedules
Financial Aid

(for those who qualify)

Career Placement Assistance

1.866.652.6119

OctOber 13-OctOber 19, 2011

SPIRITUAL PSYCHIC READINGS

145
Management/Professional

New Times Broward-Palm Beach

THE OCEAN Corp. 10840 Rockley
Road, Houston, Texas 77099.
Train for a new career. *Underwater Welder. Commercial Diver. *NDT/Weld Inspector. Job
Placement Assistance. Financial
Aid avail for those who qualify
1.800.321.0298

120
Drivers/Delivery/Courier

130
Entertainment

EMPLOYEMENT

102 Architecture/Engineering
103 Auditions/Show Biz
105 Career/Training/Schools
110 Computer/Technical
112 Construction/Labor
120 Drivers/Delivery/Courier
125 Domestic
127 Education
130 Entertainment
140 Financial/Accounting
145 Management/Professional
150 Medical/Dental/Health
155 Medical Research Studies
160 Office/Clerical
167 Restaurants/Hotels/Clubs
170 Retail
172 Sales
175 Telemarketing/Call Center
177 Salons
180 Security/Law Enforcement
183 Trades
185 Miscellaneous
190 Business Opportunities
193 Employment Information
195 Position Wanted
ALQ Alquileres
BIEN Bienes Raices
BOB Best of Back Page
COM Compra/Venta/Cambio
EMP Empleo
INSE Insert
MIS Miscelaneos
SER Servicios
SPA Spaces Real Estate Guide

110
Computer/Technical

ftlauderdale.backpage.com

Classified
N

A non-profit institution. Accredited by the Accrediting
Council for Independent Colleges and Schools (ACICS)

Campuses in Miami and Ft. Lauderdale
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172
Sales
SALES

EARN UP TO $40K
YOUR FIRST YEAR!
Social Marketing Firm
looking for Highly
Motivated Individuals
• Limited Positions Available
• Inside & Outside Sales

BASE SALARY + BONUS
+ COMMISSION
EMAIL RESUME TO
Bdayan@mycoupster.com
or Call 954-889-1800 Ext 100

177
Salons
SALON MANAGERS!

Start Earning a Better
Living Today!

FL Cosm. Lic Req'd.
Competitive Pay,Monthly
Salon Bonus, $401K,
Health/Dental Benefits,
PTO & MORE!
Apply today at
www.careersbyhaircuttery.com

SERVICES

185
Miscellaneous
ACTORS/MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS
UP TO $300 A DAY
NO EXPERIENCE REQUIRED
Stand in the background for a
major film. All looks needed.
Speak to a live rep
1-888-428-9111
ASTROLOGERS/PSYCHICS
Tarot card readers, Part/Full
time, $12-$36/hr. Spanish/English. 954-524-9029
MYSTERY SHOPPERS Get Paid To
Shop! Retail/Dining Establishments Need Undercover Clients
To Judge Quality/Customer Service.† Earn Up To $150 A Day.
Call 877-737-7559

400
Buy-Sell-Trade
410
412
415
420
423
425
430
431
432
433
435
436
437
440
445
450
455
460
470

Antiques, Arts, Collectibles
Appliances
Auctions
Auto & Truck
Auto Parts
Boats
Clothing & Accessories
Electronics
Garage/Yard Sales
Free
Furniture
Jewelry
Lost & Found
Motorcycle
Miscellaneous
Pets, Pet Supplies
Sports Equipment
Tickets
Tools

420
Auto-Truck

I BUY CLUNKER CARS
Sell me your hoopties
$$$ Cash on the spot $$$
954-448-9664
cheapcarstoday@gmail.com

500
Services
505
510
515
520
525
527
530
533
537
540

Automotive Services
Bus Services
Computer Services
Financial Services
Legal Services
Legal Notices
Misc. Services
Home Services
Adoptions
Travel/Getaways

527
Legal Notices
FICTITIOUS NAME - Barbara
Bandy will be doing business
under the fictitious name of
Bandy Research Group in the
County of Palm Beach.

527
Legal Notices
LEGAL NOTICE
IN THE COUNTY COURT OF THE
SEVENTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND FOR BROWARD COUNTY,
FLORIDA. SMALL CLAIMS DIVISION
CASE NO. 11-13940 COCE 54
IMPACT BODY AND PAINT, INC.
A/KA IMPACT BODY AND PAINT
Plaintiff, vs. ADAORI THOMPSON
ET AL. Defendants.
NOTICE OF ACTION TO: ADAORI
THOMPSON Whose residence is:
1129 NW 9 Ter. Ft. Lauderdale,
FL 33311; 139 NW 9th Ave. Ft.
Lauderdale, FL 33311; and 2518
45th St. Saint Petersburg, FL
33711, and who has been
unable to be located for service
of process and all parties having
or claiming to have any right, title
or interest in the property
herein described. YOU ARE
NOTIFIED that an action in the
small claims court of Broward
County, Florida has been initiated
for a claim on lien of the
following described property:
4 Door Red 2006 Nissan Altima,
VIN# 1N4AL11D06N349955.
In Addition, YOU ARE HEREBY
NOTIFIED that you are required
to appear in person or by attorney
at the Broward County
Courthouse in Courtroom 400;
located at 201 S.E. 6 Street Fort
Lauderdale, FL, 33301, on November
29, 2011 at 9:00 a.m.
for a PRETRIAL CONFERENCE
before a Judge of this court.
IMPORTANT - READ CAREFULLY
THE CASE WILL NOT BE TRIED AT
THAT TIME DO NOT BRING WITNESSES
- APPEAR IN PERSON OR
BY ATTORNEY. The defendant
must appear in court on the
date specified in order to avoid
a default judgment. The plaintiff(
s) must appear to avoid having
the case dismissed for lack
of prosecution. A written MOTION
or ANSWER to the court by
plaintiff(s) or Defendant(s) shall
not excuse the personal appearance
of a party or its attorney
in the PRETRIAL CONFERENCE.
The date and time of the
pretrial conference CANNOT be
rescheduled without good
cause and prior court approval.
A corporation may be represented
at any stage of the trialcourt proceedings by an officer
of the corporation or any other
employee authorized in writing
by an officer of the corporation.
Written authorization
must be brought to the Pretrial
Conference. The purpose of the
pretrial conference is to record
your appearance, to determine
if you admit all or part of the
claim, to enable the court to
determine the nature of the

case, and to set the case for
trial if the case cannot be resolved
at the pretrial conference.
You or your attorney
should be prepared to confer
with the court and to explain
briefly the nature of the dispute,
state what efforts have
been made to settle the dispute,
exhibit any documents
necessary to prove the case,
state the names and addresses
of your witnesses, stipulate to
the facts that will require no
proof and will expedite the trial,
and estimate how long it will
take to try the case. Mediation
may take place at the pretrial
conference. Whoever appears
for a party must have full settlement
authority to settle.
Failure to have authority to settlement
at this pretrial conference
may result in the imposition
of costs and attorney fees
incurred by the opposing party.
If you admit the claim, but desire
additional time to pay, you
must come and state the circumstances
to the court. The
court may or may not approve
a payment plan and withhold
judgment or execution of levy.
RIGHT TO VENUE. The law gives
the person or company who
has sued the right to file any
one of several places as listed
below. However, if you have
need sued in any place other
than one of these places, you
as a defendant(s) have the right
to request that the case be
moved to a proper location or
venue. A proper location or venue
may be one of the following:
(1) where the contract was
entered into; (2) if the suit is on
an unsecured note, where the
note was signed or where the
maker resides; (3) if the suit is
to recover property of to foreclose
a lien, where the property
is located; (4) where the event
giving rise to the event occurred;
(5) where any one or
more of the defendants sued
reside; (6) any location agreed
to in a contract; (7) in an action
for money due, if there is not
agreement as to where the suit
may be filed, where payment is
to be made. If you, as the defendant,
believe the plaintiff
has not sued in one of the correct
places, you must appear on
your court date and orally request
a transfer, or you must
file a WRITTEN request for
transfer in affidavit form (sworn
to under oath) with the court 7
days prior to your court date
and send a copy to the plaintiff
or plaintiff's attorney, if any.
WITNESS my hand and the seal
of this Court this ______ day of
____________________, _____.
As Clerk of the Court in and for

the County of Broward, Florida
By:__________________________
As Deputy Clerk
Publish In: BROWARD DAILY
BUSINESS REVIEW. A copy of
this Notice of Action and Complaint
were sent to the defendants
at the following addresses:
ADAORI THOMPSON2518 45th
St. Saint Petersburg, FL 33711

FICTITIOUS NAME -C&S HEARING ENTERPRISES, INC. will be
doing business under the fictitious name of Audibel Hearing
Centers of Broward in the
County of Broward.

530
Misc. Services
WANTS TO purchase minerals
and other oil & gas interests.
Send details to P.O. Box 13557,
Denver, Co 80201

533
Home Services

MAID SERVICE
CLEANING SERVICES
HOMES, APARTMENTS,
CONDOS & OFFICES.
RS INTERNATIONAL
CALL 305-909-3147
305-917-5542

600
Music
605
610
615
620
625
630
635
640

Musicians Avail./Wanted
Musician’s Services
Music Instruction
Music Equip/Instruments
Plug the Band
Show Biz
Modeling & Talent
Photography

610
Musicians Services
RECORDING STUDIO
INSANE SOUNDS is S. Florida’s
premier recording studio and
production facility. We help you
get that BIG, CLEAR & POWERFUL sound to give your project
the edge! ProTools HD with
TONS of plug-ins, mics & outboard gear. 3 sets of monitors
including PMC BB5-XBD master-

MOVING & DELIVERY

Dr. Matthew S. Lief, M.D. is currently enrolling
men 26 years and up who experience
symptoms of problems with ejaculation. You
may qualify for a study if you are unable to
ejaculate at all, takes you a long time to
ejaculate, if you experience a decrease force
of (cum) ejaculation and /or decrease volume
(amount) of ejaculate.
Men with premature ejaculation DO NOT
qualify for this study. If you experience any
of the above symtoms and believe you have
low testosterone ( you feel, tired, low energy,
problems with erection) please contact our office to see if you qualify for this study and have
your testosterone checked.
The study involves a series of seven visits,
blood tests, and questioaries. Only men with
ejaculatory dysfunction and confirmed low
testosterone are being enrolled in the study.
Contact Dr. Matthew S. Lief’s office for more info.

Phone: 954.755.3801
9750 NW 33rd St. Coral Springs, FL 33065

ing monitors. Large LIVE room.
Save TIME & MONEY by mixing
your project ONCE! Beat &
Song Production, CD/DVD Du-

AFFORDABL MOVERS!

RESEARCH STUDY

FOR MEN WITH PROBLEMS WITH EJACULATION

Stay Plugged In.

plication, Satellite TV & WiFi. “…
from Hip Hop to Hardcore.”

Affordable prices! Residential/commercial Any size job.

www.insanesounds.com •

Prof. courteous Licensed.

Call 954.797.0470 or Email

Call Johnny for flat rates

info@insanesounds.com •

305-785-6282 or leave msg

Ft Lauderdale.

All our ads,

New Times Broward-Palm Beach

all the time,
all on-line.

on

OctOber 13-OctOber 19, 2011

Online Advertising Dir

N
www.browardpalmbeach.com/adindex
For Advertising Opportunities Call: 954-233-1569

Online Display Ads

50

PREPARE FOR A CAREER
YOU WILL LOVE!
•Massage Therapy
•Skin Care
•Paramedical
Skin Care
•Electrology

“Write, shoot, direct & edit your
own films in 8 or 16 weeks!”
Call or Click free Catalog

954.989.2737

1.888.533.1164
www.fcnh.com

2001 W. SAMPLE RD., Suite 100, POMPANO BEACH, FL 33064
For more information about our graduation rates, median debt of students who
completed the programs, and other important information, please visit our website
at www.fcnh.com/programs.html.

EDUCATION / INSTRUCTION

In My City...

Compassion

Calling
IS A

Ready to train for a career that gives back?

Earn your associate’s degree in

NURSING

Flexible Class Schedules Career Placement Assistance
Financial Aid (for those who qualify)

3900 Hollywood Blvd #203, Hollywood, FL 33021

www.MiamifilmSchool.com

1.800.509.5402

Campuses in Miami
and Ft. Lauderdale

CAREER EDUCATION

In My City...

Make a Difference
With Career Education

Reaction
TIME IS

Everything

Call ATI Today!

The right training could prepare you to be a hero!

Emergency Medical Services
Flexible Class Schedules Career Placement Assistance
Financial Aid (for those who qualify)

1.877.608.2489

A non-profit institution. Accredited by the Accrediting
Council for Independent Colleges and Schools (ACICS)

Campuses in Miami, Fort Lauderdale, and Hollywood

Contact ATI for a complete list of programs.

APTS/JOBS/STUFF
FREE ONLINE CLASSIFIEDS FROM THE N

4 Miami / Fort Lauderdale
Locations
Programs vary by location

No HS diploma or GED? Inquire
about how to get started without it.

Financial Aid Available
To Those Who Qualify

888.513.6701
ATIFLSchools.com

For disclosure information regarding any ATI program, visit the above URL.
ATI Career Training Center – Miami, Florida is a branch location of the Oakland Park,
Florida campus. ATI Career Training Center – College of Health is a satellite location of the
Oakland Park campus. *NASM Approved Provider. **Degree Programs.

Applicable for diploma programs

OctOber 13-OctOber 19, 2011

▼ Day and Evening Classes
▼ Graduate Employment Assistance
▼ Flexible Schedules
▼ Approved for Veterans Training

New Times Broward-Palm Beach

• Medical Administrative
Assisting Technology
• Medical Assisting Technology
• Medical Office Administration
• Diagnostic Ultrasound Technology**
• Respiratory Therapy**
• Personal Fitness Trainer*
• Automotive Service Technician
• Air Conditioning, Heating,
Refrigeration and Appliances

Earn your associate’s degree in

| Classified | Adult | HeAltH Wellness | employment | services | reAl estAte & rentAls |

• Shoot on HD cameras • Edit on Final Cut Pro
• Learn Screenwriting • PT Day/Eve Classes
• Affordable Tuition • Learn By Doing
• Learn 3-D filmaking

ftlauderdale.backpage.com

Learn fiLMMaking

EDUCATION / INSTRUCTION
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OctOber 13-OctOber 19, 2011

New Times Broward-Palm Beach

| Rentals & Real estate | seRvices | employment | HealtH Wellness | adult | Classified |

ftlauderdale.backpage.com

Chronic
Pain Relief
New PatieNts
short wait Periods
Free
iNitaL Visit
SoMe reStriCtionS aPPLY

pharmacy on site

SoutheaSt FLorida Pain ManageMent

954.771.3553

41 east Commercial Blvd. • Fort Lauderdale, FL 33334
Medical director dr. rincon

561.844.4400

517 Northlake Blvd. • North Palm Beach, FL 33408
dr. dacus

JACK GOLOFF, D.O.
Complete Pain Care Practice
Board Certiﬁed in Family Practice

SUBUTEX Rx DRIVERS

Counselors or recovery patients to drive
patients to our pharmacy (561) 504-5087
BEST Relationships Expert + SEX COACH
Ph. D. Specializing: desire/repair/changes/excitement!
Individuals/couples; All Lifestyles; dating; alternative fun

Call 954-980-2780, DrGrenci@bellsouth.net
HGH, Testosterone, HcG
Hormone Replacement, B-12
WCB Call 954-915-3522
Bankruptcy Attorney!!!

OVER 25 YRS BANKRUPTCY EXPERIENCE

www.dont-sweat-the-debt.com - (954) 458-7600

DUI, Drug Poss, Dom Violence, Restraining
Orders, Divorce & Child Support
Gustavo E. Frances,P.A.*Se Habla Español
1-866-435-4172*Lauderdaledefense.com *Tri-County *24/7

Mattress Set, King $200

Qn $150 Full $130 Twin $100 - 954.465.6498
Furniture Available - Can Deliver

ABORTIONS UP TO 22 WEEKS!!
Starting At $225.00
CALL 954-964-9528

A Woman's Center of Hollywood

@GetWithIt!
Friend New Times Broward Palm Beach on Facebook and

follow us on Twitter to get the latest news, deals, free stuff
offers, event updates and more!

All New Blackjack!
Mardi Gras Casino

831 N Fed HWY (877) 55 SLOTS

2500 E COMMERCIAL BLVD.
FT L AUDERDALE, FL 33308

954.493.8880

SUBOXONE TREATMENT AVAILABLE

INTERNS WANTED!!

Get great experience working for one of the hottest
publications in South Florida. New Times Broward Palm
Beach is seeking interns in Marketing and Business. Please
send resumes to jackie.carlson@browardpalmbeach.com.

MUST
HAVE APP!
Find the best things to do wherever you are! Experience the
Best of restaurants, nightlife, entertainment and more by
downloading the FREE “Best Of” app. Search “Best Of” in
the app store.

Media Sales People Wanted!
Earn $40k+ First Year
Base + Commissions + Benefits
New Times Broward Palm Beach

Send Resume to salesjobs@browardpalmbeach.com

JOIN
THE STREET TEAM!
Love attending cool events and working with people?
New Times is seeking friendly, energetic and outgoing
indivuals to be part of the Broward Palm Beach Street Team
to represent the New Times at events and outings.
No prior experience needed. Send email to
jackie.carlson@browardpalmbeach.com.

Compassion

Calling
IS A

Ready to train for a career that gives back?

Earn your associate’s degree in

NURSING
_
Flexible Class Schedules

_ Career Placement Assistance
_ Financial Aid (for those who qualify)

1.800.509.5402

GEORGIA HEALTH ASSOCIATES!
2191 Northlake Parkway, Tucker, GA

Wellness Center of Valdosta
Grand Opening!!! No wait
Call today 229-269-4250

DONATE PLASMA TODAY

17070 Collins Ave, Suite 267. 305-924-6446

Earn up to $200 a Month

954-561-6337 • www.CSLPLASMA.com

Chronic Pain? Weight Loss?

New Patients Welcome Call (305)760-2284
190 NE 199 st(Ives Dairy Rd) suite #105

SPORTS MEMORABILIA FOR SALE...

EMPLOYMENT ATTORNEYS

TAKE VIAGRA? SAVE $500.

OVERTIME CLAIMS / UNPAID WAGES.
Free initial consultation Julisse Jimenez, Esq.
Florida Law Partners. 305 371-8064 Miami

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT Teams of 2 (two) Needed!
Salary, housing, utilities and bonuses. Tools and
transportation a must. Willing to relocate. 1-866-553-3613.
Call Monday- Friday, 9:00am-5:00pm Central Time.
No weekend Calls!

HELP STOP YOUR PAIN!
$150 INITIAL VISIT

1 HOUR MASSAGE ONLY $20

Easy Access from I-95 - Exit 10B

SAME DAY APPTS - NO WAITS

954-200-8960

PAIN BEE GONE!! GRAND OPENING!!
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT!

$100 OFF INITIAL VISIT! CALL 561-218-4951
Walk Ins welcomed! No-Wait! Open Mon - Fri 9AM-5PM
22749 St. Rd. 7, Ste E, Boca Raton • www.AllcareHealth.org

PAIN MANAGEMENT

DETOX Treatment - Opiates
Suboxone Certified - $50 Off Initial Visit
Sheridan Medical Centre 954-885-9874

SUBOXONE OPIATE DETOX!!!

Take Your LIFE Back!!!
$100 OFF Initial Visit $75 OFF Meds
Palm Beach Wellness Center 561.429.3973

ACTING CLASSES

Improv, TV Commercials, Basic Acting
www.panaroacademy.com 305-532-9422

Call 305-335-3855 Nelson Sands Lic# MA0006625

2 Houses - Buy 1 get one Free 2/1 new tiled Floors + 1/1 key
west design on quiet cool de sack, near Barry U, St. Rose
$100K Artist Owner 786-443-3126

Abortion up to 22 wks. Free Pregnancy Test
Complete GYN Srvcs, 24/7. Abortion 1-10 wks for $180.
A Womans Health Ctr. 237 NW 12 Ave Ste B 305-545-0084

Viagra 100mg, Cialis 20mg.40 pill+ 4 FREE, only $99.00. #1
Male Enhancement, discreet shipping. Satisfaction
Guaranteed. 1-888-797-9026

TOP PAY For RNs, LPNs, CNAs, CMAs,

Bonus Free Gas 1-800-656-4414 AACO Nursing Agency

Translators + Interpreters
OPIATE ADDICTION TREATMENT -

Stop abusing pain medications, heroin & yourself. Paul Glassman DO.
$40 to enroll then $40/week+medication+tests. (305) 940-9300

RAPID OPIATE DETOX
Get Your Life Back Today!
$150 OFF INITIAL VISIT
Call Now (954)200-6959

JACK M. GOLOFF, D.O.
PAIN CARE PRACTICE

Board Certified Family Practice
2500 E. Commercial, 33308 954-493-8880

ABORTIONS up to 24 Weeks
Coral Way 305-262-7488
North Miami 305-944-4111

AIRLINE MECHANICS TRAINING

AIRLINE MECHANIC Rapid Training For High Paying Aviation Maintenance Career. FAA Predicts Severe Shortage. Financial Aid if Qualified.
Job Placement. AIM 877-384-5827 www.AviationMaintenance.edu

miamiarttours.com
Museums • Collections • Galleries • Art Districts

Transportation Provided • 786-290-3203

Wellness & Pain Center of BroWard

HAS YOUR DOCTOR CLOSED?

Pain

Call Today for aN appoiNTmeNT
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NY Yanks, Patriots, Dolphins and more. 305-898-5206

Multi-Lingual • 305-754-4348 • www.creoletrans.com

NEW PATIENTS GET 2ND APPOINTMENT ABSOLUTELY FREE
Campuses in Miami and Ft. Lauderdale

call 24/7 Toll Free 1-877-499-HURT(4878)

Jiu-jitsuGracie.com

*37 years in business!-NEW YORK CITY*

Pain

INJURY LAWYER free consult

CALL 678-822-5810

7th Ave. Pain
786-431-1339

EDUCATION / INSTRUCTION

In My City...

TIRED OF FLORIDA HASSLES?

954.491.8034

5459 N. federal Hwy • forT lauderdale, fl 33308 ( 4 bloCks NorTH of CommerCial)

BB & H PAIN
MANAGEMENT
$100 FIRST VISIT!
Same Day Appointments, No Waiting

7401 N. UNIVERSITY DRIVE SUITE #206
TAMARAC, FL 33321

954.718.2230

FULLY COMPLIANT, ETHICAL PHYSICIAN,
MEMBER OF THE FLORIDA ACCOUNTABLE PHYSICIAN NETWORK.

